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MOTORCYCLE 
COVERS
•Made of durable 
300 x 300 black 
urethane-coated 
polyester fabric; 
all seams are double 
stitched for 
added strength

•Standard covers feature a plush fabric liner over the handlebar area for added protection to mirrors, fairings and windshields
•Chopper covers are lined down the center for added paint protection
•All covers are vented with a small signature Drag Specialties logo on the vent flap
•Heat-resistant lower panels for protection from exhaust
•Elasticized bottom perimeter for a snug fit and lower grommets in the cover for additional security (chopper covers also have adjustable side tethers 
to ensure a snug fit)

•Cover is marked at rear for ease of installation
•Includes a 11” x 19” bag for storage
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
1701-1001 Chopper cover for custom high neck models 

w/ extended forks and no sissy bar (up to 
111” wheelbase) $109.95

1701-1002 Medium cover for XL and Buell models 89.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
1701-1003 Large cover for Softail, Dyna and custom 

models (w/o high neck frame) $94.95
1701-1004 Extra-large cover for Dresser models 

(w/ or w/o Tour Pak) 109.95
 

MC902/3/4 DELUXE ALL-SEASON COVERS
•Made from water-resistant, UV-treated Tri-Max® polyester
•Air ventilators to prevent condensation and heat shield lower panels
•Four oversized grommets with bungees at front wheel and middle of bike for security
•Soft windshield liner and fully elasticized hem for a snug fit
•Packed into its own attractive carryall
•Available in navy/silver, burgundy/silver and black/silver
•Sizes to fit every model; sizes M, L, XL and XXL
•Not intended for trailering

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
NAVY/SILVER - MC-902
MC902M Medium $49.95
MC902L Large 52.95
MC902XL X-large 55.95
MC902XXL XX-large 59.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
BURGUNDY/SILVER - MC-903
MC903M Medium $49.95
MC903L Large 52.95
MC903XL X-large 55.95
MC903XXL XX-large 59.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
BLACK/SILVER - MC-904
MC904M Medium $49.95
MC904L Large 52.95
MC904XL X-large 55.95
MC904XXL XX-large 59.95

MC902M

MC903M

MC904M

1701-1001

1701-1003
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DEFENDER® 2000 AND 3000
•Guaranteed 100% waterproof
•Made from full-strength UV-treated 
Tri-Max® polyester

•Double-stitched, electronically heat-sealed 
seams and heat shield lower panels

•Perma-Venting® system prevents 
condensation buildup

•Soft windshield panel protector
•Snug-fitting elasticized bottom with 1” 
grommets at center and front wheel

•Packed in its own tough backpack
•Available in black/silver 2000 and gray/silver 3000
•Available in M, L, XL and XXL

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
BLACK/SILVER 2000
D2-500 Medium $94.95
D2-750 Large 99.95
D2-1000 X-large 109.95
D2-1500 XX-large 119.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
GRAY/SILVER 3000
4001-0093 Medium $94.95
4001-0094 Large 99.95
4001-0095 X-large 109.95
4001-0096 XX-large 119.95
 

DEFENDER® 
400, 500 
AND 600
•The Defender® 
is guaranteed 
100% waterproof

•Made from a 
lighter-weight, 
top-quality, 
UV-treated 
Tri-Max® polyester

•The exclusive UVEX™ process blocks out harmful UV rays that are the leading cause 
of color fading

•Double-stitched, electronically heat-sealed seams and heat shield lower panels
•Soft windshield panel protector
•Perma-Venting® system prevents condensation build-up and allows constant air circulation
•Snug elastic bottom with 1” grommets at center and front wheel
•Packed into its own tough zipper storage bag with handle
•Available in black/silver 400, gray/silver 500 and navy/silver 600

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
BLACK/SILVER 400
D4-200 Medium $84.95
D4-300 Large 89.95
D4-400 X-large 94.95
D4-500 XX-large 99.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
GRAY/SILVER 500
D5-200 Medium $84.95
D5-300 Large 89.95
D5-400 X-large 94.95
D5-500 X-large 99.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
NAVY/SILVER 600
D6-200 Medium $84.95
D6-300 Large 89.95
D6-400 X-large 94.95
D6-500 XX-large 99.95
 

FC-628
•Guaranteed 100% waterproof
•Made from a medium weight top-quality, 
UV-treated Tri-Max® polyester

•Double-stitched, electronically heat-sealed 
seams and heat shield lower panels

•Soft windshield panel protector
•Perma-Venting® system prevents condensation 
build-up and allows constant air circulation

•Snug-fitting elasticized bottom with 1” 
grommets at center and front wheel

•Packed into its own tough backpack
•Available in black/silver; sizes M, L and XL
•Not intended for trailering

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
FC628M Medium $79.95
FC628L Large 84.95
FC628XL X-large 89.95
 

FC-428
•Made from a lighter weight, top quality, 
UV-treated Tri-Max® polyester

•Water-resistant
•Heat shield lower panels
•Soft windshield panel protector
•Air ventilators to prevent condensation
•Snug-fitting elasticized bottom with 1” 
grommets at center and front wheel

•Packed into its own attractive carryall
•Fits most Harleys
•Available in black/silver; sizes M, L and XL
•Not intended for trailering

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
FC428M Medium $54.95
FC428L Large 59.95
FC428XL X-large 64.95
 

UV2000 1/2 COVER
•Specially treated UV protector nylon
•Blocks out over 97% of sun’s harmful rays
•100% waterproof and protects against all 
natural elements

•Seams are four-folded, stitched and electrically 
heat-sealed

•Shock cord allows for snug fit on all shapes
•Sewn-in elastic bungees
•Comes in its own fanny pack
•When folded, fits into almost any 
storage compartment

•Not intended for trailering
•Sizes M, L and XL to fit every bike

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
UV2000M Medium $42.95
UV2000L Large 49.95
UV2000XL X-large 54.95
 

D2-1000 4001-0093

D4-200 D5-200

D6-200
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DC-500 DUST COVER
•Protect your bike from dust and spills when garaged
•Soft, non-scratch brushed poly/cotton
•Folds to fit in small compartment or saddlebag for storage
•Includes convenient carry bag
•Available in light blue

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DC500LG Large $39.95
DC500XL X-large 49.95
DC500XX XX-large 59.95
 

TRK-350D TRIKE DUST COVER
•Protect your trike from dust and spills when garaged
•Made from a breathable soft non-scratch brushed poly/cotton
•One size fits most

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4001-0010 TRK-350D trike cover $59.95
 

POCKET TRAVEL COVER
•Made from water-resistant superlight-weight Tri-Max® 
Ripstop® nylon

•Snug elastic with 1” grommets at center and front wheel
•Packs tightly into its own matching carryall
•Available in black
•Sizes to fit every model

PART # SIZE SUG. RETAIL
4001-0067 Medium $44.95
4001-0068 Large 47.95
4001-0069 X-large 49.95
4001-0070 XX-large 54.95

MC-900/MC-901 
ECONO COVERS
•Guaranteed to be 100% waterproof
•Made from ripstop-designed soft PVC
•Front, middle and rear grommets for 
safety tie-downs

•Fully ventilated using the exclusive 
Cool-Vent system

•Sized to fit every bike and scooter
•Not intended for trailering
•Available in S, M, L, XL or XXL; choose 
from graphite black or sonic gray

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
GRAPHITE BLACK - MC-900
MC900S Small $24.95
MC900M Medium 27.95
MC900L Large 27.95
MC900XL X-large 29.95
MC900XXL XX-large 34.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
SONIC GRAY - MC-901
MC901S Small $24.95
MC901M Medium 27.95
MC901L Large 27.95
MC901XL X-large 29.95
MC901XXL XX-large 34.95
 

TRK-350 TRIKE COVER
•Made of medium-weight Tri-Max® 
polyester, this is the only trike cover 
guaranteed to be 100% waterproof

•Double-stitched, electronically heat-sealed seams
•Heat shield lower panels; soft windshield protector
•Exclusive Perma-Venting® system prevents condensation buildup by allowing 
constant air circulation

•50” rear zipper gives access to trunk without cover removal
•Snug-fitting, elasticized bottom has 1” grommets in center and at front wheel
•Folds into its own carryall
•Available in black; 
one size fits all

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
TRK-350 Trike cover $129.95
 

MC900S

MC901S

1211
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GUARDIAN® 
SECURE ALARM
•Added security for the Weatherall™ Plus cover
•Pin-pull alarm emits an 
ultraloud 130dB tone when activated by 
unauthorized movement of the cover

•Battery-powered alarm (battery not included) 
requires no special wiring and installs 
in minutes

•For all Guardian® Weatherall covers with 
sewn-in alarm sleeves

1212

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4001-0005 For choppers up to 109” $109.95
4001-0006 For intermediate choppers up to 96” 109.95
4001-0059 For choppers up to 124” 123.95
 

GUARDIAN® CUSTOM BIKE 
INDOOR COVER
•Specially designed to fit your custom bike
•Constructed of breathable cotton with a napped 
interior to provide protection from scratches

•Sewn-in shock cord on bottom hem ensures a snug fit
•Reinforced grommets allow the use of a cable lock; cable lock 
not included

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
4020-0030 Secure motorcycle alarm $20.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4001-0054 Medium $84.95
4001-0050 Large 94.95
4001-0051 X-large 105.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4001-0052 XX-large $115.95
4001-0053 XXX-large 126.95
4001-0055 Sportbike 99.95
 

IMPROVED GUARDIAN® WEATHERALL™ 
PLUS MOTORCYCLE COVERS
•Features four built-in alarm sleeves so you can make 
your bike more secure by adding Secure 
Alarm Systems to your cover

•Alarms sold separately
•Fabricated from heavy polyester with waterproof undercoating and Moisture-Guard™ 
ventilation system

•Reinforced grommets for cable or bar locks and elastic bottom rim for snug fit
•Black with silver side panels; storage bag included

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
50020-00 X-large $123.95
50021-00 XX-large 129.95
50022-00 XXX-large 133.95
 

GUARDIAN® EZ ZIP 
MOTORCYCLE COVER
•Eliminates hassles associated with putting 
a cover on a bike or removing it

•A zipper located at the rear of the cover makes 
installation and removal fast, easy and convenient

•Constructed of heavy-duty polyester material for 
long-lasting durability

•ClimaShield™ Plus fabric coatings ensure 
water repellency and UV stability and retard the 
growth of mildew

•Exclusive Moisture-Guard™ venting system 
prevents the accumulation of unwanted moisture 
under the cover

•Scorch-resistant aluminized heat shield panel allows 
the cover to be put on the bike before the 
pipes have cooled

•Unique locking grommets facilitate the use 
of a cable lock to secure your motorcycle

•Elastic cord sewn into the hem of the cover ensures 
a snug fit

•Special soft cover liner in the area of the motorcycle 
windshield protects against possible scratching

•EZ On and EZ Off zipper makes installation and 
removal of the cover hassle-free

•Includes convenient storage bag

50020-00

4001-0050

4001-0005
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PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
4001-0056 Medium, sport bikes, small cruisers w/o windshields $49.95
4001-0057 Large, cruisers, touring/sport touring 51.95
4001-0058 X-large, large touring 55.95
 

GUARDIAN® ULTRALITE™ PLUS 
MOTORCYCLE COVER
•Small, compact design is ideal for longer rides; stores 
easily anywhere

•Lightweight rip-stop polyester fabric construction 
for enhanced tear and abrasion resistance

•Combined UV and water-repellent coating provides protection from dirt, 
pollution and harsh sunlight; two vent flaps expell moisture

•Sewn-in storage bag on the cover’s interior is a place for storing gloves, 
sunglasses and other small items

•Features full-perimeter elastic on bottom, underbelly straps for a secure 
fit, soft interior lining to protect windshields and lockable grommets for 
added security

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
50037-00 Large, full-dress $23.95
50038-00 X-large, small touring/full-dress 25.95

PVC MOTORCYCLE COVER
•Basic motorcycle cover constructed of heavy-duty PVC 
plastic to protect the motorcycle from the elements

•100% PVC construction means a cover that 
is 100% waterproof

•Includes grommets in the hem to allow for the use 
of a motorcycle locking device

•Two sizes to fit most motorcycles

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
50012-00 L, small touring models $35.95
50008-00 X-large, full-dress models 41.95
 

GUARDIAN® STORE AWAY
•An inexpensive indoor storage cover that’s intended 
to replace that old sheet, blanket or tarp

•A universal-fit cover that will protect the motorcycle 
from dust and dirt while it is being stored in a garage

•Made of soft material to prevent scratching of the 
motorcycle’s finish

•Breathable fabric to prevent the accumulation of moisture inside 
of the cover

•Two sizes to fit most all motorcycles, including the largest 
touring models

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
50034-00 Medium, sport/custom $69.95
50035-00 Large, full-dress 73.95
50036-00 XX-large 84.95
 

GUARDIAN DUSTER
•Store your prized 
motorcycle inside and 
keep dirt and dust off

•Ideal for indoor storage
•Designed to keep the bike 
clean at an affordable price

•Constructed of a soft cotton material that won’t scratch or harm the 
finish of the motorcycle

•Natural cotton materials are breathable to let potentially harmful 
moisture escape from inside the cover

•Elastic cord sewn into the hem of the cover ensures a snug fit
•Unique locking grommets facilitate the use of a cable lock to secure 
your motorcycle

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
PX-50 Medium, sport/custom $76.95
PX-100 Large, full-dress 81.95
PX-125 X-large, small touring/full-dress 86.95
PX-150 XX-large, large touring/full-dress 91.95
PX-200 XXX-large, large touring 97.95
 

GUARDIAN® 
WEATHERALL
•Water-repellent urethane-
coated polyester material 
with aluminized panels to 
cover hot engine and exhaust pipes

•Flannel panel protects windshield from scratches 
(large, X-large and XX-large only)

•Reinforced grommets for cable or bar locks and elastic bottom 
rim for snug fit

•Five sizes fit all motorcycles

PX-200

50034-00

50008-00

50037-00

4001-0056
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FITS MODEL SIZE
BUELL
All models M
EXCELSIOR-HENDERSON
Super-X L
HARLEY-DAVIDSON
All Sportsters M
Dyna Super Glide T-Sport LG
FXDS Dyna Convertible LG
FXDX Dyna Super Glide Sport M
FLSTF Fat Boy LG
FLHR Electra Glide XL
FLHS Electra Glide Sport XL
FLHT Electra Glide Standard XL
FLHTC Electra Glide Classic XL
FLHTC Ultra Classic Electra Glide XL

FITS MODEL SIZE
HARLEY-DAVIDSON (CONT)
FLSTC  Heritage Softail Classic XL
FLSTN Heritage Softail Special LG
FLTC Ultra Classic Tour Glide XL
FXD Dyna Super Glide M
FXDB Dyna Daytona M
FXDC Dyna Glide M
FXDL Dyna Low Rider M
FXDS Dyna Convertible XL
FXDWG Dyna Wide Glide LG
FXR Low Rider/FXR Super Glide M
FXRS Super Glide II M
FXRT Sport Glide LG
FXST Softail M
FXSTS Springer Softail M
 

FITS MODEL SIZE
HARLEY-DAVIDSON (CONT)
FXSTSB Bad Boy LG
FLSTS Heritage Springer LG
FXSTB Night Train LG
FLTR Road Glide XL
FLHR Road King/Classic XL
FXSTD Softail Deuce LG
VRSCA V-Rod M
INDIAN
Scout, Spirit L
Chief w/o windshield L
Chief w/ windshield XL
Chief Roadmaster XL

DOWCO COVER APPLICATIONS

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3515-0067 Small $20.95
3515-0068 Large 23.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
4001-0003 Angled front, small to medium cruisers w/ windshield, sissy bar and saddlebags $94.95
G-175 Trike cover 103.95

GUARDIAN® 
WEATHERALL™ 
PLUS COVERS
•Fabricated from 
heavy polyester with 
waterproof undercoating 
and Moisture-Guard™ 
ventilation system

•Reinforced grommets for 
cable or bar locks and elastic 
bottom rim for snug fit

•Excellent for all-weather 
protection or inside storage

•Protects windshield with a layer of scratch-resistant lining 
bonded to the inside of the cover

•Two sizes fit motorcycles listed (G-175 fits conversions from Lehman, Motor Trike, 
Trike Shop and most others)

GUARDIAN® COVER 
COMPRESSION TOOL
•Available in two sizes to compress any bike 
cover to its true packed potential

•Made from tough, lightweight nylon
•Uses four cinch straps and two compression 
pockets to squeeze cover to minimum size

•Small measures 15” x 5”; 6.7” x 5” compressed
•Large measures 23” x 7.5”; 
11” x 7.5” compressed

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
BLUE/SILVER
4001-0023 Medium, sport bikes/small cruisers w/o windshields $35.95
4001-0024 Large, sport bikes/small cruisers w/o windshields 39.95
4001-0025 X-large, cruisers/touring 41.95
YELLOW/SILVER
4001-0032 Large, sport bikes/small cruisers w/o windshields 39.95
4001-0033 X-large, cruisers/touring 41.95
GRAY/SILVER
LEG-01 Medium, sport bikes/small cruisers w/o windshields 35.95
4001-0034 Large, cruisers/touring 39.95
LEG-02 X-large, small touring/full-dress 41.95
LEG03 X-large, dressers 41.95
 

GUARDIAN® ULTRA LITE
•Lightweight polyester material is waterproof to protect your bike from moisture
•Reinforced grommets for cable or bar locks and elastic bottom rim for snug fit
•Storage bag included
•Three sizes provide great protection for most motorcycles

4001-0024

4001-0032

LEG-02

G-175

3515-0067

3515-0068
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PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4001-0089 Black $37.95
4001-0090 Gray 37.95
 

HALF COVER
•Compact motorcycle cover is ideal for traveling; 
takes up far less storage space than full cover

•Covers seat, windshield, and front of bike
•Expandable windshield pocket
•Universal fit

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4001-0091 Charcoal/black, full dresser $73.95
4001-0092 Red/black, full dresser 73.95
 

ULTRAGARD® CLASSIC II COVERS
•Water-resistant, lightweight, polyurethane-coated polyester construction
•UV stability prevents material breakdown and fading
•Scorch-resistant exhaust protection
•Elastic hem
•Flannel windshield protection
•Ultragard® vent system
•High-visibility logo and piping

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
CABLE AND LOCK FOR COVERCRAFT® COVERS
ZCML 30” security cable and lock $8.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
XM-100 FLHTC, FLHTCU, FLTC, FLTCU $110.95
XM-101X FLSTN, FXDS, FXRT, FXRS-Conv. 103.95
XM-104X XL, XLCH, XLCHA, XLH, XLS, XLSA 86.95

READY-FIT 
MOTORCYCLE COVERS
•Covers give a custom tailored fit, 
excellent protection and have 
a rich, deep color that resists fading

•Waterproof, dustproof urethane-
coated polyester fabrics reflect heat 
and protect from the sun, dust, 
bird and tree droppings, industrial 
pollutants and even salt air

•Heat-shield aluminized inner lining 
protects cover from hot pipes 
and engine

•Windshields and rear fenders are protected from scratches by a soft fabric inner lining
•Screened air vent lets condensation and heat escape to further protect bike
•Overlapped, double-stitched seams for strength and water resistance
•Cover tucks into sewn-in bag for easy storage and transportation
•Theft-resistant, hardened-steel cable reinforced grommets
•Elastic in front and rear hems to hold cover in place
•Great packaging with features and benefits right on the box

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4001-0062 For choppers and custom bikes up to 10’ long 

w/ backrest and/or sissy bar $232.95
4001-0063 For choppers and custom bikes up to 10’ long 

w/o backrest or sissy bar 220.95
4001-0064 For full-dress touring bikes w/ windshield, 

saddlebags, backrest/sissy bar and travel case 258.95
 

FORM-FIT 
MOTORCYCLE 
COVERS
•Body-hugging 
polyester knit 
outer shell is made 
with spandex to 
provide stretch 
and recovery

•Inside the shell 
is 100% cotton 
terry loop, 
sheared to
a luxurious fleece 
finish so it won’t mar painted or finished surfaces

•Follow every curve of your bike for a truly custom fit
•For indoor use only
•Available in black

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4001-0097 Medium (up to 95”), for small cruisers and 

400cc-600cc sportbikes $69.95
4001-0098 Large (up to 100”), for cruisers, sport touring 

and over 600cc sportbikes 69.95
4001-0099 X-large (up to 104”), for large touring 

and large cruisers 73.95
 

PREMIUM MOTORCYCLE COVERS
•Heavy-duty 600-denier polyester construction 
with polyurethane coating for UV-protection 
and water-resistance

•Vent guard system allows cover to breathe, reducing moisture buildup
•Aluminum-coated heat shields allow cover to be used on hot pipes
•Windshield area is made of non-abrasive material to prevent scratching
•Elastic hems and web-tie down
•X-large features hook-and-loop slot in the rear for easy access to luggage 
and accommodation of dual antennas

4001-0097

4001-0063

XM-100

XM-101X

ZCML

4001-0091 4001-0092

4001-0089

4001-0090
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SEAT SHIELD
•Universal sun shield protects your 
seat from damaging UV rays

•Urethane-coated polyester reflects 
the sun and heat

•Attaches to handlebars and turn 
signals, rear rack or rear fender

•Adjustable shock cords for a 
custom fit

•Packs away compactly so it is easy to carry along for daily use

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4001-0100 Seat shield $38.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
H50502BK Gas tank protector $26.95
 

GAS TANK PROTECTOR
•Mechanic’s apron for tanks
•Keeps gas tanks from getting 
scratched or dinged while working 
on bikes; also has convenient pouches 
for holding tools, parts, etc.

•Soft, non-marring material makes 
contact with tank; durable Naugahyde® outer material looks like leather

•Hook-and-loop straps hold it in place

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-380292 5.2 gal. FXST tank cover w/ pockets $120.95
DS-380285 5.2 gal. FXST tank cover w/o pocket 101.95
DS-380293 3.2 gal. XL tank cover w/ pockets 101.95
DS-380291 3.2 gal. XL tank cover w/o pocket 86.95
DS-380294 FLST, FLHT front fender cover 89.95
DS-380295 FLSTF front fender cover 86.95
DS-380296 FXST, FXD, XL front fender cover 71.95
DS-380297 Mechanic’s set (5-pc.) 348.95
DS-380298 Saddlebag covers (set) 186.95
 

CYCLE SKYNS
•Made from 4mm protective wetsuit material
•Help prevent scratches when you are doing 
repairs or transporting the motorcycle

•Mechanic’s set includes one each of the following: 
5.2 gal. FXST tank cover with pockets, 3.2 gal. XL 
tank cover with pockets, FLST, FLHT front fender 
cover, FLSTF front fender cover, and FXST, FXD and XL front fender cover

•Saddlebag covers fit FLT hard bags

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
FRONT FENDER PROTECTOR
1405-0006 Narrow fenders $15.95
1405-0007 Wide fenders 17.95
TANK PROTECTOR
3502-0043 Small cruisers 17.95
3502-0044 Large cruisers/touring 19.95
 

GUARDIAN® PROTECTORS
•Tough, lightweight protectors that guard against 
dents and scratches when the bike is being 
worked on

•Padded for additional scratch protection

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3502-0125 Fender cover $22.95

FENDER COVER
•Foam construction
•Protects paint and chrome
•Full-sized design wraps around large Dresser 
front fenders

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
8000-7100 6” W $89.95
8000-7105 10” W 119.95
 

MOTORCYCLE LOADING RAMPS
•Heavy-duty steel ramps feature handy 72” L 
and two widths

•950 lb. load capacity

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
MC1296 Folding ramp $209.95
 

FOLDING ALUMINUM MOTORCYCLE RAMP
•Folds to carry like a briefcase
•1,000-lb. capacity
•UPS shippable; only 25 lb.
•Never rusts; 100% aluminum
•Dimensions: 8’ L x 121/2” W (extended); 521/2” L x 
121/2” W x 4” D (collapsed)

DS-380292
DS-380293

DS-380294

DS-380296

DS-380295

DS-380298

1405-0006

3502-0043

8000-7100

8000-7105
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PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4101-0059 Cycle Jaws $289.95
 

CYCLE JAWS®

•Stabilizes the front wheel of a motorcycle for 
trailer transportation

•Easy one-person operation
•Maximum tire contact for maximum security; 
adjusts to the exact size of the tire

•Effortless motorcycle removal, with no bulky 
hardware to roll over

•No pinch points to wear and deform the 
tire’s sidewalls

•Smooth, easy clamping motion on tire sizes 
from 3” to 61/2” W

•Can quickly and easily be removed from the 
truck or trailer; tie-downs recommended

•Adjustable tire locater prevents damage to 
valuable rotors and rims

•Heavy-duty thick-wall yellow zinc-plated steel 
construction so Cycle Jaws will withstand 
the test of time

•Can be used free-standing for use on garage 
floors, driveways and racetrack pits

•Made in the U.S.A.

WARNING: Do not ride motorcycle on ramp at 
any time.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
8000-1100 58” Box Bar $84.95
 

58” BOX BAR
•This combination tie-down/wheel-stabilizer bar bolts to the front of your 
pickup box at any height to clear even the lowest fenders

•Prevents your front wheel from turning to the side and bending out the 
front of your box when strapping down your bike

•Mounting hardware and instructions included
•For full-size pickups
•Sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
36-0310 Cycle Dock kit $278.95

CYCLE DOCK
•Avoid the back-breaking work of loading and 
unloading bikes with the Cycle Dock

•Pivot mechanism uses the weight of the bike to 
keep it upright for easy loading and unloading 
on a trailer or pickup truck bed

•Rails mount to trailer deck or pickup bed, 
which allows you to easily slide the dock and 
your bike into position

•Can be completely removed when the space is 
needed for other purposes

•Two rockers (wide and narrow), cradle stop 
(upright), mounting plate, support arm (with 
eyelets and adjustable feet) and two mounting 
rails are included

•Heavy-duty stand provides long-lasting service

Step 1:
“Roll in”

Step 2:
“Step off;
bike stays
upright”

Step 3:
“Close the jaws”

1217 
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PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-380136 31/2”  – fits tire widths up to 31/2” (w/ mounting kit) $115.95
3911-0003 61/2”  – fits tire widths up to 61/2” (w/ mounting kit) 115.95
DS-380137 Additional mounting plate kit for corrugated floors (ea.) 59.95
 

REMOVABLE WHEEL CHOCKS 
FOR CORRUGATED OR TRAILER FLOORS
•Stabilize the front wheel of a motorcycle for trailer transportation
•Removable chock is made of thick-wall steel tube construction and has a chrome finish
•Unique mounting bracket is designed to use either the 31/2” or 61/2” Pingel® removable 
wheel chock

•61/2” wheel chock has clearance for motorcycles with large rotors and is designed with 
a three-bend radius that will keep any width tire centered in the chock

•Only the mounting bracket fastens to the trailer, truck or van
•Easy removal of the chock when not in use
•If it doesn’t say “Pingel®,” it isn’t the real thing
•Mounting brackets used with wheel chocks are patented
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG.

RETAIL
DS-380173 31/2” – fits tire widths up to 31/2” $44.95
3911-0002 61/2” – fits tire widths up to 61/2” 44.95

PERMANENT WHEEL CHOCKS
•Stabilize the front wheel of a motorcycle 
for trailer transportation

•Chrome wheel chocks are designed to be fastened 
down and stay in one place

•Available in two sizes to fit a large variety 
of motorcycles

•61/2” chock has clearance for motorcycles with large 
rotors and is designed with a three-bend radius that will 
keep any width tire centered in the chock

•Made in the U.S.A.

REMOVABLE WHEEL CHOCKS FOR SERIES E TRACK
•Stabilize the front wheel of a motorcycle for trailer transportation
•Chock fits securely into recessed or floor-mounted Series E Tracks
•Wheel chocks are made of thick-wall steel tube construction and 
feature a chrome finish

•Lets you move your wheel chock and bike virtually anywhere along 
the Series E Track for the best position to accommodate multiple 
bikes, trikes or choppers, giving optimum space utilization

•61/2” wheel chock has clearance for motorcycles with large rotors 
and is designed with a three-bend radius that will keep any width tire 
centered in the chock

•Patented mounting bracket
•Tie-down fitting installs into Series E Track in seconds; moves along the 
track for perfect tie-down angle

•If it doesn’t say “Pingel®,” it isn’t the real thing
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3911-0006 Floor mount for tire widths up to 31/2” $158.95
3911-0007 Recess mount for tire widths up to 31/2” 158.95
3911-0008 Floor mount for tire widths up to 61/2” 158.95
3911-0009 Recess mount for tire widths up to 61/2” 158.95
3920-0132 Tie-down fitting kit (ea.) 15.95
 

REMOVABLE 
WHEEL CHOCKS
•Stabilize the front wheel of 
a motorcycle for trailer transportation

•Wheel chocks can easily be removed when not in use
•Chocks are made of thick-wall steel tube construction and feature a chrome finish
•61/2” wheel chock has clearance for motorcycles with large rotors and is designed with a three-bend 
radius that will keep any width tire centered in the chocks

•Mounting brackets remain fastened while the chocks are easily removed by unscrewing the T-bolt 
hold-down screw

•Additional mounting kits may be purchased separately, enabling you 
to move the chock from one surface to another without removing 
the mounting brackets

•Wheel chock mounting brackets are patented
•If it doesn’t say “Pingel®,” it isn’t the real thing
•Made in the U.S.A.

DS-390095 3911-0001

3911-0001

3911-0033

DS-380149

3911-0008

3920-0132

3911-0002

3911-0003

DS-380137

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-390095 31/2” – fits tire widths up to 31/2” (w/ mounting kit) $68.95
3911-0001 61/2” – fits tire widths up to 61/2” (w/ mounting kit) 68.95
3911-0033 Mounting kit only w/ T-bolt and threaded insert (ea.) 27.95
DS-380149 Repl. T-Bolt w/ threaded insert (ea.) 6.95
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PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4101-0138 For 80-90 wide front tire $314.95
4101-0139 For 120 wide front tire 314.95
 

CHOPPER WHEEL CHOCKS
•Capable of accommodating all Chopper 
front wheel sizes and makes tying down a 
motorcycle simple and easy for one person

•Available in two cradle choices: one for 
the 120 wide tire and another for the 
80-90 wide tire

•Patented locking mechanism effortlessly 
and securely supports motorcycle in an 
upright position

•Works on all low fender bikes
•Can be used on pavement, concrete, 
dirt, sand, gravel and also trailers and 
pickup trucks

•Mounted on a trailer it easily snaps on and off 
(with included trailer adapter kit); in a pickup 
truck, it may be used free standing

•Self locking and folds to become compact
•Weighs only 26 lb. 
•Upright dimensions: 25” L x 9” W x 15” H; 
folded dimensions: 25” L x 9” W x 6” H

PIT STOP/TRAILER STOP 
WHEEL CHOCK
•Fully adjustable wheel locking system; holds 
bikes weighing up to 2,400 lb.

•Accommodates front or rear wheel sizes from 
15”-22” and 80-220mm wide

•Patented locking mechanism effortlessly and 
securely supports motorcycle in an upright position 
on the ground or on a trailer

•Makes tying down the motorcycle for transport a simple task
•Works on pavement, gravel, concrete, dirt or even sand
•Use as a work stand or trailer chock
•Trailer adapter kit quickly and easily attaches to trailer or pickup beds
•Folds down for easy storage; weighs just 21 lb.
•Upright dimensions: 30” L x 29” W x 15” H; folded dimensions: 30” L x 29” W x 6” H

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4101-0135 Pit Stop/Trailer Stop $249.95
4101-0136 Trailer Stop adapter kit 21.95
 

TRAILER ONLY WHEEL CHOCK STAND
•Fully adjustable wheel locking system; 
accommodates front and rear wheel sizes from 
15”-22”/80-220mm wide

•Patented locking mechanism effortlessly and 
securely supports motorcycle in an upright 
position on all transport platforms

•As a trailer chock it easily snaps on and off all 
transport platforms; attaching and detaching 
the unit takes only a few seconds

•Makes tying down a motorcycle a simple and an easy 
task for one person

•Accommodates bikes weighing up to 3,000 lb.; 
folds down for easy storage and weighs just over 26 lb.

•Dimensions upright are 25”  L x 9” W x 15” H; dimensions folded are 25”  L x 9” W x 7” H

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4101-0137 Trailer only wheel chock stand $184.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4101-0140 Scooter wheel chock $154.95
4101-0141 Floor adapter kit 89.95
 

SCOOTER WHEEL CHOCK
•Fully adjustable wheel locking system
•Works with front and rear tires on mopeds 
and scooters; fits front tires only on most 
sport bikes

•Patented locking mechanism securely supports 
your ride in an upright position; works on all 
trailers, trucks and transport platforms

•Floor adapter kit (sold separately) allows you 
to use Scooter Wheel Chock in a garage, on 
pavement, dirt, sand or gravel; can also be used 
for transport in back of a minivan, SUV or truck 
bed without the use of mounting hardware

•Accommodates bikes weighing up to 800 lb., 
folds down for easy storage and weighs 
only 22 lb.

•Upright dimensions: 24” L x 8” W x 14” H; folded 
dimensions: 24” L x 8” W x 6” H

4101-0138

4101-0139

4101-0135

4101-0136

4101-0137

4101-0140

4101-0141

Rear view
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PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3911-0028 3.5” Chock and security pin $49.95
3911-0029 5.5” Chock and security pin 64.95
3911-0030 6.5” Chock and security pin 64.95
3911-0027 T-base plate and mounting hardware 34.95
 

LOCK CHOCK SEPARATES
•Prepare your trailer with T-bases and use the 
right chock for the day’s haul

•All chocks are interchangeable on the same T-base plate
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3911-0023 3.5” $74.95
3911-0024 5.5” 89.95
3911-0025 6.5” 89.95
 

LOCK CHOCKS
•Chock includes a security pin that can be used to lock your bike 
to the chock (padlock not included)

•Flush-mount T-base fits all trailers and truck beds with no hassle 
of aligning separate cleats

•Chock mounts to base at four points for strength and stability
•Ultra-durable powder-coat finish
•Large models fit street/supermoto machines and provide clearance 
for all disc brakes

•All mounting hardware and instructions
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3911-0035 3.5” W $89.95
3911-0036 5.5” W 99.95
3911-0037 6.5” W 99.95

EZ CHOCK
•Does not require any mounting hardware
•Non-slip rubber pad on the bottom plate 
ensures the chock stays put

•Plate and tab strap design secures your bike 
in place

•Sold each
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TRACK STAR™ WHEEL CHOCK
•Patented lock ‘n load system uses high-strength 
aircraft-style track for attachment to trailer

•Reinforced, powder-coated tubular steel; solid base plate and aircraft 
fasteners provide superior strength

•Universal design works on both ribbed truck beds and flat floor trailers
•Fits wheel sizes from 31/2” W to 51/2” W
•Includes necessary hardware and instructions
•Accessory mounting kit allows chock to be used in more than one vehicle

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3911-0026 Track Star wheel chock $82.95
3911-0034 Accessory mounting kit 15.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
WHEEL CHOCKS
3911-0012 31/2”, fits tire widths up to 31/2” $29.95
3911-0011 5”, fits tire widths up to 5” 29.95
3911-0015 5” sport, fits tire widths up to 5” 29.95
3911-0014 61/2”, fits tire widths up to 61/2” 29.95
QUICK MOUNT/RELEASE KITS
3911-0018 For 31/2” wide chocks 28.95
3911-0017 For 5” wide chocks 28.95
3911-0019 For 61/2” wide chocks 28.95
 

CHROME WHEEL CHOCKS
•Designed to hold the front wheel
•Mount to the bed of any truck, van or trailer
•Chrome plated to look as good as they work
•PART #3911-0015 5” sport chock features a special bend to accommodate 
disc brakes; this applies to Buells, etc.

•Quick mount and release kits allow for easy installation and removal 
of wheel chocks; sold separately

•Chocks and quick mount/release kits sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0085 Universal chock lock $89.95
 

UNIVERSAL 
CHOCK LOCK
•Ideal for motorcycles, trailers, 
ATVs, snowmobiles, etc.

•Easy two-step installation: just push lock around 
the wheel and slide lock tight

•Comes with three keys

3911-0035

3911-0030

3911-0027

3911-0023 3911-0024 3911-0025

3911-0026

3911-0034

3911-0015

3911-0014
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PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
13-1020 15’ Cam-lock tie-down $17.95
 

15’ TIE-DOWN
•Red 1” nylon web strap 
rated for 1,200 lb. 
straight pull strength

•The longest tie-down 
we sell

•Cam-lock buckle
•Two vinyl-
coated hooks

•Packaged and 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
13-1001 Red $18.95
13-1002 Black 18.95
13-1003 Blue 18.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
13-1010 Neon green $19.95
13-1012 Neon orange 19.95
 

QUALITY 
TIE-DOWNS
•1” x 66” top-quality nylon 
web straps

•Rated at over 1,200-lb. 
straight pull strength

•Cam-lock buckles
•Vinyl-coated hooks 
on both ends

•Packaged and sold 
in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0114 Bad Bungee $13.95
 

BAD BUNGEE TIE-DOWN STRAP
•1” adjustable bungee tie-down firmly secures 
accessories and riding equipment

•Easy to use
•Adjusts in length from 18” to 42”
•Available in black only
•Sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0117 Cat’s Tail Sleeve $10.95
 

CAT’S TAIL SLEEVES
•Soft berber fleece sleeve protects 
chrome or painted finishes

•Designed for use with soft-end 
tie-down straps

•Available in black only
•Sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0094 Black/white checks $39.95
3920-0095 Black/red checks 39.95
3920-0096 Black/blue checks 39.95
3920-0097 Black/green checks 39.95
3920-0098 Black w/ orange stripe 39.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0099 Flame $39.95
3920-0100 Black 39.95
3920-0102 Red 39.95
3920-0126 Pink floral 39.95
3920-0127 Pink camo 39.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0160 Sprockets $39.95
3920-0161 Chain 39.95
3920-0162 Skulls 39.95

RATSHET CAT TIE-DOWNS
•Same features as the Power Cat, but with a ratchet buckle
•11/8” nylon webbing with 1,200-lb. tensile strength
•Soft-end loops protect handlebars from scratches or scrapes
•S-hooks at both ends feature innovative dual-locking clips that 
prevent the S-hook from falling off after clipped

•Adjusts in length from 24” to 78”
•Sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0086 Black/white checks $29.95
3920-0087 Black/red checks 29.95
3920-0088 Black/blue checks 29.95
3920-0089 Black/green checks 29.95
3920-0090 Black w/ orange stripe 29.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0091 Flame $29.95
3920-0092 Black 29.95
3920-0093 Red 29.95
3920-0124 Pink Floral 29.95
3920-0125 Pink Camo 29.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0157 Sprockets $29.95
3920-0158 Chain 29.95
3920-0159 Skulls 29.95
 

11/8” POWER CAT TIE-DOWNS
•1,200-lb. tensile strength nylon webbing
•Soft-end loops protect handlebars from scratches or scuffs
•S-hooks at both ends feature innovative safety-lock clips 
that prevent the S-hook from falling off after clipped

•Zinc metal cam buckle provides an anti-slip connection
•Adjusts in length from 24” to 78”
•Sold in pairs

3920-0086

3920-0094

3920-0088

3920-0095

3920-0087

3920-0089 3920-0090 3920-0091

3920-0092 3920-0093

3920-0124 3920-0125

3920-0157

3920-0158
3920-0159

3920-0160
3920-0161

3920-0162

3920-0096 3920-0097 3920-0098

3920-0099

3920-0100
3920-0102

3920-0126 3920-0127

13-1001
13-1002

13-1003

13-1010

13-1012
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HEAVY-DUTY CAM BUCKLE 
TIE-DOWNS
•1” nylon web strap, 66” long 
heavy-duty; rated at more than 
1,200 lb. straight pull strength

•Cam action buckle
•Vinyl-coated 3/8” hooks
•Easy operation with maximum 
holding power

•Packaged and sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
TD100 Red $19.95
TD200 Blue 19.95
TD300 Black 19.95
 

TD100 TD200 TD300

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0071 Black $19.95
3920-0072 Red 19.95
3920-0073 Blue 19.95
 

HEAVY-DUTY CAM 
BUCKLE TIE-DOWNS 
WITH BUILT-IN ASSIST
•1” nylon web strap, 66” long heavy-duty with 
built-in assist; rated at more than 1,200 lb. 
straight pull strength

•Cam action buckle
•Vinyl-coated 3/8” hooks
•Easy operation with maximum holding power
•Packaged and sold in pairs

3920-0072

3920-0071

3920-0073

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
131021 Red $18.95
131022 Black 18.95
131023 Blue 18.95
 

HEAVY-DUTY 
RATCHETING 
TIE-
DOWNS
•1” nylon 
web strap, 
6’ long; rated 
at more than 1,200 lb. 
straight pull strength

•Ratchet for easy cinching
•Vinyl-coated 3/8” hooks
•Packaged and sold each

131021 131022

131023

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0074 Black $17.95
3920-0075 Red 17.95
3920-0076 Blue 17.95
 

HEAVY-DUTY RATCHETING 
TIE-DOWNS WITH BUILT-IN ASSIST
•1” nylon web strap, 6’ long with built-in assist; 
rated at more than 1,200 lb. straight 
pull strength

•Ratchet for easy cinching
•Vinyl-coated 3/8” hooks
•Available in black, red or blue; packaged and 
sold each

3920-0075

3920-0076

3920-0074

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0077 Black $18.95
3920-0078 Red 18.95
3920-0079 Blue 18.95
 

HEAVY-DUTY 
CAM BUCKLE TIE-DOWNS
•11/2” x 6’ webbing is rated at 5,000 lb. strength
•Nonslip cam buckles are made of strong 
cast aluminum 

•Hooks are 3/8” in diameter and rated at 
1,200 lb. strength

•Full vinyl coating to protect chrome and paint
•Packaged and sold in pairs

3920-0077 3920-0079

3920-0078

HEAVY-DUTY CAM BUCKLE 
TIE-DOWNS WITH BUILT-IN ASSIST
•11/2” x 6’ with built-in assist
•Webbing is rated at 5,000 lb. strength
•Nonslip cam buckles are made of strong 
cast aluminum 

•Hooks are 3/8” in diameter and rated at 
1,200 lb. strength

•Full vinyl coating to protect chrome and paint
•Packaged and sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
TD00100 Red $22.95
TD00200 Blue 22.95
TD00300 Black 22.95
 

TD00100

TD00200

TD00300

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0080 Black $20.95
3920-0081 Red 20.95
3920-0082 Blue 20.95
 

HEAVY-DUTY 
RATCHETING TIE-DOWNS
•11/2” x 6’ webbing is rated at 5,000-lb. strength
•Ratcheting for easy cinching
•Two vinyl-coated hooks rated at 1,200 lb. 
straight pull strength

•Packaged and sold each

3920-0080

3920-0081

3920-0082

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
1702-1000 Red $23.95
1702-1001 Black 23.95
1702-1002 Blue 23.95
 

HEAVY-DUTY RATCHETING 
TIE-DOWNS WITH BUILT-IN ASSIST
•11/2” x 6’ with built-in assist
•Webbing is rated at 5,000-lb. strength
•Ratcheting for easy cinching
•Two vinyl-coated hooks rated at 1,200 lb. 
straight pull strength

•Packaged and sold each

1702-1000

1702-1001

1702-1002

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0083 Black $7.95
3920-0084 Red 7.95
3920-0085 Blue 7.95
 

TIE-DOWN EXTENSIONS
•11/2” wide 18” long looped nylon straps
•Use to extend tie-down reach or for added 
protection of handlebars, seat rails, etc.

•3,000 lb. assembly strength
•Sold in pairs

3920-0084

3920-0085

PART 3 DESCRIPION SUG. RETAIL
13-0001 Red $5.95
13-0002 Black 5.95
13-0003 Blue 5.95
 

TIE-DOWN EXTENSIONS
•Extend reach or may be used as “soft ties” to 
protect handlebars, finishes, etc.

•Constructed of 1” top-quality web
•18” long with loops on both ends
•Sold in pairs

13-0001

13-0002

13-0003
3920-0083
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PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0122 Retractor-2 tie-downs w/ S-hooks $68.95
3920-0123 Retractor-2 tie-downs w/ secure hooks 73.95

RETRACTOR-2 
TIE-DOWNS
•Automatic retracting 
strap allows for easy 
setup and removal

•Ratchet allows for precision 
tension control

•Available with S-hooks or secure 
hooks that ensure a solid fitting no 
matter what the conditions

•Attached “secure hook” carabiner 
design provides additional security, or use the built-in bolt mount to 
permanently secure the tie-down to the walls or floor of a trailer

•2” W black webbing
•6’ L
•Assembly rated to 3,000 lb.
•Sold in pairs

3920-0122

3920-0123

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0121 Retractor-1 tie-downs $67.95
 

RETRACTOR-1 
TIE-DOWNS
•Automatic retracting strap 
allows for easy setup and removal

•Ratchet allows for precision 
tension control

•Snap hooks ensure a solid fitting no matter 
what the conditions

•1” W black webbing
•7’ L
•Assembly rated to 2,000 lb.
•Sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0029 Back-end ratchet tie-down $28.95

11/2” BACK-END RATCHET TIE-DOWN
•Designed especially to secure the back end of 
custom bikes (via the swingarm) where the distance 
from floor to frame is very short

•Wraparound area on bike where no hooking 
point is available

•Ratchet length can be made as short as 9”
•54” L
•Adjustable sheepskin sleeve
•Sold in pairs

NOTE: May require the use of a Soft-Tye for 
some applications.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0048 1” Ratchet w/ soft-tye $32.95
 

1” RATCHET WITH SOFT-TYE
•Intended for middle-weight snowmobiles, bikes, ATVs, PWC 
and shop equipment

•Industrial-grade PowerTye ratchet
•Sewn-in soft-tye
•4,500-lb. test nylon webbing
•3/8” heavy-duty vinyl-coated hooks
•1,200-lb. assembly strength
•Double security stitching
•6’ length
•Sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0047 1” Ratchet $29.95

1” RATCHET
•Intended for middle-weight bikes, 
snowmobiles, ATVs, PWC and shop equipment

•Industrial-grade PowerTye ratchet
•4,500-lb. test nylon webbing
•3/8” heavy-duty vinyl-coated hooks
•1,200-lb. assembly strength
•Double security stitching
•6’ length
•Sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0052 Ratchet cover $15.95
 

NEOPRENE 
RATCHET COVER
•Keeps the metal ratchet from 
damaging paint and chrome

•Also keeps excess webbing together
•Makes the ratchet stay in the 
locked position

•Will fit 1” to 2” strap
•PowerTye logo
•Patent pending
•Sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0035 Black $18.95
3920-0036 Red 18.95
3920-0037 Blue 18.95
 

1” STANDARD TIE-DOWNS
•4,500-lb. test nylon webbing
•Industrial-grade PowerTye cam buckle
•3/8” heavy-duty vinyl-coated hooks
•1,200-lb. assembly strength
•Hand loops for pulling tight
•51/2’ length
•Double security stitching
•Sold in pairs

3920-0035

3920-0036

3920-0037

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0038 Black/black $21.95
3920-0039 Black/red 21.95
3920-0040 Black/blue 21.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0041 Black/silver $21.95
3920-0042 Black/green 21.95
3920-0043 Black/yellow 21.95
 

1” SOFT-TYE TIE-DOWNS
•Original PowerTye design features sewn-in soft-tye
•4,500-lb. test nylon webbing
•3/8” heavy-duty vinyl-coated hooks
•PowerTye EZ release, non-slipping teardrop buckle
•1,200-lb. assembly strength
•Hand loop for pulling tight
•51/2’ length plus soft-tye
•Double security stitching
•Sold in pairs

3920-0038
3920-0039 3920-0040 3920-0042 3920-00433920-0041
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11/2” RATCHET WITH SAFETY LATCH HOOKS
•11/2” ratchet tie-downs with vinyl-coated secure hook ends
•6,000-lb. test nylon webbing; 1,500-lb.-rated assembly
•Double security stitching 
•61/2’ L
•Sold in pairs
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0145 Red $35.95
3920-0146 Black 35.95
3920-0147 Blue 35.95
 

3920-0145

3920-0146
3920-0147

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0173 Black $40.95
3920-0174 Orange 40.95
 

11/2” FAT STRAP DELUXE
•11/2” W Chromacoat ratchet
•Vinyl-coated, S-style snap-hook end
•Sewn-in sheepskin Soft-Tye
•6,000-lb. test nylon webbing
•1,500-lb. rated assembly
•61/2’ length
•Double security stitching
•Sold in pairs

3920-0173

3920-0174

FAT STRAP TRAILER KITS
•Everything needed for a secure tie down
•Kits include two pair of Fat Strap 11/2” deluxe ratchet tie-downs with 
genuine sheepskin sleeve and vinyl-coated secure hook ends

•6,000-lb. test nylon webbing; 1,500-lb.-rated assembly
•Double security stitching 
•61/2’ L
•Include heavy-duty Cordura® nylon storage bag with zipper top closure
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0137 Black $89.95
3920-0138 Orange 89.95
 

3920-0137 3920-0138
FAT STRAPS
•Feature 6,000-lb. test 
nylon and 1,200-lb. 
rated assembly strength

•11/2” W with a 
choice of quick-lock 
buckle or ratchet

•Snap-hook secure 
ends fit 1” rails

•Ideal for thicker Pro-bars 
or a tight area not suitable 
for hooks

•Soft-Tye is sewn in so you won’t lose it
•PowerTye teardrop buckle
•Double security stitching
•Hand loop for pulling tight
•51/2’ L
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0027 W/ cam buckle $23.95
3920-0028 W/ ratchet 38.95
 

3920-0027

3920-0028

1” SOFT-TYE 
TIE-DOWNS 
WITH 
SECURE HOOKS
•Feature sewn-in 
Soft-Tye and locking 
safety secure hooks

•4,500-lb. test 
nylon webbing

•3/8” heavy-duty 
vinyl-coated hooks

•PowerTye EZ release, 
non-slipping 
teardrop buckle

•1,200-lb. assembly strength
•Hand loop for pulling tight
•51/2’ length plus soft-tye
•Double security stitching
•Sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0044 Black $22.95
3920-0045 Red 22.95
3920-0046 Blue 22.95
 

3920-0044
3920-0045

3920-0046

BIG DADDY’S TIE-DOWNS
•Feature 7,400-lb. test nylon and 2,600-lb.-rated assembly
•2” W with a choice of quick-lock buckle or ratchet
•Available with vinyl-coated snap-hook ends with or without sewn-in 
Soft-Tye, or vinyl-coated snap hook with 3/8” S-hook bar end

•Measure 61/2’ L
•Sold in pairs
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0010 Ratchet w/ two snap-hook ends $43.95
3920-0011 Ratchet w/ two snap-hook ends and sewn-in 

sheepskin Soft-Tye; black 54.95
3920-0172 Ratchet w/ two snap-hook ends and sewn-in 

sheepskin Soft-Tye; orange 54.95
DS-110213 Rachet w/ snap-hook/S-hook end combination 38.95
DS-110215 Quick-lock w/ snap-hook/S-hook 

end combination 33.95
 

3920-0010
3920-0011

3920-0172

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0136 Plush soft-tye covers $7.95
 

PLUSH 
SOFT-TYE COVERS
•Slide over existing 1” or 
11/2” tie-down extensions 
to guard against scratching 
paint or chrome

•Strap not included
•Sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0049 Black $6.95
3920-0050 Red 6.95
3920-0051 Blue 6.95
3920-01201 Black 6.95
1 Measures 12” L.

1” SOFT-TYE/EXTENSIONS
•Perfect for bars or secure areas 
too thick for hooks

•Won’t scratch paint or chrome
•4,500-lb. test nylon webbing
•18” length
•Sold in pairs

3920-0049

3920-0050 3920-0051
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11/2” CAM-BUCKLE WITH 
SAFETY LATCH HOOKS
•11/2” cam-buckle tie-downs with 
vinyl-coated secure hook ends

•6,000-lb. test nylon webbing; 1,200-lb.-rated assembly
•Double security stitching 
 •51/2’ L
•Sold in pairs
•Made in the U.S.A.

11/2” RATCHET/CAM STRAP
•Great for single-person loading
•Quick-adjusting and easy release 
with cam buckles

•Sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0175 11/2” ratchet/cam strap $52.95
 

SHEEPSKIN SOFT-TYES
•1.5” Soft-Tyes have 6,000-lb. test, and 1” Soft-Tyes have 4,500-lb. test nylon
•18” L and has a 9” L sheepskin sleeve to protect paint and chrome
•Reusable storage pouch
•Sold in pairs
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0012 1.5” w/ sheepskin sleeves $21.95
3920-0013 1.5” w/o sleeves 9.95
DS-110217 1” w/ sheepskin sleeves 18.95
 

3920-0012

3920-0013

DS-110217

11/2” CAM-BUCKLE WITH 
SAFETY-LATCH HOOKS 
AND SOFT-TYE
•6,000-lb. test nylon webbing; 
1,200-lb.-rated assembly

•Double security 
stitching and 
sewn-in soft-tye 

 •6’ L
•Sold in pairs
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0139 Black/red $24.95
3920-0140 Black/black 24.95
3920-0141 Black/blue 24.95

3920-0139 3920-0140

3920-0141

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0142 Red $24.95
3920-0143 Black 24.95
3920-0144 Blue 24.95
 

3920-0142

3920-0143

3920-0144SHEEPSKIN STRAP COVERS
•12” L covers with hook-and-loop closures are 
manufactured from genuine sheepskin

•Can be attached to any 1”-2” W web straps
•Protect paint and chrome from scratches 
and scuffing

•Sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0014 2” W sheepskin strap covers $23.95

TIE-DOWN STORAGE BAG
•Ideal for storing your PowerTye tie-downs
•Made of heavy-duty Cordura® nylon
•Barrel lock-string closure
•Holds five pairs of 1” tie-downs or two pairs 
of 2” tie-downs

•PowerTye logo
•Sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3550-0024 Storage bag $5.95

TIE-DOWN DUFFLE BAG
•Ideal for storing your 
PowerTye tie-downs

•Made of heavy-duty Cordura nylon
•Zipper closure
•Holds up to four pairs 
of Big Daddy’s tie-downs 
or eight pairs of 1” tie-downs

•PowerTye logo

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3550-0076 Tie-down duffle bag $10.95
 

E-TRACK RUBBER END PIECE
•Made of durable, high-impact rubber
•Fits horizontal E-Tracks
•Prevents things getting caught underneath 
the track ends

•Gives your E-Track a clean, professional look
•Sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0171 E-Track rubber end piece $11.95

E-TRACK HORIZONTAL TRACKS
•58” L
•Strong 12-gauge steel
•Silver zinc-plated
•Great for personal or commercial trailers

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0169 E-tracks (2 pack) $47.95 (pr.)
3920-0170 E-tracks (8 pack) 21.95 (ea.)
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0148 D-ring clips $23.95
3920-0149 O-ring clips 29.95
 

E-TRACK CLIPS
•Clip into standard E-tracks (E/A series)
•Can be repositioned for best attachment point
•Available in D-ring with 2” Big Daddy strap (rated 2,000-lb. pull) and 
heavy-duty O-ring (rated 6,000-lb. pull)

•Sold in 4-packs
•Track not included

3920-01493920-0148

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0070 E-Track strap (ea.) $7.95
 

E-TRACK STRAP
•2” wide x 7” long strap
•Hooks into the E-Track
•D-ring end allows the use of any standard 
tie down

•Black only; sold each

3920-0169
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INTEGRA TIE-DOWNS
•Premium-quality 
motorcycle tie-downs

•Cam buckle tie-down with 
softhook extension strap

•Same features as original 
tie-downs but with a softhook 
extension strap

•69” usable length with 1,200-lb. 
straight tension strength

•1” aircraft-quality nylon straps
•Patented pressure-plate cam-lock buckles
•1,800-lb. cam-buckle strength
•Vinyl-coated S-hooks
•Sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0002 Red $36.95
3920-0003 Black 36.95
3920-0004 Blue 36.95
 

3920-0004

3920-0003

3920-0002

INTEGRA RAT PAK
•Twin pack of ratchet-buckle tie-downs 
with softhook tie-down strap 
for securing motorcycles, ATVs 
and other equipment

•Same features as the original Rat Pak 
but with a softhook tie-down strap

•Measure 6’ L
•Vinyl-coated hooks protect finish
•Durable nylon web strap
•Ratchet buckle features a safety lock
•1,200-lb. assembly strength; 400-lb. 
working load limit

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0005 Red $39.95
3920-0006 Black 39.95
3920-0007 Blue 39.95
 

3920-0007

3920-0005 3920-0006

RAT PAK
•Twin-pack of ratchet-buckle 
tie-down straps with safety locks 
for securing motorcycles, ATVs and other equipment

•Measure 6’ L
•Vinyl-coated hooks protect finish
•Durable nylon web strap
•1,200-lb. assembly strength; 400-lb. working load limit

3920-0008
3920-0009

13’ RED TIE-DOWN
•1” abrasion-resistant 
nylon strap

•13’ L with 1,200-lb. straight 
tension strength

•Vinyl-coated S-hooks
•Sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
40888-25 13’ red tie-down $20.95
 

STANDARD 
51/2’ TIE-DOWNS
•1” aircraft-quality 
nylon straps

•66” L with 
1,200-lb. straight 
tension strength

•Patented pressure 
plate cam-lock buckles

•Vinyl-coated S-hooks
•Sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
40888-10 Red $30.95
40888-26 Black 30.95

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
40888-31 Olive $30.95
40888-34 Blue 30.95
 

40888-10

40888-26

40888-31 40888-34

1” TIE-DOWNS
•Five hot colors
•66” L x 1” W nylon straps 
with 1,000-lb. straight 
tension strength

•Popular Ancra 
cam-lock buckles

•One vinyl-coated and one 
zinc-plated S-hook per strap

•Sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
47295-14 Orange $23.95
47295-16 Lime green 23.95
47295-10 Black 23.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
47295-11 Red $23.95
47295-12 Blue 23.95
 

47295-14

47295-16
47295-10

47295-11

47295-12

WHEEL TIE-DOWNS
•Hold wheels tightly against chocks
•36” L x 1” W black polypropylene
•Nickel-plated spring-loaded 
side buckles

•Sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
41075-10 Wheel tie-downs $9.95
 

TIE-DOWN SOFT 
HOOK EXTENSIONS
•18” looped nylon straps protect 
painted and chrome surfaces

•Use for extension or additional 
protection of handlebars, 
seat rails, etc.

•3,000-lb. assembly strength
•Sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
45214-10 Tie-down extensions $6.95
 

QUICK-DISCONNECT 
TIE-DOWN ANCHOR KIT
•Quick-disconnect tie-down ring bolts 
to trailer bed, truck box, etc.

•11/8” ring swivels 360° for perfect 
alignment with direction of pull

•Ring easily detaches from contoured 
aluminum when not needed

•Designed to withstand 4,000-lb. 
straight, 2,000-lb. side pull forces

•Comes with nylon locknuts
•Sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
40890-10 Tie-down anchor $15.95
 

CUSTOM TIE-DOWN BRACKETS
•Stylish custom brackets bolt to the side of the 
front fork to provide a secure, easily accessible 
point to attach tie-downs

•Will work with detachable windshields on FLHR models
•Sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
FOR 83-08 FLHTCU, FLHTC, FLHT, FLHR, FLHRC AND FLHRS
3930-0004 Teardrop $49.95
3930-0005 Silhouette 49.95
 

3930-0004 3930-0005

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0008 Red $35.95
3920-0009 Black 35.95
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CARGO 
HOLD-DOWNS
•Exceptional strength and convenience
•Made of hardened steel with rust-resistant zinc 
plating to beat the elements

•Each fits into pocket in trailer bed; can be bolted 
down or welded into place

•THD-500 measures 5” x 3.5” and fits into 
a 3” dia. x 5/16” deep pocket; pull limit of 1,200 lb.

•THD-600 is surface-mount style and measures 25/16” x 11/4” with 
a .200” dia. D-ring; pull limit of 750 lb.

•3920-0069 is a round, protected surface-mount style surrounded 
by plastic ramped bodies and measures 41/8” dia. x 1/2” H with a .25” dia. 
D-ring; pull limit is 1,500 lb.

•THD-700 measures 
41/2” x 5” and fits 
into a 31/2” dia. x 
1” deep pocket; pull 
limit of 5,000 lb.

•Drain hole in 
the base

LOOP STRAP KIT
•Two length-adjustable nylon straps
•Measure 38” L; 19” L when end buckles (one 
male, one female) are connected

•Perfect fit for D-rings found on most bags

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0155 Loop strap kit $7.95
 

ADJUSTABLE 
BUNGEE KIT
•Makes mounting anything easy
•Includes two heavy-duty bungee cords, each 
with two rugged hooks

•Cord length is adjustable from 5”-24”

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0154 Adjustable Bungee Kit $9.95

QUICK-DETACH 
STRAP KIT
•Two length-
adjustable 
nylon 
straps are 
included; 
each measures 38” L 
when buckles are unconnected

•Each strap includes one male and one 
female buckle, plus a second male buckle 
sewn to the strap which plugs into most 
Saddlemen luggage

•Two separate female buckles also included 
for custom applications

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0156 Quick-Detach strap kit $8.95
 

BAR-HARNESS 
AND BAR-HARNESS II
BAR-HARNESS
•A hassle-free way to secure motorcycles; virtually eliminates the possibility of damage to bodywork
•Simple, quick and very easy to use; mounts on the grips and keeps tie-downs away from the body
•Nylon webbing has tensile strength of over 5,500 lb.
•Can be used on wide variety of motorcycles

BAR-HARNESS II
•Bar-Harness II has a glass-filled injection molded polycarbonate “cup” to replace the old handlebar “cuff”
•Eliminates possible damage to soft grips and holds the cross straps farther away from the switchgear
•Sized to fit the widest grips on the market
•Uses a heavier thread with more stitches to provide greater strength
•Available in five black sizes: short, standard, wide, X-wide and XX-wide

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
SHORT (FIT BARS UP TO 28” W)
3920-0150 Black Bar-Harness II $29.95
3920-0058 Red 29.95
3920-0059 Blue 29.95
3920-0060 Black 29.95
SPORT/STANDARD (FIT BARS UP TO 32” W)
3920-0151 Black Bar-Harness II 29.95
37105 Red 29.95
37205 Blue 29.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
SPORT/STANDARD 
(FIT BARS UP TO 32” W) (CONT)
37505 Black $29.95
WIDE (FIT BARS UP TO 34” W)
3920-0061 Black 29.95
X-WIDE (FIT BARS UP TO 36” W)
3920-0152 Black Bar-Harness II 29.95
XX-WIDE (FIT BARS UP TO 40” W)
3920-0153 Black Bar-Harness II 29.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
STRAP WRAPPERS
3920-0062 Strap wrappers; black $3.95
 

STRAP WRAPPERS
•Slip over tie-down hooks; prevent strap rash 
and buckle bruise

•Fit both the Bar-Harness and Bar-Harness II
•Measure approximately 12” L x 11/2” W
•Sold in pairs

3920-0058
3290-0059

3290-0060

3920-0062

STRAP RACK
•Don’t put your 
tie-downs in a bag 
or lay them on the 
floor ending up with 
a tangled mess

•Get organized and have 
the tie-downs easily accessible

•CNC-machined billet aluminum strap 
rack is 17” L; designed for trailers with 16” stud wall spacing

•Soft strap hanger can be installed on the left or right
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3911-0031 Strap rack $44.95
 

TIE-DOWN ANCHORS
•Designed to fit trucks with 
or without stake pocket holes

•Can be used with bedliners
•Easy to install
•Sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3920-0064 Tie down anchors (pr.) $14.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
THD-600 750 lb. pull hold-down (4 pk.) $14.95
THD-500 1,200 lb. pull hold-down (pr.) 13.95
3920-0069 1,500-lb. pull hold-down (pr.) 14.95
THD-700 5,000 lb. pull hold-down (pr.) 22.95
 

THD-600

THD-500 3920-0069

THD-700

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2-HOOK
1012 12” $1.95
1018B 18” 2.95
1024B 24” 25.95
1030 30” 2.95
1036 36” 2.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3-HOOK
1033B 24” $2.95
4-HOOK
4024B 24” 4.95
 

BUNGEE CORDS
•Multi-colored, unless PART # 
includes “B” suffix (black)

1012

1033B

4024B

1227
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BLACK ELASTIC STRAPS
•Strong, 10mm black elastic straps in varying lengths
•Quick, easy way to attach and carry extra items
•Completely plastic-coated heavy-gauge hooks
•Available in two- and four-hook designs

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-110216 12” 2-hook $1.95
DS-110218 16” 2-hook 1.95
DS-110219 20” 2-hook 2.95
DS-110222 24” 4-hook 2.95
 

DS-110216
DS-110218

DS-110219

DS-110222

DOUBLE-HOOK 
BUNGEE CORDS
•Double-folded heavy-duty coated hooks
•9mm natural rubber with cloth cover
•2-hook bungee cords are sold in a 10-pack and the 4-hook is sold each

3920-0067
3920-0065

BUNGEE NETS
•Versatile nets hold down 
nearly anything

•Stretch to over double 
their 15” square size

•Six coated, nonabrasive hooks

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
K31-6539 Black $4.95
K31-6541 Red 4.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
K31-6543 Blue $4.95
K31-6546 Purple 4.95
 

K31-6539

K31-6543

K31-6541

K31-6546

CARGO NETS
•Quality black cargo nets 
made of strong elastic cord

•Include unbreakable, 
non-corroding hooks; available in 
two sizes

ADJUSTABLE 
CARGO NETS
•Premium net is 
constructed with 
smaller 2” x 2” mesh (compared 
to 3” x 3” standard mesh) to 
secure cargo and help eliminate fall through

•Six ABS plastic hooks are adjustable, durable and designed to 
reduce scratching

•Sub-hooks for quick tightening adjustments
•4.5mm (11/64”) bungee thickness
•Three colors to choose from

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
15” X 15”
3550-0025 Black $9.95
3550-0026 Red 9.95
3550-0027 Blue 9.95
15” X 30”
3920-0119 Black 14.95
 

3550-0026 3550-0027

3920-0119

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-110211 15” x 15” $4.95
DS-110212 12” x 17” 4.95
 

DS-110211

DS-110212

SHOCK CORDS
•Heavy-duty shock cords
•Nylon hooks resist cracking, 
even at -45°F

•Easy to adjust and has a flat profile cord
•Available in 16”, 24” and 36”
•Hippo strap works well to tie down tarps 
and covers

•Sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
HIPPO
3920-0163 16” $7.95
3920-0164 24” 8.95
3920-0165 36” 9.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
SWIVEL
3920-0166 16” $6.95
3920-0167 24” 7.95
3920-0168 36” 8.95
 

3920-0163

3920-0166

THE HOOKER
•No more scratched paint or 
chrome from bungee hooks

•Black synthetic leather
•Slips easily under passenger 
seat giving added carrying 
capacity with four padded D-ring mounting points

•Fully adjustable; fits most bikes and simple to use 
with bungee cords or nets

•Measures 12” L x 71/2” H and can 
adjust to approximately 211/2” L

FLIP-UP 
BUNGEE HOOKS
•Tired of bolting cable guides to your 
Softail struts for bungee hooks?

•These trick little bungee hooks fold 
down against the strut when 
not in use

•A stainless steel wave washer keeps 
the hook where you place it and 
away from your chrome strut

•Stamped from cold-rolled steel for 
strength and durability

•Polished and chrome-plated for a long-lasting finish
•Easy installation
•Sold in sets of four

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-190898 For all 86-01 Softail models, except FXSTD $15.95
 

NET-NUTS
•Ideal for attaching bungee 
cords and nets

•Available in three popular sizes
•Sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
85-83407 Net-nuts, 5/16” x 18 SAE $4.95
85-83409 Net-nuts, 3/8” x 16 SAE 4.95
85-83408 Net-nuts, 3/8” x 24 SAE 4.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
HK622 The Hooker $27.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
BN-0C 5/16” x 18 SAE $9.95
BN-3C 3/8” x 24 SAE; repl. OEM #98148-90T 9.95
 

BUNGEE NUTS
•Made of chrome-plated, high-carbon steel
•Replace top shock nut to work as an excellent 
bungee cord tie-down knob

•Available in two sizes to fit all popular motorcycles
•Sold in pairs

PART # LENGTH SUG. RETAIL
2-HOOK
3920-0066 12” (10-pk.) $1.95 (ea.)
3920-0067 18” (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
3920-0068 24” (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
4-HOOK
3920-0065 24” 2.95 (ea.)
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ADJUSTABLE 
COUPLER LOCK
•Features an adjustable locking pin
•The coupler has a 7/8” to 31/2” span
•Triple-plated with a chrome finish

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0086 Universal coupler lock $13.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0038 Universal coupler lock $62.95
 

UNIVERSAL COUPLER LOCK
•Fits all coupler types and sizes from 
17/8” to 25/16”

•Made of high-quality hardened steel
•Ballistic-grade polymer lock housing cover 
resists hammer strikes and protects 
lock mechanism

•AMS (Absolute Maximum Security) for your 
trailer with 360° of solid steel security

•Patent pending dual-ratchet locking system
•Dual-force coupler lock can be used with 
cable or chain to secure trailer to ground 
anchor or fence

•Attractive package for grid rack or counter display

UMAX50 UNATTENDED 
TRAILER LOCK
•Aluminum body with corrosion-resistant 
powder-coat finish

•Hardened steel 5/8” hasp secures 
unattended trailer

•Reinforced shoulder guard resists hammer 
strikes and saw cuts

•Universal size, fits all coupler types from 
17/8” to 25/16”

•Keyhole cover seals out dirt and grime

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0066 Universal coupler lock $39.95
 

PREMIUM COUPLER LOCKS
•Choice of stainless steel or 
triple-chrome-plated hardened steel

•Easy quarter-turn locks and unlocks head
•Can’t pop open or be falsely locked
•Patented design incorporates O-ring and watertight cap to help seal out 
dirt and corrosion from the lock head mechanism

•Full-length solid forged lock pin can’t pull out
•Available individually or in keyed-alike sets

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
INDIVIDUAL HARDENED STEEL LOCKS
4010-0039 For couplers w/ up to 7/8” span $14.95
4010-0040 For couplers w/ up to 9/16” span 18.95
4010-0041 For couplers w/ up to 2 1/2” span 18.95
4010-0042 For couplers w/ up to 3 1/2” span 18.95
KEYED-ALIKE HARDENED STEEL LOCK SETS
4010-0044 One 5/8” span lock and one 9/16” span lock 35.95
4010-0045 One 5/8” span lock and one 21/2” span lock 35.95
4010-0046 One 5/8” span lock and one 31/2” span lock 35.95
INDIVIDUAL STAINLESS STEEL LOCKS
4010-0043 For couplers w/ up to 9/16” span 26.95
KEYED-ALIKE STAINLESS STEEL LOCK SET
4010-0047 One 5/8” span lock and one 9/16” span lock 49.95
 

4010-0039 4010-0042

4010-0043

4010-0045

4010-0046

4010-0047

RESETTABLE COMBINATION 
5/8” RECEIVER LOCKING PIN
•Easy-to-read numbers
•Forged-steel lock tip
•Triple-chrome-plated steel pin
•Heavy-duty collar overlaps hitch pin for unmatched strength and security
•Protective lock head cover included

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0033 For 2” x 2” receivers (Class III, IV, V) $19.95
 

FLIP-TIP RECEIVER PIN
•Polished stainless steel
•Easy operation; tip snaps firmly 
into place to install or remove

•Sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0035 5/8” pin for all Class III, IV and V receivers $9.95

MACHINED HARDENED STEEL 
RECEIVER LOCKING PINS
•Quarter-turn locks/unlocks head
•Lock can’t pop open or false lock
•Triple-plated-chrome finish or black 
epoxy powder-coated finish

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0030 Chrome, 1/2” for all Class II receiver hitches $20.95
4010-0031 Chrome, 5/8” for all Class III, IV and V receiver hitches 20.95
4010-0032 Black, 5/8” for all Class III, IV and V receiver hitches 20.95
 

4010-0031

4010-0032

DELUXE RECEIVER 
PIN WITH CLIP
•Triple-chrome-plated
•Sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0036 1/2” for Class I and II receivers $5.95
4010-0037 5/8” for Class III, IV and V receivers 5.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0051 Spare tire lock $20.95
 

SPARE TIRE LOCK
•The only spare tire lock that 
secures both spare tire and 
tire bracket to a welded 
frame member

•Lock system loops around 
welded frame member of 
trailer or automobile frame

•Locks through wheel lug 
nut hole for 
maximum security

•Huge 12mm braided 
steel cable

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0034 Stainless steel receiver locking pin $29.95
 

SOLID 
STAINLESS STEEL 
5/8” RECEIVER 
LOCKING PIN
•Polished 100% 
stainless steel

•Symmetrical design adds that classic finishing touch
•Head-pull strength rated at over 5,000 lb.
•Quarter-turn lock and unlock
•Patented dual lock lug design
•Patented internal O-ring cap helps seal out grime for trouble-free use
•Test specifications exceed 40,000 lb.

1229
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PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
TP20X 2” Gorilla coupler lock $60.95

COUPLER LOCK
•Like a chastity belt for trailers 
– prevents coupler from mating with 
unauthorized trailer hitch balls

•Revolutionary design shields lock from 
tampering devices

•Heavy-duty cast construction
•For 2” couplers

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
TK100 Trailer Keeper $103.95
 

GORILLA GUARD™ 
TRAILER KEEPER
•The ultimate trailer lock, the Trailer 
Keeper installs in minutes

•It’s totally adjustable – will fit most trailer wheels up to 15”
•Heavy-duty, hardened-steel construction and 
case-hardened steel rod

•Attaches to special lug latch mounted on wheel, and locks in place with 
special brass padlock (included)

•Doesn’t limit access to wheel bearing grease fittings
•Can be used with most trailers – snowmobile, ATV, boat/personal 
watercraft, camping/RV, utility and more

SWIVEL JACK
•800-lb. capacity and up 
to 25” of lift

•Factory-assembled mounting 
bracket provides for quick and 
easy trailer installation

•Fits trailer tongues up 
to 3” x 5”

•1:1 sidewind gear ratio makes 
operation simple

•Constructed of heavy-duty 
zinc-plated steel tubing with 
6” reinforced poly wheel

•Weighs 17 lb.
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
TJ503 Swivel jack $71.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3902-0052 Swivel jack $44.95
 

SWIVEL JACK
•Pivoting screw-type tongue jack 
with 1,000-lb. capacity

•All mounting hardware 
included to fit rectangular 
tongues up to 3” x 5”; also fits 
round tongues

•Precision-rolled extra-heavy-
duty Acme screw-type drive 
with maximum maneuverability 
from offset swivel caster 
and tough 6” 
polypropylene wheel

•Easily rotated to towing 
position by spring-loaded 
double-pin locking mechanism

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
TJ100F Jack with foot $64.95

JACK WITH FOOT
•Ideal for motorcycle, 
ATV, personal watercraft, 
snowmobile and other 
light-duty trailers

•1,000-lb. capacity
•Swing-away design
•Bolt-on swivel bracket; 
no welding required

•All steel construction
•10” of travel
•Weighs 13 lb.
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3902-0044 Hinge kit $111.95
 

TONGUE HINGE KIT
•Allows 3 feet of the trailer 
tongue to fold away; trailer 
can store in a smaller area

•Hides manually cut surfaces 
for a clean look

•Installs on existing 3” x 3” 
trailer tongue; all mounting 
hardware included

•600-hour salt spray rating on all plated surfaces

PART #
HITCH BALL 
DIAMETER

SHANK 
DIAMETER

SHANK 
LENGTH CAPACITY

SUG. 
RETAIL

3902-0048 17/8” 3/4” 11/2” 2,000 lb. $6.95
3902-0049 17/8” 1” 2” 2,000 lb. 8.95
3902-0050 2” 3/4” 15/8” 3,500 lb. 7.95
3902-0051 2” 1” 2” 5,000 lb. 8.95
 

TRAILER BALLS
•Solid steel construction; chrome-plated

3902-0048

3902-0051

PART #
HITCH BALL 
DIAMETER

SHANK 
DIAMETER

SHANK 
LENGTH CAPACITY

SUG. 
RETAIL

B178S 17/8” 3/4” 11/2” 2,000 lb. $9.95
B200S 2” 3/4” 11/2” 3,500 lb. 9.95
1706-0146 2” 1” 2” 6,000 lb. 10.95

TRAILER BALLS
•Cold-forged solid steel
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3902-0045 3.25” drop $22.95
3902-0046 2” drop 23.95
 

RECEIVER TUBES
•Dropdown receiver tubes match 
value and quality

•Solid one-piece forged construction
•For receiver hitches with 2” x 2” box opening
•For hitch balls with 1” shank diameter

3902-0045

3902-0046

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3902-0055 Hi-mount spare tire carrier $29.95
 

HI-MOUNT 
SPARE TIRE CARRIER
•Heavy-duty welded and reinforced steel plate construction 
with galvanized finish

•Adjustable bolt circle to fit both 4- and 5-lug wheels
•Fits all tongues up to 3” W x 4” H
•Easy bolt-on installation

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-708136 Five-pin male/female connector $15.95
 

FIVE-PIN 
MALE/FEMALE CONNECTOR
•Five-pin male/female connector for use with 
any receiver hitch with five-pin connection PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

3902-0053 Fits 21/2” i.d. channel $18.95
3902-0054 Fits 3” i.d. channel 19.95
 

TRAILER COUPLERS
•Coupler lock hole provided for additional 
trailer security

•Zinc finish
•For use with 2” ball; 3,500-lb. rating

B178S
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TAILLIGHT KIT
•Standard taillights 
and wiring for 
a wide variety 
of trailers

•Specifically 
designed for 
trailers under 
80” wide; with 
clearance lights 
and ID bars, kit meets lighting requirements for trailers 80” wide and 
wider (use standard #1157 bulb)

•Kit contains two multi-function taillights, plastic license plate bracket, 
20’ wishbone trailer harness, 48” trunk connector, mounting hardware 
and instructions

•Taillights and replacement lenses available separately

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-852136 Maxam wheel covers $12.95
 

WHEEL COVERS 
FOR TRAILERS
•Plastic 8” Maxam wheel covers for use 
on most trailer wheels

•Chrome finish
•Sold in pairs

TRAILER HITCH CHAIN 
WITH HOOKS
•Rated at 5,000 lb.
•Measures 72” long; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
1706-0144 Safety chain w/ hooks $29.95
 

FAS-LOK™ COUPLERS
•Straight tongue stamped couplers 
with Fas-Lok mechanism enable quick 
and easy hook-up

•Coupler lock hole provided for additional 
trailer security

•Choose from 17/8”  and 2” ball models
•Repair kits available; sold separately

PART # BALL SIZE/CHANNEL WIDTH SAE CLASS SUG. RETAIL
COUPLERS
1706-0138 17/8” / 2” I $20.95
1706-0139 17/8” / 3” I 20.95
1706-0141 2” / 2” II 27.95
1706-0142 2” / 3” II 27.95
REPAIR KITS
1706-0140 For 17/8” ball couplers 14.95
1706-0143 For 2” ball couplers 15.95
 

BEARING PROTECTOR 
WITH BRA
•Two great features in one product: 
wheel bearing protector with bra that captures 
any grease released by pressure relief

•No more grease on wheels
•Measure inner diameter of hub to obtain 
proper size; sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
1706-0131 13/4” $25.95
1706-0132 2” 23.95
0213-0002 2” protector cover 4.95
 

DELUXE TAILLIGHT KIT
•If you frequently pull your 
trailer through driving rain 
– these lights are so watertight 
they can be fully submerged

•Diving bell/trapped air 
system keeps bulbs dry 
and safe; two standard side 
marker lights complete the 
package (use #194 bulbs)

•For trailers under 80” wide
•Kit contains two multi-
function, fully submersible 
taillights with gasketed lenses, 
two stud mount amber side marker lights, license plate bracket, 25’ 
wishbone trailer harness, 48” trunk connector, hardware and installation 
instructions (taillights use #1157 bulbs)

•Replacement side light lens PART #1706-0134 and taillight lens #1706-0133 
available separately

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
1706-0135 Deluxe taillight kit $66.95
 

WATERPROOF LOW-
PROFILE TAILLIGHT KIT
•Replaceable sealed lamp capsule 
protects bulb and electrical 
contacts from thermoshock 
and corrosion

•Launch and load again and again – water cannot penetrate the capsule
•Kit contains two waterproof low-profile taillights, two sealed waterproof 
amber side marker lights, license plate bracket, 25’ wishbone trailer 
harness, 48” trunk connector, mounting hardware and instructions

•Lights (bulb replacement capsules) and lens sets (tail and side) 
available separately

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
1706-0119 Low profile taillight kit $65.95
1706-0120 Taillight (left-hand) 23.95
1706-0121 Taillight (right-hand) 23.95
1706-0122 Repl. lens set 8.95
1706-0136 Repl. bulb capsule 11.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
1706-0123 Standard taillight kit $43.95
1706-0124 Taillight (left-hand) 12.95
1706-0125 Taillight (right-hand) 12.95
1706-0133 Lens (taillight) 3.95
1706-0134 Lens (side light) 2.95
 

STUD MOUNT 
AMBER SIDE 
MARKER LIGHT
•Features a tapered base for easier installation, 
built-in reflector and 18” wire lead

•Bulbs and lenses easily replaceable; use standard 
automotive #1157 bulb

•Sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
1706-0137 Amber side marker light $6.95
 

OVAL 
TAILLIGHT KIT
•Waterproof design 
performs stop, turn and taillight functions

•Virtually indestructible sonically sealed lens 
and housing unit has shock-mounted dual 
filament bulb

•Kit contains light, grommet and three-way plug
•Light available separately
•Sold each – order two kits or two lights to have one for each side

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
1706-0126 Light kit $15.95
1706-0127 Light only 12.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
1706-0128 Amber $4.95
1706-0129 Red 4.95
1706-0130 Rubber grommet 1.95
 

ROUND MARKER 
AND CLEARANCE 
LIGHTS FOR TRAILERS
•Lens is sonically welded to housing to form 
a waterproof module

•2” light meets requirements for both side marker 
light and clearance lamp if mounted at 45° angle

•Flush mounting requires use of shock mount 
grommet, available separately

•Available in amber or red
•Sold each

1706-0128

1706-0129

1706-0130

1706-0138

1706-0131

1706-0119

1706-0126

1706-0127

1706-0123
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DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Oval 13 LED, red 2060-0081 $19.95
Oval 13 LED, amber 2060-0082 19.95
Round 2” 8 LED, red 2060-0083 7.95
Round 2” 8 LED, amber 2060-0084 7.95
Round 2.5” 10 LED, red 2060-0085 7.95
Round 2.5” 10 LED, amber 2060-0086 7.95
Rectangle 13.5” 13 LED dual function, red 2060-0118 39.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Rectangle 6” 6 LED, red w/ clear lens 2060-0119 $19.95
Rectangle 5” 8 LED, red w/ clear lens 2060-0177 29.95
Rectangle 3.75” 12 LED, red 2060-0120 16.95
Rectangle 3.75” 12 LED, amber 2060-0121 16.95
Rectangle 3 LED, red 2060-0087 7.95
Rectangle 3 LED, amber 2060-0088 7.95
Rectangle 3 LED, clear 2060-0089 9.95
 

TRAILER LED BRITE LITES
•Work with any enclosed, open, steel and aluminum trailer
•Hi-output LEDs are made with the highest quality LED components and have built-in reflectors
•Work with rubber gasket or metal bezel mounts
•All units are waterproof sealed
•Replaces any standard trailer light
•DOT/SAE approved
•Sold each

2060-0081
2060-0082

2060-0085 2060-0086

2060-0087 2060-0088

2060-0089

2060-0120

2060-0118

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
LED
2010-0344 Trailer light kit $109.95
2010-0345 Right (passenger side) repl. light 44.95
2010-0346 Left (driver side) repl. light 49.95
STANDARD
2010-0351 Trailer light kit 46.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
STANDARD (CONT)
2010-0352 Right (passenger side) repl. taillight $11.95
2010-0353 Left (driver side) repl. taillight 11.95
REPLACEMENT LENSES
2010-0354 Side marker repl. lens kit 3.95
2010-0355 Taillight repl. lens kit 5.95
 

WATERPROOF 
TRAILER LIGHT KITS
•SAE/DOT/FMVSS/
CMVSS approved

•Contains two stud-mount 
taillights with red side 
markers and reflectors, 
license plate bracket, 25’ 
wiring harness and all 
necessary hardware

•Replacement lights and 
lenses sold separately

•Dimensions 49/16” x 49/16”

2010-0344

2010-0351

2010-0354

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
OVAL SIDE MARKER LIGHTS (4” X 21/16”)
2010-0358 Amber (ea.) $3.95
2010-0359 Red (ea.) 3.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
RECTANGULAR REFLECTORS (43/8” X 11/8”)
2040-0396 Red (pr.) $3.95
2040-0397 Amber (pr.) 3.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
ROUND REFLECTORS (3”)
2040-0398 Red (pr.) $1.95
2040-0399 Amber (pr.) 1.95
2040-0400 18” reflector strip (8-pk.) 31.95

REPLACEMENT SIDE MARKERS 
AND REFLECTORS
•DOT/SAE/FMVSS/CMVSS approved
•Side markers use snap-in installation
•Reflectors use self-adhesive and two screw 
holes for installation

2010-0358

2010-0359

2040-0396

2040-0397

2040-0398 2040-0399

2040-0400

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2010-0356 Light kit $12.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2010-0357 Repl. light $8.95

OVAL STOP/TAIL/TURN SIGNAL LIGHT KIT
•DOT/SAE/FMVSS/CMVSS approved
•Single 4” polycarbonate housing/lens features rubber grommet and standard 3-pin pigtail
•Sealed flush mount
•6” long
•Replacement light sold separately

2010-0356

2010-0357

2060-0177

2060-0119
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AERO PRO OVER 80” 
TRAILER LIGHT KIT
•SAE/DOT/FMVSS/CMVSS approved
•LED or Standard-style waterproof kits
•Contains two universal mount taillights with red side 
markers and reflectors, 
two seated amber side markers, license bracket, 25’ wiring harness 
and all necessary hardware

•Dimensions 77/8” x 31/4”
•Replacement lights and lenses sold separately

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
LED
2010-0341 Trailer light kit $136.95
2010-0342 Right (passenger side) repl. LED light 49.95
2010-0343 Left (driver side) repl. LED light 56.95
STANDARD
2010-0347 Trailer light kit 63.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
STANDARD (CONT)
2010-0348 Right (passenger side) repl. light $16.95
2010-0349 Left (driver side) repl. light 17.95
LENS
2010-0350 Repl. side and taillight lens kit 6.95
 

4-WAY TRAILER WIRING HARNESSES
•Split wishbone four-conductor harness and extension

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2010-0361 4’ wishbone 4-way trunk connector $5.95
2010-0364 18” wishbone 4-way trailer wiring harness 4.95
2010-0362 25’ wishbone 4-way trailer wiring harness 20.95
2010-0363 4’ 4-way extension 9.95

7- TO 5-WAY TRAILER 
ADAPTER CABLE
•SAE/DOT/FMVSS/CMVSS approved
•7-round (blade) to 5-flat female adapter
•Features 16” lead
•Links vehicle wiring system to trailer 
wiring system; fits most RVs, trucks, 
SUVs and other vehicles

•23” long

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2010-0360 Trailer adapter cable $15.95

LICENSE PLATE BRACKET
•Black rust-proof license plate bracket

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2030-0206 License plate bracket $3.95

2010-0341

2010-0347

2010-0364

2010-0362

2010-0363

1233

2010-0361
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ROADLOK® DEFENDER™ 
LOCKING SYSTEM BY JAYBRAKE
•Unique motorcycle locking system which 
prevents the motorcycle from moving and 
cannot cause damage if you forget 
to unlock it before trying to ride

•Permanently mounts between front fork 
and brake caliper; will not hinder braking

•Billet aluminum construction
•BrakeBolt™ hardened stainless steel locking pin
•ABLOY® EXEC locking mechanism
•Two RoadLoK® specific keys (prevents 
unauthorized duplication)

•ReKey™ secure key replacement program
•Features theft-deterrent lanyard, dome decal, all 
necessary mounting hardware and installation instructions

•100% made in the U.S.A.

DESCRIPTION RIGHT LEFT SUG. RETAIL
POLISHED
06-09 FXD/FXDWG, VRSCA/B/D/R 4010-0123 4010-0135 $290.95
00-09 models (except Springer, 06-09 
  Dyna/V-Rod, Screamin’ Eagle models) 4010-0127 4010-0139 290.95
84-99 models (except Springers) 4010-0131 4010-0143 290.95
CHROME
06-09 FXD/FXDWG, VRSCA/B/D/R 4010-0124 4010-0136 310.95
00-09 models (except Springer, 06-09 
  Dyna/V-Rod, Screamin’ Eagle models) 4010-0128 4010-0140 310.95
84-99 models (except Springers) 4010-0132 4010-0144 310.95
 

DESCRIPTION RIGHT LEFT SUG. RETAIL
BLACK SATIN ANODIZED
06-09 FXD/FXDWG, VRSCA/B/D/R 4010-0125 4010-0137 $290.95
00-09 models (except Springer, 06-09 
  Dyna/V-Rod, Screamin’ Eagle models) 4010-0129 4010-0141 290.95
84-99 models (except Springers) 4010-0133 4010-0145 290.95
CLEAR SATIN ANODIZED
06-09 FXD/FXDWG, VRSCA/B/D/R 4010-0126 4010-0138 290.95
00-09 models (except Springer, 06-09 
  Dyna/V-Rod, Screamin’ Eagle models) 4010-0130 4010-0142 290.95
84-99 models (except Springers) 4010-0134 4010-0146 290.95
 

MAX60 U-LOCK
•Short-shackle disc U-lock
•Features three flat keys 
with one key equipped 
with a mini flashlight, and 
a durable PVC sleeve covers 
the chrome shackle to 
prevent marring and scratching

•The hardened solid steel lock 
prevents prying, sawing and hammer impacts

•Ideal for motorcycles, spare tires, trailers, ATVs, 
snowmobiles and watercraft

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0072 Max60 U-lock $34.95
 

REMINDER 
CABLE
•Dual-loop 
reminder cable 
for disc locks

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0008 48” reminder cable $7.95
 

ULTRA-HIGH-
SECURITY 
DISC/CABLE 
LOCKS
•For use on 
motorcycle 
discs and 
looped cables

•The strongest 
short-shackle 
locks available

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0057 Black, Max 40 $29.95
4010-0058 Yellow, Max 40 29.95
 

ULTRA MAX SUPER STRENGTH U-LOCKS
•Ultra-Max 90 maximum security lock features hardened-chromoly construction with an oversized 16mm shackle; 
Max 80 is ideal for most motorcycle or bicycle applications and uses a 14mm shackle

•Ultra-Max 90 is constructed from hardened chromoly steel and features an exclusive dual shear plate 
locking mechanism

•Dual-case bolt lock withstands more than 6.5 tons of pull force; shackle can withstand more than 8,000 lb. 
of expansion force

•Shackle length and width specifically designed for motorcycles; hardened chromoly lock body
•Max 80 features a hardened lock body
•Both feature locking mechanisms placed in the center of a hardened-chromoly crossbar for maximum strength, 
7-pin tubular pick- and drill-resistant lock cylinders 
and ballistic-grade polymer lock body 
housings to resist hammer strikes and 
scratching of painted surfaces

•Shackles have protective PVC skins

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0003 Max 80 (14mm) $32.95
4010-0004 Max 90 (16mm) 55.95
 

TRIMAFLEX® COILED CABLE LOCKS
•High-strength Trimaflex quadra braid cable with 
PVC protective coating to prevent surface scratching

•Lock mechanisms are covered in rugged plastic for durability and 
trouble-free use

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0015 72” cable w/ U-lock $43.95
4010-0016 72” cable w/ combination lock 17.95
4010-0017 72” cable w/ quick-release lock 17.95
 

GLADIATOR SERIES 
ARMORED CABLES
•Indestructible maximum-security 
armor-plated cable locks

•Plastic-covered braided stainless 
steel covers with patented hardened 
armor-plated steel cups that repel 
saw cuts and bolt cutters

•Flexible for easy transport
•Ballistic grade polymer lock housing 
cover resists hammer strikes; protects lock mechanism

•Patented key cover resists grime and moisture

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0010 48” x 26mm dia. $50.95
4010-0011 72” x 26mm dia. 59.95
4010-0012 32” x  22mm dia. 29.95
 

4010-0129
4010-0131

4010-0142

4010-0140

4010-0057

4010-0058

4010-0010

4010-0011

4010-0015

4010-0017

4010-0016

4010-0003
4010-0004
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VERSA 
CABLE LOCK
•Multi-use versa 
cable lock

•Trimaflex cable 
with locking 
cinching feature

•10’ x 10mm

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0071 Versa cable $25.95

ULTRA-MAX T-HEX™ SUPER CHAIN
•Hexagonal-shaped, case-hardened and triple heat-treated; 
withstands over 6 tons of pulling force and 11 tons of cutting force

•Durable Nylonex™ sleeve protects against scratches
•Chain sold separately or with Tri-Max® U-lock or integrated lock
•Chains with integrated locks feature noose link so chain can be looped

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0026 3’ T-Hex chain $47.95
4010-0027 5’ T-Hex chain 59.95
4010-0028 3’ T-Hex chain w/ U-lock 73.95
4010-0029 5’ T-Hex chain w/ U-lock 85.95
4010-0059 36” / 8mm T-Hex chain w/ integrated lock 45.95
4010-0060 36” / 10mm T-Hex chain w/ integrated lock 38.95
 

MULTI-USE CABLE LOCKS
•Feature 10’ X 10mm, 48” and 72” Trimaflex™ 
ultra-tough braided cable and flat keys

•Great for use on bikes, bike carriers, trailers or watercraft on the beach

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0049 10’ x 10mm cable w/ resettable 

combination MAG series lock $21.95
4010-0073 48” cable lock 39.95
4010-0074 72” cable lock 45.95
 

RETRACTABLE CABLE LOCK
•Rugged three-digit resettable combination lock
•36” L x 4mm dia. retractable cable

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0050 Lock w/ retractable cable $21.95
 

WEATHER-PROOF PADLOCK
•Rugged weather-resistant PVC housing 
covers laminated solid-brass lock body

•Dual locking 11/8” x 5/16” dia. hardened shackle

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0001 Single padlock $9.95
4010-0002 Set of three keyed-alike padlocks 23.95
 

RESETTABLE 
COMBINATION 
PADLOCKS
•Easy-to-use, 
resettable 
combination padlocks 
feature 2” W solid 
brass bodies and 
hardened shackles

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0018 1.25” x 5/16” dia. shackle $19.95
4010-0019 2.25” x 5/16” dia. shackle 19.95
 

TRIMAFLEX™ MAX SECURITY BRAIDED CABLES
•Quadra-braid cables
•Available with integrated lock or for use with Tri-Max® disc and U-locks

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
W/ KEYED CABLE LOCK
4010-0013 32” x 15mm $24.95
4010-0014 72” x 15mm 32.95
DUAL-LOOP CABLES
4010-0052 30’ x 10mm 28.95
4010-0053 15’ x 10mm 17.95
4010-0054 12’ x 12mm 17.95
4010-0055 8’ x 15mm 17.95
 

MAXIMUM 
SECURITY 
PADLOCKS
•Hardened-chrome 
steel padlocks

•Commercial grade
•Ideal for enclosed 
trailers, forks, cases 
with T-Hex™ chain 
and cargo boxes

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
4010-0021 50mm square body, 1.25” x 10mm shackle $19.95
4010-0022 50mm square body, 2.25” x 10mm shackle, rekeyable 19.95
4010-0023 64mm round body, 1.25” x 11mm shackle, rekeyable 24.95
4010-0024 64mm round body, 2.25” x 11mm shackle, rekeyable 24.95
 

STAINLESS STEEL HIGH-SECURITY SHIELDED PADLOCKS
•70mm round padlock with 10mm hardened shackle and exclusive 
armor-plated key core for additional security, and ultra-high security 
27/8” lock with solid steel body and hidden 3/8” dia. internal shackle

•Ideal for enclosed trailers, forks, cases with T-Hex™ chain and 
cargo boxes

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0020 70mm stainless steel round padlock $15.95
4010-0025 27/8” solid steel body padlock 32.95
 

4010-0049

4010-0073

4010-0074

4010-0001

4010-0002

4010-0013

4010-0014

4010-0052

4010-0053

4010-0020 4010-0025

4010-0023

4010-0018
4010-0019

4010-0026

4010-0028

4010-0060

4010-0022

4010-0024
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GRANIT VICTORY 
X-PLUS 68 BRAKE 
DISC LOCKS
•For up to 8mm thick brake discs
•ABUS-X-Plus locking system for extremely 
high protection against unlawful opening

•Disc memory reminds you to detach lock 
before starting

•Includes lighted key
•Optional carrier available separately

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0108 Black brake disc lock $116.95
4010-0109 Yellow brake disc lock 116.95
4010-0110 Carrier 31.95
 

PROVOGUE 300 AND 305 BRAKE DISC LOCKS
•Small, handy, compact and secure
•Easy one-hand operation
•Impact-resistant solid cast metal with a shiny metal finsh or colored 
rubberized surface

•Hardened alloy steel locking bolt: 10mm for Provogue 300 and 5mm 
for Provogue 305

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
300
4010-0116 White $54.95
4010-0117 Red 54.95
4010-0118 Chrome 54.95
4010-0119 Gold 54.95
4010-0120 Black 54.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
305
4010-0111 White $45.95
4010-0112 Red 45.95
4010-0113 Chrome 45.95
4010-0114 Gold 45.95
4010-0115 Black 45.95
 

GRANIT QUICK 
MAXI AND MINI 
BRAKE DISC LOCK
•Special hardened steel construction
•Locking system features all-around 
drill protection

•ABUS-Plus locking system for 
extremely high protection against 
unlawful opening

•Includes disc memory to prevent 
forgetting lock in brake disc

•Manual cylinder cover
•Available in yellow

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0105 70mm Maxi $144.95
4010-0106 53mm Mini 130.95
 

STRADA 34 MINI BRAKE DISC LOCK
•Small (50mm), handy, compact and secure
•Special hardened steel construction
•All-around drill protection
•Double-bolted shackle
•Disc memory reminds you to detach the lock 
before starting

•ABUS EXTRA-Class cylinder with symmetrical 
dimple key

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
4010-0107 Strada 34 mini brake disc lock $93.95
 

WBA 100 LOCK ANCHOR
•16mm hardened steel shackle for extreme 
resistance against theft

•Indoor/outdoor use on floor or walls
•Flat shape and high-quality materials allow 
anchor to be driven over in fixed position

•Includes hardware
•Sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
4010-0121 WBA 100 lock anchor $112.95
 

GRANIT 
EXTREME 
PLUS 59 
CHAIN LOCKS
•Special hardened chain protects 
against theft from even the most 
aggressive mechanical attacks

•Chain link locks directly into lock
•Extreme resistance against 
pulling link out of lock

•ABUS-X-Plus locking system 
includes more than one 
million key variations

•Textile cover prevents scratches

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0090 66” x 12mm $523.95
4010-0091 55” x 12mm 466.95
 

4010-0108

4010-0109

4010-0110

4010-0112

4010-0119
4010-0120

20-UNIT PROVOGUE 300/305 
LOCK COUNTER PRE-PACK
•Includes 10 Provogue 300 locks (two 
in each color) and 10 Provogue 
305 locks (two in each color)

•Bonus $35-value Provogue 300 lock in 
gunmetal chrome (PART #9903-0209) 
included when pre-pack is purchased

•Sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
4010-0122 20-unit Provogue 

300/305 lock 
counter pre-pack $54.95 (ea.)

9903-0209 Provogue 
300 chrome 
promo lock 54.95

 

ELECTRONIC 
GRANIT DETECTO 
800 BRAKE DISC LOCK
•Electronic brake disc lock with 
a 14mm hardened bolt

•3-D position control for immediate 
alarm when position changes or 
shocks are detected

•High-quality steel lock has ABUS X-Plus 
locking for extreme protection against unlawful opening

•Includes batteries
PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0104 Electronic Granit Detecto 800 brake disc lock $247.95
 

4010-0111

4010-0106

4010-0105

Textile cover 
prevents
scratches

4010-0090

4010-0113
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GRANIT VICTORY 
X-PLUS 68 CHAIN LOCK
•Combines famous ABUS brake disc 
lock with 18” x 12mm hardened steel chain

•Steel brake disc lock can be used separately
•ABUS X-Plus locking system for the highest 
protection against unlawful opening

•Includes lighted key and memory cable

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0098 Granit Victory X-Plus 68 chain lock $196.95
 

CITYCHAIN 1010 
CHAIN LOCK
•Hardened 55” x 9mm chain 
with a robust textile webbing

•ABUS-Plus cylinder for high picking protection
•Automatic keyhole cover

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0099 Citychain 1010 chain lock $166.95
 

PLATINUM 34 CHAIN LOCKS
•Hardened 10mm square chain with fabric sleeve
•High-quality ABUS padlock for 
all-around protection

•Lock features a hardened shackle and body, 
plus extra shackle guard to protect against bolt 
cutter and sawing attacks

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0092 78” x 10mm $166.95
4010-0093 55” x 10mm 146.95
 

WINNER CHAIN 92 CHAIN LOCK
•Strong 55” x 8mm hardened square chain
•Lock features hardened shackle for extra 
protection against brutal attacks

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0100 Winner chain 92 chain lock $97.95
 

STEEL-O-FLEX 
900 CABLE LOCKS
•Compact, flexible and secure
•Hardened steel shells around a 
strong 27mm Steel-O-Flex cable

•ABUS high-quality five-pin cylinder

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0101 66” x 27mm $102.95
4010-0102 39” x 27mm 77.95
 

CENTURO 860 CABLE LOCK
•Hardened steel shells protect 
flexible 43” x 19mm steel cable

•ABUS cylinder features a self-locking mechanism

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0103 Centuro 860 cable lock $48.95
 

GRANIT DETECTO 
ELECTRONIC CHAIN 
LOCK/BRAKE DISC LOCK
•Combines famous ABUS disc brake 
lock with a hardened 47” x 12mm chain

•Electronic brake disc lock features 
14mm special hardened bolt

•High-quality steel lock can be used without chain
•3-D position control for immediate alarm when 
position changes or shocks are detected

•ABUS X-Plus locking system
•Includes batteries

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0097 Electronic chain lock/brake disc lock $362.95
 

GRANIT CITY X-PLUS 
1060 CHAIN LOCKS
•10mm hexagonal chain is as 
hard as granite with a high 
resistance to cutting, 
pulling and torsion

•ABUS Power Cell technology 
locks chain directly into lock body

•Interlocked lock housing protects 
against the most determined attacks

•ABUS X-Plus cylinder for high-picking protection
•Automatic keyhole cover

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0094 66” x 10mm $222.95
4010-0095 55” x 10mm 213.95
4010-0096 43” x 10mm 195.95
 

4010-0095

4010-0092

4010-0101

DISC LOCK HOLDER
•Chrome-plated billet aluminum
•Features 3/8” or 1/2” mounting hole for various 
mounting options

•Available for  31/4” long locks by 1” wide (long stlye) 
or mini disc locks 2” long by 1” wide (short style)

•Sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
1/2” MOUNTING HOLE
1703-3000 Long style $36.95
3/8” MOUNTING HOLE
1703-3001 Short style 36.95
 

LOCKSTER™ LOCK MOUNT
•Secures a padlock on the motorcycle 
when it’s not being used

•No drilling required; simply use an existing bolt hole
•Install on the forward frame yoke below the steering pin, on one 
of the highway peg mounting plate bolts or even on some sissy bar 
bolts on rubber-mounted chassis

•Installation on a rigid mount chassis may include a forward frame yoke, 
cross bracket, fork leg trim lower bolt or the upper safety bar bolt

•Polished stainless steel
•Fits H-D logo locks, Master Lock model 220 and American lock model H-10
•Patented design
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-244012 Lockster only (ea.) $29.95
DS-244013 Master Lock model 220 only (ea.) 41.95

1703-3000

1703-3001
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XX-6/XZN-6/XZZ-6
•Ideal for smaller bikes 
and scooters

•High-nickel-content stainless 
steel body

•Push-down locking system 
•Ice spray-proof body and 
key barrel 

•XZZ model features painted 
yellow body

•1.7” (42mm) of throat
•0.24î (6mm) dia. hardened-steel 
locking pin

XX-10/XX-14
•New design with a flared, attack-
resistant body shape

•High nickel-content stainless-steel 
mono-block construction

•The shorter, squatter body gives 
it a sport and streetbike-oriented 
fit profile

•XX-10 features 1.92” (48mm) 
of throat with 0.4î (10mm) dia. 
carbide-reinforced hardened-
steel locking pin

•XX-14 features 1.6” (41mm) of 
throat with 0.5î (14mm) dia. 
carbide-reinforced hardened-
steel locking pin

XH-14
•Features inert-gas-hardened 
steel construction

•Double-barrel locking system
•1.84” (46mm) of throat
•0.5” (14mm) dia. double 
locking pin

XN-15
•Features high-nickel-content 
stainless steel body

•Double-barrel locking system
•2.56” (64mm) of throat
•0.5” (14mm) dia. locking pin

XN-18
•Features re-inforced 
carbide substructure

•120 dB warning siren
•Flashing blue LED armed signal
•Fortified barrel with 
carbide underpinning

•Four-pin locking system
•Fully removable unique key barrel
•2.6” (65mm) of throat
•0.72” (18mm) dia. locking pin

DISC LOCKS
•State-of-the-art disc locks feature dual motion and shock sensor 
that trigger a 110 dB warning siren when bike is disturbed

•High-security key and barrel
•No switches to think about: arms and disarms automatically
•Include travel case, keys and pouch

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
XX-6
4010-0151 Stainless/yellow $84.95
4010-0152 Stainless 89.95
XZN-6
4010-0155 Yellow 79.95
XZZ-6
4010-0156 Stainless 84.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
XX-10
4010-0153 Yellow $105.95
XX-14
4010-0154 Stainless 114.95
XH-14
4010-0076 Black/yellow 99.95
XN-15
4010-0065 Stainless 109.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
XN-18
4010-0080 Carbide $199.95
REPLACEMENT BATTERY
4010-0075 For all lock models 

(except XN18) (ea.) 
(comes in 6 pk) 6.95

 

XV CABLE LOCK
•High-security high-tensile steel cable for 
use with all Xena locks, except XN18

•61/2’ L
•Disc lock not included

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0083 XV cable lock $69.95

CLAW ADAPTOR
•Lets you lock a chain with your Xena 
disc-lock alarm

•Ideal for use with Xena or other generic chain
•Perfect for ground anchoring bike or other vehicle
•Stainless steel construction

4010-0151 4010-0152 4010-01544010-0155 4010-0156

4010-00654010-0076
4010-0080

CYCLE ALARM WITH 
REMOTE TRANSMITTER
•Powerful five-tone 120 dB piezo siren
•Remote transmitter operation
•Adjustable shock sensor with seven levels of sensitivity to match your surroundings
•Programmable five-tone siren allows you to pick the siren tone you want
•Warn-away mode sounds warning prior to full alarm activation
•100% waterproof
•Panic feature enables you to activate the alarm siren from up to 100’ away
•Includes everything needed for a simple under-20-minute installation

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4020-0019 Cycle alarm w/ remote transmitter $114.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4010-0088 For XE15/XN15 disc lock $44.95
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SR-i900 RFID MOTORCYCLE SECURITY SYSTEM
•The SR-i900R is a new generation two-way FM security system offering hands-free RFID technology
•Simply walk towards or away from your bike, and the remote transceiver will automatically 
communicate an arm or disarm command using its proximity recognition system

•This unique auto-arm and hands-free disarm operation provides the highest standard 
of security and convenience

•Standard features include:
•RF-ID for hands-free operation
•Programmable auto or manual arming and disarming
•Long-range FM transceiver (up to a 1/2 mile)
•Range and signal status display
•Compact design (311/16” x 23/4” x 7/8”)
•Dual-axis accelerometer for detecting impact/inclination
•Built-in 120 dB multi-tone siren with soft chirp
•Sensor violation display
•Audible/vibrating alert
•Remote motorcycle finder/panic alarm
•Programmable perimeter sensor with warn away that detects motion around the bike, protecting saddlebags, 
luggage and accessories

•Built-in battery backup system allows the pager to operate even if wires are cut or circumvented
•Ignition disable feature allows the user to remotely cut off the engine in case of hijack
•Factory connector kits allow the alarm system to be integrated into the OEM-style harness without any cutting 
or splicing (sold separately)

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4020-0052 SR-i900 RFID security system $439.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4020-0049 SR-i600 two-way FM alarm w/ 

silver/orange remote $319.95
4020-0034 SR-i600S two-way FM alarm w/ silver/orange 

remote, perimeter sensor module and 
battery back-up 389.95

 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4020-0048 SR-i600SB two-way FM alarm w/ black remote, 

perimeter sensor module, and battery back-up $389.95
4020-0050 SR-i600SE two-way FM alarm w/ silver/orange 

remote, anti-hijack/ignition disable module, 
perimeter sensor module, and battery back-up 399.95

 

SR-i600 SERIES TWO-WAY FM 
TRANSCEIVER-CONTROLLED MOTORCYCLE ALARMS
•Ultra-compact two-way FM security system with waterproof remote
•Include a handheld LCD transceiver that features both pager and 
remote functions

•Transceiver constantly monitors and displays the current alarm status and confirms all 
commands with easy-to-understand icons and text

•From up to 1/2 mile away, the two-way remote allows the user to control all of the alarm  
functions as well as receive detailed information on the motorcycle’s status

•Two-axis digital accelerometer detects both impacts and inclination; module can be placed 
in any position or mounting angle and requires no adjustments

•Include a built-in 120 dB programmable multi-tone siren with soft chirp arm/disarm feature
•Other standard features include: audible/vibrating alert, smart battery safeguard, sensor 
violation display, range and signal status display, clock with alarm, motorcycle battery condition 
display, rolling codes, ignition sensor, flashing light with memory, key lock and remote motorcycle finder

•PART #s 4020-0049, 4020-0034 and 4020-0048 also features a programmable perimeter sensor that detects 
motion around the bike, protecting saddlebags, luggage, etc., and a built-in battery backup system that 
allows the alarm to function even if battery wires are cut

•PART # 4020-0050 also features an anti-hijack/ignition disable module that allows the user to remotely cut off 
the engine in case of a hijack situation

•Factory connector kits allow the alarm system to be integrated into the OEM-style harness without any 
cutting or splicing (sold separately)

4020-0049

4020-0048

4020-0034
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PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
ACCESSORIES
4020-0007 Ignition disabler/anti-hijack kit for PART #S 4020-0003, 4020-0034, 4020-0048 and 4020-0049 $29.95
SN-4 Perimeter sensor for PART #S 4020-0003, 4020-0031 and 4020-0049 49.95
4020-0041 Repl. or add-on silver remote tranceiver for PART #4020-0034, 4020-0048, 4020-0049 and 4020-0050 99.95
4020-0051 Repl. or add-on black remote tranceiver for PART #4020-0034, 4020-0048, 4020-0049 and 4020-0050 99.95
FACTORY CONNECTOR KITS
HD-1 97-03 XL, 97-06 Big Twin, 97-05 Touring models 24.95
4020-0022 04-06 XL 24.95
4020-0054 07 Electra Glides 24.95
4020-0032 06 Big Dog 25.95
BD-1 00-02 Big Dog 24.95
IND-1 99-01 Indian Chief, and all Scout and Sprint 24.95
4020-0009 02-03 Indian Chief 24.95
4020-0053 07 American Iron Horse 49.95
4020-0008 00-06 American Iron Horse 24.95
 

ACCESSORIES AND FACTORY CONNECTOR KITS
•Connector kits allow all Scorpio alarms to be integrated into the OEM-style harness 
without any cutting or splicing

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4020-0003 OEM500i factory plug-in 

security system $139.95
 

OEM500i FACTORY PLUG-IN 
ONE-WAY SECURITY SYSTEM
•Two-axis digital accelerometer detects both impacts and 
inclination with an extremely high degree of accuracy; 
module can be placed in any position or mounting angle 
and requires no adjustments

•120 dB siren with soft chirp arm/disarm feature
•Remote transmitter with rolling code feature
•Optional anti-hijack kit and perimeter sensor 
sold separately

•Factory connector kits allow the alarm system to be 
integrated into the OEM-style harness without any cutting 
or splicing (sold separately)

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4020-0031 SR-c400 security system $329.95

SR-C400 SECURITY SYSTEM
•Two-way FM technology incorporates a small LED transceiver and 
ultra-compact module

•Long-range FM transceiver with a range of up to 1/2 mile
•Built-in 120 dB siren with soft chirp
•Dual-axis accelerometer for detecting impact/inclination
•Sensor violation notification; range confirmation status
•Audible/vibrating alert; remote motorcycle finder/panic alarm
•Smart battery safeguard with motorcycle battery condition display
•Built-in battery backup system that allows the pager and siren to operate even if wires 
are cut or circumvented

•Optional programmable perimeter sensor with warn away that detects motion around 
the bike, protecting saddlebags, luggage and accessories (sold separately)

•Factory connector kits allow the alarm system to be integrated into the OEM-style 
harness without any cutting or splicing (sold separately)

4020-0051

HD-1

4020-0041
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PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4050-0034 Handlebar mounted speaker system $399.95
 

HANDLEBAR MOUNTED SPEAKER SYSTEM
•Play music on bikes with 7/8”, 1” or 11/4” diameter handlebars
•Uses your MP3 player, satellite radio receiver or similar portable 
audio device

•2” custom designed speakers in chromed “bullet” cabinets
•Includes a 50W “hide-able” amplifier with MAXXBASS®

•Digital volume control is built into the system
•Charge your audio device or cell phone with the USB Port
•Comes with a customizable clear sleeve for the speaker cabinets
•Universal audio input from headphone jacks
•Requires 12V negative ground charging system with battery

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
98-09 FLHT, FLHX AND FLTR MODELS WITH FACTORY 
SOUND SYSTEM AND KING TOUR-PAK®

4405-0095 Ultrasound rear speaker kit $499.95
4405-0096 Road Glide adapter kit 39.95
 

ULTRASOUND™ COMPLETE REAR SPEAKER KIT
•Non-Ultras get “The Sound Of An Ultra” by adding this rear speaker kit
•Kit includes two speakers, rear speaker boxes, 24 watt x 2 (RMS) amp, 
wiring harness, grilles, and all required mounting hardware

•Supplied speakers go in front and run off amp, stock speakers or second 
set of Hogtunes move to back and run using radio power

•Built-in quick-release plug for easy Tour Pak® removal
•Road Glide adapter kit PART #4405-0096 is required to put amp 
in Road Glides

•Road Glide adapter kit comes with amp plate, extended wire harness, 
and all required mounting hardware

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
98-09 DRESSERS W/ OEM FAIRING LOWERS (EXCEPT FLTR)
4405-0134 Amplified fairing lower speaker kit w/ amp 

(except FLTR) $379.95
4405-0133 Fairing lower speaker kit w/o amp 199.95
 

FAIRING LOWER SPEAKER KITS
•PART #4405-0134 for use on bikes with fairing lowers. Radio runs all 
existing speakers, and supplied amp runs fairing lower speakers. Includes 
Hogtunes amp, one pair of Hogtunes speakers, fairing lower speaker 
adapters, and plug and play harness. NOT compatible with any other 
amplifier, does not fit FLTR lowers

•PART #4405-0133 for use on bikes with Hogtunes Ultrasound rear speaker 
kit PART #4405-0095 already installed. Fairing lower speakers run off 
existing amp. Includes one pair of Hogtunes speakers, fairing lower 
speaker adaptors and plug-and-play harness

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
06-09 FLHTCU MODELS WITH HARMON/KARDON “ADVANCED AUDIO” RADIO
4405-0135 Ultrasound™ “3-way for the freeway” 

complete audio system $549.95
 

“3-WAY FOR THE FREEWAY” 
COMPLETE 6-SPEAKER SYSTEM FOR ULTRAS
•Stock four speaker system goes to an amplified six speaker system
•Comes with fairing lower speaker adapters, three pairs of Hogtunes 
speakers, Hogtunes amplifier with MAXXBASS® to power front four 
speakers and all required hardware

•100% plug-and-play harness with quick-disconnects for lowers
•Fairing lower speakers angled upwards for rider and passenger
•System not compatible with any external amplifiers

4405-0095

4405-0096

4405-0134
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PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4405-0009 7/8”, chrome $19.95
4405-0013 7/8”, black 29.95
4405-0010 1”, chrome 19.95
4405-0014 1”, black 29.95
4405-0012 11/4”, chrome 19.95
 

THREE-PIECE CLAMP SET
•Perfect for mounting Rumble Road™ 
speakers on handlebars or engine 
guard bars

•Clamps separate to slip easily over the bar 
to the desired mounting location

•Sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4405-0017 Polished $29.95
4405-0162 Black 29.95
 

L-BRACKET SET
•Right-angled clamps are 
just the ticket for vertical mounts 
or other space-defying installations of 
Rumble Road™ speakers, AudioBoss™ Audio 
Controller or other accessories

•Available in polished stainless 
steel or black

•Sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4405-0001 Chrome w/ 1” mounting hardware $269.95
4405-0115 Chrome w/o mounting hardware 249.95
4405-0002 Black w/ 1” mounting hardware 299.95

RUMBLE ROAD™ 
PREMIUM AMPLIFIED 
STEREO SPEAKERS
•High-output, high-fidelity stereo speaker system produces crisp, 
powerful sound even at highway speeds

•Attractively packaged in lustrous chrome or black spotlight shells to 
enhance the look of most any motorcycle

•Can be installed on handlebars, crash bars, forks or other locations
•Work with any portable MP3, personal stereo or satellite radio
•Feature standard miniplug headphone jack
•Approximately 32W continuous, 46W peak into 4 ohms at 13.6 VDC
•Includes two 5.25” Rumble Road amplified speakers from RCA, noise 
filter, all audio cabling and power wiring and 3’ of black wire dressing

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4405-0160 Chrome $369.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4405-0161 Black $399.95
 

RUMBLE ROAD™ 
ULTRA AMPLIFIED 
STEREO SPEAKERS
•Clear and powerful sound even 
at highway speeds

•RCA 4” Coaxial 
full-range speakers

•Built-in amplifiers and standard 
stereo mini-plug

•Produces approximately 70W 
continuous; 100W peak; into 4 OHM 
at 13.6 VDC with high-gain input

•Operates with or without the 
motorcycle running

•Packaged in an attractive chrome or black spotlight shell, 
it does not distract from the look of the motorcycle

•Features stainless steel or black grilles and all hardware included
•Works with most portable MP3 players and other personal stereos featuring 
a standard mini-plug headphone jack

•Installs easily on handlebars, spotlight mounting bars, forks or engine guards
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
06-09 FLHT, FLHX AND FLTR MODELS WITH 
HARMAN/KARDON ADVANCED AUDIO SYSTEM
4405-0093 2 ohm front speakers $99.95
4405-0094 2 ohm rear speakers 99.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
98-05 FLTR, FLHT, FLHTC
4405-0032 5.75 ohm front speakers $99.95
4405-0078 5.75 ohm rear speakers 99.95
 

FRONT AND REAR SPEAKERS
•Direct wiring using OEM connectors; no 
modifications required; suitable for 
98-05 models and aftermarket car radio

•Include custom-tooled speaker baskets 
for a perfect fit and a tailored sound for 
highway speeds

•Feature titanium-impregnated neodymium tweeters, ultralight polypropylene woofer cones, aluminum 
voice coil formers and oversize magnet assemblies

•45W RMS/90 peaks watts
•Sold in pairs

4405-0093

4405-0032

4405-0078

4405-0160

4405-0161

4405-0001 4405-0002

4405-0017

4405-0162

4405-0009

4405-0013
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RUMBLE ROAD™ LIMITED NON-AMPLIFIED SPEAKERS
•Custom product for motorcycles with existing car-stereo setups
•Attractively packaged in chrome or black spotlight shells to enhance the look of most any bike
•Based on the Amplified Rumble Road Premium speaker system, the non-amplified Rumble 
Road Limited is easily installed on handlebars, spotlight mounting bars, forks or crash bars

•Speakers work with any car-stereo system (either ground or bridged) to provide high-quality 
sound on the go or while parked

•4 ohms at 105W peak/35W RMS
•Includes two 5.25” Rumble Road non-amplified speakers from RCA, two three-piece 
1” mounting clamps in matching finish, wiring and 3’ of black wire dressing

NOTE: The non-amplified Rumble Road Limited series requires an amplifier-equipped car stereo and is not designed for use with personal stereos.  
If you plan to use a portable MP3 or other personal stereo instead of a car stereo, check out the Amplified Rumble Road Premium speaker system 
PART #s 4405-0001 or 4405-0002.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4405-0003 Chrome $169.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4405-0004 Black $199.95
 

4405-0003 4405-0004

RCA TWO-WAY 
COAXIAL SPEAKERS
•These RCA speakers are 
designed with volume, clarity, 
and weather-resistance in mind

•Can be used as replacements for 
most factory-installed fairing speakers 
and aftermarket radio housing speakers

•Sold in pairs

4405-0126

4405-0127

CRANKCASE™ 
AUDIO CONTROLLER/
POWER SWITCH
•Oversized, glove-friendly knob makes 
it easy to control the volume

•Feel and hear the on/off switch
•High-visibility blue LED
•Crafted from precision-machined, 
lightweight billet aluminum, 
CrankCase measures 
1.8” H x 1.7” W x 1.3” D

•Chrome-plating for sparkle and shine
•Sleek 1” mounting clamp hugs the 
tube and can be placed anywhere 
along it, including next to the brake 
or throttle controls; removable two-piece clamp allows mounting for 
handlebars measuring other than 1” standard

•Built-in fuse (5 Amps) for internal/external power, and standard electrical 
hardware compatibility

•Universal line-level input with 1/8” stereo plug
•State-of-the-art, surface-mounted electronics
•Weather-resistant

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4405-0070 CrankCase audio controller $179.95
 

ROUND ACOUSTIC BAFFLES
•Protect your speakers from water, 
rust, dust and electrical problems

•Foam basket forms a protective layer 
between speaker and enclosure, 
reducing resonance and other distortion

•Sold in pairs; available in round 5.25” sizing

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4405-0076 Round acoustic baffles $14.95
 

GROUND LOOP ISOLATOR
•Suppresses any resulting noise in the audio line for those who use their 
bike’s battery to operate a personal stereo

•Breaks the ground loop that would otherwise occur between a personal 
stereo and amplified speakers

•A necessary accessory for some satellite radio systems

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4405-0008 Ground loop isolator $12.95
 

ELECTRICAL NOISE FILTER
•Greatly attenuates electrical noise 
or whine produced by some 
motorcycle electrical/
ignition systems

•One filter is good for powering 
both Rumble Road™ speakers in 
the system

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4405-0007 Electrical noise filter $9.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4405-0163 In-line speaker volume controller $9.95

IN-LINE 
VOLUME CONTROLLER
•An economic alternative to MH 
Instruments custom-designed 
CrankCase™ volume 
controller/power switch

•Provides remote sound-level 
adjustment of personal 
stereos equipped with a 1/8” 
stereophone jack

•Includes a pocket/belt clip for 
storage and security

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4405-0075 Universal stereo mounting kit $39.95
 

UNIVERSAL STEREO 
MOUNTING KIT
•Designed for 7/8” to 1” handlebars
•Kit and stereo are easily removable with only three points of attachment
•Black hardware and clear Lucite® tray safely hold your personal stereo

1243

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4405-0126 100W 4 OHM (4”) $49.95
4405-0127 150W 4 OHM (5.25”) 59.95
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MSR3007 
SIRIUS-READY 
AM/FM/CD STEREO/
FULL iPOD CONTROLS
•160W (40W x 4)
•Solid top chassis
•Silver colored sealed faceplate
•SIRIUS Satellite Radio ready
•40-second electronic skip protection (CD)
•U.S./Euro tuner
•Wired/wireless remote ready
•Auxiliary audio input
•Pre-amp line level outputs
•Low battery audible warning
•Non-volatile memory for presets and user settings
•Two-wire power (acc, ground)
•Full iPod Control ready (interface cable sold separately)

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4401-0046 MSR3007 stereo $169.95
4401-0049 iPod interface cable (12’) 24.95
 

4401-0046

MS5006B 5.25” DUAL-CONE 
MARINE-GRADE SPEAKER
•Sensitivity:  91db
•Frequency:  79hz-20khz
•Nominal impedance:  4 ohms
•Polypropylene woofer: 51/4”
•Magnet:  2.9 oz.
•Mounting hole diameter:  41/2”; mounting depth:  11/2”
•Tweeter type: mylar whizzer
•Max power handling:  30W

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4405-0153 Universal 5” speaker $18.95
 

TITAN POWERGRILL™ 
SPEAKER ADAPTERS AND GRILLES
•Nearly double the sound from your speakers, relative to stock grilles
•Use with 51/4” speakers
•Free-flowing design ensures maximum sound transfer
•Adapters maximize speaker angle toward riders head
•Install easily with stainless steel mounting hardware
•Sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4405-0158 96-09 FLT/FLHS/FLHT/FLHTC 

(front applications only) $39.95
 

TITAN POWERBLOCK 
AUDIO AMPLIFIER
•Smallest, clearest, most powerful mobile amplifier 
system available; packs 180-watts RMS per-channel

•Expandable so you can start with two channels and add additional 
channels as needed; easily accepts additional speakers on each channel

•Powered by patented “UcD” (Universal Class-D) technology
•Protects charging system with StatorGuard™ technology
•Easy installation with plug-and-play simplicity using factory connectors
•Designed and manufactured in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4401-0056 Titan PowerBlock amplifier $499.95
 

TITAN DIGITAL AUDIO AMPLIFIERS
•Two-channel 75-watt RMS, 4-ohm amp provides 
the extra punch needed for 
motorcycle applications

•Provides maximum sound at a fraction of the power draw
•Compact water-resistant unit easily tucks away under fairing
•Easy installation with plug-and-play simplicity using factory connectors

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4401-0018 94-05 H-D touring bikes $399.95
4401-0026 Universal 399.95
 

4401-0018

SPEAKERBLING™ DECORATIVE FRONT SPEAKER GRILLE INSERTS
•Provide a personalized look to speaker port
•Made of stainless steel with a clear powder-coat finish
•Use with Biketronics PowerGrills™ or stock speaker adapters
•Install easily
•Sold in pairs
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4405-0159 96-09 FLT/FLHT/FLHX models $69.95
 

4401-0049
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RETRO RADIO DIN-SIZED RADIO 
MOUNTING KIT
•Allows the use of any DIN-sized aftermarket 
radio to be mounted in both late model FLHT 
and FLTR Harley Davidson motorcycles

•Installs easily with clean factory look
•Can be used with Biketronics RetroRadio 
Nomad handlebar control kit

•Made in the U.S.A.

51/4” HIGH-ENERGY 
COAXIAL SPEAKERS WITH POWERGRILLS
•Perfect match with Biketronics Titan amplifier; can be used with stock 
and aftermarket radios as well

•Fit 96 and later Harley front applications; 96-97 bikes with stock speakers 
require speaker upgrade and possibly inner fairing supports OEM#s 
58938-96B and 58939-96B

•3 ohm, 70W continuous power (140W peak)
•Feature Titan-Hertz craftsmanship and easy plug-n-play installation
•Sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4405-0155 96-09 FLHTC models $199.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
89-95 FLHTC/FLHTCU/FLTU MODELS
4405-0156 Medium-energy coaxial speakers $109.95
4405-0157 High-energy coaxial speakers 169.95
 

4” COAXIAL SPEAKERS
•Available in medium- and high-energy
•Medium-energy feature 4 ohm, 40W continuous power (80W peak) 
and fit both front and rear

•High-energy feature 4 ohm, 50W continuous power (100W peak), fit front 
only and match perfectly with Biketronics Titan amplifier

•Both feature Titan-Hertz craftsmanship and easy plug-n-play installation
•Sold in pairs

4405-0156

4405-0157

RETRO RADIO CD/RADIO ADAPTER KITS
•Allows the installation of a Sony CD/MP3/XM radio upgrade
•Adapts OEM handlebar controls to the Sony radio; 
no modification to OEM wire harness required

•Retains handlebar control and auto volume function 
of OEM radio

•Comes complete with interface 
module, face plate, adapter plates 
and detailed instructions

NOTE: Kits are compatible with Ultra 
models, but disable the CB and 
systems that depend on CB.

NOTE: Radio is not included. Works 
with Sony radios having the Sony 
wired remote input.

1245

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4401-0059 06-09 FLTR, FLHT, FLHTC $349.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4401-0058 96-05 FLTR, FLHT, FLHTC 349.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4401-0057 96-09 FLHT, FLTR $49.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4401-0017 06-09 FLTR, FLHT, FLHTC $199.95
4401-0001 98-05 FLTR, FLHT, FLHTC 199.95
4401-0013 96-97 FLTC, FLHT, FLHTC 199.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4401-0014 94-95 FLTC, FLHT, FLHTC $199.95
4401-0004 88-93 FLTC, FLHT, FLHTC 199.95
 

4401-0001

RETRO RADIO 
NOMAD RADIO 
CONTROL KITS
•Removable handlebar 
radio controls

•Water-resistant 
automotive quality design

•Easy installation with plug-n-play using factory connectors
•Includes everything needed to outfit aftermarket fairing with a radio
•Designed and manufactured in the U.S.A.

4401-0058
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HOGTENNA PRE-AMPED ANTENNA
•Di-pole antenna has directional gain over 
vertical mast antennas

•Factory power connectors are used to make 
installation a snap on most Harley-Davidson 
touring bikes

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4401-0019 HogTenna pre-amplified antenna $34.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4401-0027 “Rubber Duck” antenna $14.95
 

“RUBBER DUCK” ANTENNA
•Helically wound, 14” flexible black rubber antenna
•Provides performance similar to longer 
vertical-mast antenna

•Screw-on installation; attaches to the OEM radio 
antenna mount

LOW MOUNT ANTENNA RELOCATION KITS
•An affordable way to relocate the antenna down low and out of the way of the detachable luggage rack or the tour pack on 
radio-equipped baggers

•No need to change the location of the antenna every time the tour pack is installed or removed from the bike
•Kit includes all hardware and polished stainless 
steel bracket

•Mounts to the rear fender support brackets; 
will not fit on models with saddlebag fillers

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4402-0033 Radio antenna kit for 85-08 FLHT/I, FLHTC/I, FLHTCU/I $62.95
4402-0058 Radio antenna mount kit for 06-08 FLHX, 09 FLHT/I, FLHTC/I, FLHTCU/I 62.95
4402-0048 CB antenna kit for 79-08 FLHT/I, FLHTC/I, FLHTCU/I 77.95

4402-00484402-0033 4402-0048

4402-0048

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
POLISHED
4401-0005 6” antenna $42.95
4401-0006 8” antenna 42.95
4401-0034 12” antenna 42.95
4401-0035 15” antenna 42.95
BLACK
4401-0036 6” antenna 42.95
4401-0037 8” antenna 42.95
4401-0039 12” antenna 42.95
4401-0040 15” antenna 42.95
 

STAINLESS STEEL 
DRESSER ANTENNAS
•Available in black or polished stainless steel
•Attaches to the OEM radio antenna mount
•Not for use with CB
•Made in the U.S.A.

4401-0040

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-250034 Hidden antenna $80.95
 

ELECTRONIC 
HIDDEN 
ANTENNA
•Finally, a hidden internal antenna 
that really works

•Mounts inside any fiberglass 
or plastic fairing

•Plugs into any standard AM/FM antenna jack
•Requires a switched 12-volt power source

NOTE: Antenna will not receive Weather 
Band frequencies.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
4401-0050 Universal 6” antenna $24.95
 

6” HEAVY-DUTY 
UNIVERSAL TOP/SIDE 
MOUNT RUBBER 
MAST ANTENNA
•Attached 39” cable
•6” rubber mast top/
side-mount antenna 

•Rubber gasket for 
watertight mounting

•Withstands tough environments 
with its heavy-duty design

•Antenna angles 45° maximum

LICENSE 
PLATE-MOUNT 
CB ANTENNA KIT
•These license plate-
mount CB antenna kits 
include a black powder-
coated mounting 
bracket, 2’, 3’ or 4’ 
antenna staff, mounting 
stud, frame attachment 
grounding strap, 
antenna connection 
cable, right-angle 
adapter, cable ties,
mounting hardware 
and complete 
installation instructions

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
FOR 89-09 DRESSERS, ULTRA AND ROADGLIDES
4402-0064 Trunk-mount antenna $27.95
4402-0065 Rail-mount antenna 27.95

CB/RADIO ANTENNAS
•Replacement staffs have been designed specifically for the Harley CB radio cable/load system 
(pre-tuned for the CB, no SWR adjustment necessary) and the Harley AM/FM portion of the audio 
system (same antenna) for the tail-trunk 
mounting postion only

•Easy installation
•Just over 1’ in length
•Sold each

4402-0065

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4402-0012 2’ antenna kit $99.95
4402-0013 3’ antenna kit 99.95
4402-0014 4’ antenna kit 99.95
 

4402-00124402-0064

4401-0006
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JMCB-2003 HANDLEBAR-MOUNTED CB AUDIO SYSTEM
•This exciting new product from J&M features a 40-channel CB radio, NOAA weather band, rider/
passenger intercom and stereo music amplification from any Walkman®-type music device

•Mount it to your left handlebar with the proper bracket kit, connect the headset/power harness to your bike’s electrical system (choose below 
between solo or rider/passenger kits), install a J&M license-plate mounted CB antenna (or any other properly tuned CB antenna, sold separately), plug 
in your favorite J&M dual-mode helmet headset/headsets and you are ready to go

•There are no other hidden black boxes to mount or clutter up your bike, as the complete system is on your handlebar (your Walkman-source music 
device is plugged into the system as a separate item)

•All knobs and controls have been designed for ease of use while riding, even with gloves on, and in addition the unit 
is water-resistant so you won’t have to worry about getting caught out in the rain

•Audio performance is superb, even at high speeds, and that is most 
impressive considering its compact size

•Mounting bracket and lower-section hook-up cord sold separately

NOTE: The JMCB-2003 is a J&M 6-pin audio system that requires the 
pre-amplified microphone signal provided by our Dual Mode 
(ECD/ICD/BCD prefixed) helmet headsets along with the lower 
section hook-up cord 4402-0015 or 4403-0009.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
4402-0005 JMCB-2003 kit for solo (driver only) headset operation $299.95
4402-0006 JMCB-2003 kit for driver/passenger headset operation 359.95
4402-0008 Mount bracket for Harleys, black 46.95
4403-0017 Mount bracket for Harleys, polished 46.95
 

OEM FAIRING SPEAKERS
•5” high-performance speakers are direct 
replacements for factory speakers

•Feature waterproof cones and high-efficiency 
voice coils

•Includes grilles
•Sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-319930 96-97 FLHTC models (4 ohm) $79.95

REPLACEMENT REAR SPEAKERS
•Upgrades rear speakers to the quality 
of J&M front speakers

•High-performance speakers are direct 
replacement for factory speakers

•Sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-319976 For 98-05 FLHTCU Ultra 

models (8 ohm) $89.95
 

WATERPROOF FAIRING SPEAKERS
•These 4” speakers from J&M are completely 
waterproof, unlike other speakers that are only 
water resistant

•Direct replacements for most factory-installed 
fairing speakers and Cycle Sound housings

•Provide outstanding sound quality
•Fully guaranteed against water damage
•Fit both the front and rear positions
•Sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-319933 For 89-95 FLHTC/FLHTCU 

and FLTU models (4 ohm) $69.95
 

4402-0005

4402-0006

4402-0008

4402-0005

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
06-09 FLHTC (2 OHM)
4401-0063 Black $130.95
4401-0064 Chrome 130.95
98-05 FLHTC (8 OHM)
4401-0061 Black 130.95
4401-0062 Chrome 130.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
06-09 FLTR (2 OHM)
4401-0067 Black $130.95
4401-0068 Chrome 130.95
98-05 FLTR (8 OHM)
4401-0065 Black 130.95
4401-0066 Chrome 130.95
 

HIGH-PERFORMANCE 
FAIRING SPEAKERS
•High-performance speakers replace stock units
•Feature waterproof injection-molded 
polycarbonate cone woofer

•High-flux strength Neodymium magnet
•High-efficiency voice coil
•Replacement grille set with mounted chrome 
or black mid-range tweeter

•140W power
•Grille dimensions, mounting hole pattern and 
spade electrical connections are exactly the 
same as OEM for easy mounting

•Sold in pairs

4401-0064

4401-0067

4401-0061

4401-0066
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HS-ECD584 
SERIES HEADSETS
•Complete compatibility 
with Harley-Davidson 
OEM headsets

•Utilize dual-mode 
AeroMike® III miniature 
boom microphone

•Feature fidelity-enhanced 
DynaPort® speakers for 
open-face helmets

•Upper section of two-piece 
hook-up cord included 
with headset; lower 
section sold separately

•Headsets fit all years of 
Harley audio systems 
including Ultras and the 
JMCB-2003 audio systems

HS-279/284 
HELMET HEADSETS
•Provide the industry’s best 
combination of wind and 
ambient noise reduction with 
High Output (HO) AeroMike III® 
miniature microphones

•Superior audio fidelity has been 
achieved with enhanced-fidelity 
DynaPort®, non-ported and 
ultra-slim helmet speakers

•P-series two-piece cord system 
allows these headsets to be 
connected to any factory-installed 
motorcycle audio system ever 
built, now and in the future, 
just by interchanging the 
lower-section hook-up cord

1248

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

HEADSETS

4403-0057 HS-279 w/ HO mike for most open-faced style helmets $169.95

4403-0059 HS-284 w/ HO mike, shorty-style 199.95

HOOK-UP CORDS AND ACCESSORIES

4403-0050 P-Series 8-pin lower-section hook-up cord with in-line volume control for connection to 99-09 J&M 6-pin audio systems 79.95

4402-0047 P-Series 8-pin lower-section hook-up cord for connection to 99-09 J&M 6-pin audio systems 24.95

HC-PC P-Series 8-pin lower-section hook-up cord for connection to 89-97 H-D 5-pin audio systems 22.95

4403-0044 P-Series 8-pin lower-section hook-up cord for connection to 98-09 H-D 7-pin audio systems 24.95

4403-0062 Repl. windsock kit (three piece) for AeroMike III® miniature microphones 13.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

HEADSETS

4403-0014 For most open-face (3/4) style helmets $229.95

4403-0012 For full-coverage style helmets 229.95

4403-0013 For most flip-front style helmets 229.95

HOOK-UP CORDS AND ACCESSORIES

DS-112377 Z-Series 8-pin lower-section hook-up cord for connection to 89-97 H-D 5-pin audio systems 59.95

4403-0053 Z-Series 8-pin lower-section hook-up cord for connection to 99-09 J&M 6-pin audio systems 69.95

4403-0052 Z-Series 8-pin lower-section hook-up cord for connection to 98-09 H-D 7-pin audio systems 69.95

4403-0019 Repl. right-angle upper cord for ECD584 series 39.95

4403-0062 Repl. windsock kit (three piece) for AeroMike III® miniature microphones 13.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

DS-112354 Repl. one-piece headset cord without boot for J&M HS-E164 $50.95

DS-112107 Headset hardware kit 14.95

4402-0047 Lower cord for J&M six-pin audio systems (BCD257, BCD277 and Shorty series) 24.95

4403-0018 Repl. upper cord for BCE174 series 22.95

4403-0061 Windsock kit for AeroMike II® 9.95

HEADSET CORDS, BOOM MICS AND  HARDWARE
•Fit a wide variety of  J&M headsets as well as Drag Specialties headsets from J&M
•Cords feature top-quality connectors
•Hardware kit includes clamp, screws, nuts, clamp backs and hook-and-loop pieces to fit 88 and up 
J&M headsets

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

DS-112182 For 98-05 FLHTCU models $89.95

CB HAND MICROPHONE KIT
•The helmet is left behind and the rider wants 
to talk on the CB; here’s the solution

•Hand mic does not interfere with 
headset operation

•Easily installs without cutting or splicing wires
•Proudly made in Tucson, Arizona, U.S.A. and 
completely tested before packaging

DS-112354 DS-112107

4403-0061

4403-0062

4403-0052

DS-112377

4403-0013
4403-0012

4403-0014

4403-0062

4403-0059

4403-0057
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DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
N-COM COMPONENTS
Basic Kit for N103 helmets 4403-0045 $104.95
Basic Kit for N102 helmets 4403-0029 104.95
Basic Kit for N42 helmets 4403-0030 104.95
Basic Kit for N84 helmets 4403-0031 104.95
Intercom E-Box 4402-0052 139.95
BlueTooth® E-Box 4402-0051 259.95
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES AND REPLACEMENT PARTS
Multimedia wire “S”, standard 4403-0032 24.95
Multimedia wire “T”, GPS 4403-0037 24.95
Multimedia wire “U”, GPS 4403-0038 24.95
Multimedia wire “V”, GPS 4403-0039 44.95
Multimedia wire “K”, 
  bike-to-bike communication 4403-0041 55.95
 

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES AND REPLACEMENT PARTS (CONT)
Multimedia wire “W”, 
  bike-to-bike communication 4403-0042 $55.95
Motorcycle audio wire for 
  05-07 FLHTCU models 4403-0034 44.95
12V motorcycle charger 3807-0038 43.95
Repl. lithium battery 2113-0073 34.95
Repl. 110V charger 3807-0037 27.95
Repl. rubber seal for Basic Kit 0935-0244 5.95
Repl. board for Basic Kit 4402-0053 8.95
Repl. microphone windscreens (pr.) 4402-0054 10.95
 

N-COM MOBILE
•Utilizes the N-COM Basic Kit to connect to a mobile phone using 
a model-specific mobile wire accessory (not available from Drag 
Specialties) or to a multimedia source (MP3, CD, GPS, etc.) using 
a multimedia wire accessory (sold separately)

•Requires Basic Kit only

N-COM INTERCOM
•Allows all the features of N-COM MOBILE but adds the ability to speak 
with their passenger (passenger must also have N-COM Basic Kit installed)

•Can also be connected to some bikes’ existing audio systems using 
motorcycle audio wire accessory

•Requires Basic Kit and Intercom E-Box

N-COM BLUETOOTH®

•Allows all the features of N-COM MOBILE but adds the ability to connect 
to a BlueTooth® mobile phone, GPS unit or another N-COM BLUETOOTH® 
helmet within range

•Can also be connected to some bikes’ existing audio systems using 
motorcycle audio wire accessory

•Requires Basic Kit and BlueTooth® E-Box

N-COM COMPONENTS
•Basic Kit includes earphones, microphone and leads for 
connecting devices and charger; installs easily in minutes 
without tools or modification

•Intercom E-Box fits in the side of an N-COM helmet and includes a 110V 
charger, a rechargeable lithium battery and an intercom wire; allows 
rider to answer phone and control volume directly from their helmet

•BlueTooth® E-Box fits in the side of an N-COM helmet and includes a 
110V charger and a rechargeable lithium battery; allows rider to answer 
phone, connect/disconnect with other N-COM BLUETOOTH® helmet and 
control volume directly from their helmet

ACCESSORIES
•Standard multimedia wire “S” connects any device 
with a 3.5mm, 4-pole audio port

•GPS multimedia wire “T” connects Garmin Quest and Quest 2
•GPS multimedia wire “U” connects TomTom Rider and 
Garmin 2610, 2720 and 2820

•GPS multimedia wire “V” connects Garmin 2820, 
Zumo 400, Zumo 450, Zumo 500 and Zumo 550

•Bike-to-bike multimedia wire “K” includes push-to-talk button and 
connects Alan 445 and BT and Midland GXT600, GXT600VP4, GXT650VP1, 
GXT650VP4, LXT420, LXT420VP3, LXT320, LXT320VP3, GXT500, GXT550VP1, 
GXT500VP4, GXT550VP4, LXT410, LXT410VP3, GXT400, GXT450VP1, GXT450VP4, 
LXT300, LXT300VP3, LXT315VP3, G300, GXT300, GXT300VP3, LXT310, LXT210, 
LXT210VP, G225, GXT250, GXT550, LXT310 and LXT350

•Bike-to-bike multimedia wire “W” includes push-to-talk button and 
connects Alan 777, K1 and 421 and Midland G5

•Motorcycle audio wire allows rider to plug into the bike’s existing audio 
system; helmet must be equipped with Basic Kit and either Intercom 
E-Box or BlueTooth® E-Box

•12V motorcycle charger allows rider to charge N-COM system without a 
power outlet; includes cigarette-lighter-style plug that can be hard-wired 
to a motorcycle battery and a cable to connect the N-COM system

NOTE: Only authorized dealers can purchase N-COM products.

N-COM COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
•Nolan’s N-COM system allows the freedom to talk on a mobile phone, listen to music on an MP3 player, get directions 
from a GPS navigation system, connect to a bike-to-bike radio, connect to some bikes’ existing audio systems or talk 
to a passenger via intercom

•N-COM is for use with Nolan N-COM-ready helmets (like the N42, N84, N102 and N103) and offers multiple configurations

4403-0029

4403-0030

4402-0052

4402-0051

4403-0032

4403-0039

4403-0034

4403-0045

HOW TO BECOME AN AUTHORIZED N-COM DEALER
•Purchase one N-COM starter package; see Partsnetweb,

Dragnetweb or ask your sales representative for details

•Dealer must be informed about the product, be able to perform 
installations in helmets and understand basic troubleshooting

•Dealer’s name will be added to the authorized N-COM dealer list and 
referred to by his/her region

•Authorized dealers can then buy N-COM products
on an as needed basis

•Contact your sales representative for full details
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RIDERLINK ST-1
•Full-duplex driver-to-passenger intercom
•System includes driver and passenger headsets, each headset 
comes with full-face and open-face-style microphones

•Speakers are music grade with excellent bass response
•Music input with built-in amplifier (adapter cable included)
•Mobile phone input with included adapter cable
•Two-way radio input with two adapter cables and PTT switch; 
cable is compatible with Motorola, Cobra, Midland and many other 
two-way radio brands

•Radar detector/GPS Audio input with included adapter cable
•Built-in FM radio with seek and volume controls
•Auto-mute circuit and microphone sensitivity control
•All adapter and extension cables are included and 
removable when not in use

•All mini DIN connections feature weatherproof moldings
•Durable mounting straps with high-impact plastic buckles
•Portable battery-powered unit (uses 2AA batteries)
•Main unit measures 2.75” W x 4” H, approximately 1” thick

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4402-0031 Riderlink SK-1 communicator $189.99
 

SIDEKICK SK-1000 COMMUNICATOR
•Complete communications system for all types of powersports use
•GMRS hand-held 2-way radio can be used on or off the machine, has 
a range of up to 10 miles

•Universal helmet headset includes full-face and open-face microphones
•Modular 3-way adapter cable design and coiled extension cables provide 
flexible mounting options

•All push-to-talk switches and connectors are weatherproof
•Rechargeable battery pack and desktop charger included
•All necessary installation accessories included
•Sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4402-0036 SideKick SK-1000 communicator $149.95
 

THUMPER 1 ENHANCED BASS HELMET SPEAKERS
•Enhanced bass response speakers for your helmet
•Install using hook-and-loop backing material
•Weatherproof connectors
•Coiled extension cable included
•Speakers measure less than 1/2” thick and just 11/2” diameter (2” diameter with speaker 
covers installed)

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4403-0043 Helmet speakers (pr.) $24.95
 

MAGNUM® F14 COMMUNICATOR HEADSETS
•Full-face microphone headsets have button microphone; open-face helmet headsets have boom microphone
•All headset kits include helmet-mount dual speaker set and microphone, handlebar-mount push-to-talk (PTT) switch, 
interface cable and all necessary mounting hardware

•Headsets install in helmets without permanent modifications required
•Optional small PTT switch with 20” cord available separately
•MXR-1 music mixer cable is a 2-way radio inline switch box
•Allows the addition of a music player or other audio device (MP3 player, CD player, etc.) to a MotoComm MC- or SK-series headset

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
FULL-FACE HEADSETS
MC-551 Compatible w/ Motorola Talkabout 200, 250, Distance (DPS) and most FRS, 

GMRS radios with separate speaker and microphone jacks $59.95
MC-552 Compatible w/ Motorola Talkabout 280SLK, T289, fr50, fr60, T6300, T6310, T6320, Sprint GT and Sprint GT+ 59.95
4403-0006 Compatible w/ Garmin RINO 110, 120 and 130 series two-way radios 59.95
OPEN-FACE HEADSETS
MC-751 Compatible w/ Motorola Talkabout 200, 250, Distance (DPS) and most FRS, 

GMRS radios with separate speaker and microphone jacks 59.95
MC-752 Compatible w/ Motorola Talkabout 280SLK, T289, fr50, fr60, T6300, T6310, T6320, Sprint GT and Sprint GT+ 59.95
4403-0007 Compatible w/ Garmin RINO 110, 120 and 130 series two-way radios 59.95
ACCESSORIES
4403-0008 Small PTT switch w/ 20” cord 19.95
EXT-6 Headset extension cable, 6-pin 14.95
4403-0028 Music mixer cable 29.95
 

4403-0006

4403-0007

EXT-6

4403-0008

4403-0028
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PMC-2X
DRIVER/PASSENGER INTERCOM
•Includes one communicator and two headsets 
for communication from driver to passenger on 
one vehicle

•Optional adapter cables let you communicate 
with other bikes by plugging any FRS/GMRS or 
PMR 2-way radio with VOX into the added jack

•Full duplex – driver and passenger talk 
simultaneously as though on telephones

•Electronic touch controls – no knobs
•Noise-canceling unidirectional microphones for clear conversation, 
even at higher speeds

•Small (4” x 2.75” x .65”), rugged, lightweight case weighs just 4.1 oz. 
and mounts on belt, or the clip can be removed and inserted in pocket

•AUX IN jack for listening to CD players
•No cumbersome handlebar or helmet mount – and no theft worries
•Include two MO-type headsets for driver and passenger
•Fit most helmets; no drilling or cutting required
•Powered by three AAA batteries (included) or by vehicle battery with 
optional Battery Eliminator

MRC-11X RADIO COMMUNICATOR
•The MRC-11 allows you to speak to another rider up to 7 miles away –
several times the range of other communicators

•Bike-to-bike communication can either be push-to-talk 
or automatically voice activated

•Special noise-canceling/wind-blocking headsets for maximum clarity 
and freedom with no shouting necessary, even in noisiest conditions

•Simultaneous driver/passenger conversations
•Twenty two FRS/GMRS channels and 38 privacy codes
•Large LCD with 16-function readout helps monitor the selected channels 
and codes, including battery condition and transmit/receive status

•Auxiliary input allows you to listen to CDs or 
other external music sources

•MHS-11XO premium open-face helmet-mount headset 
with push-to-talk switch included

•Sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4402-0018 Radio communicator $128.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4402-0016 Driver/passenger intercom $92.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
4402-0017 Driver/passenger 

intercom $118.95
 

PMC-3X
DRIVER/PASSENGER INTERCOM
•All the features of the PMC-2X plus a powerful 
built-in FM receiver for on-the-road entertainment

•Includes one communicator and two headsets 
for communication from driver to passenger 
on one vehicle

•Optional adapter cables let you communicate 
with other bikes by plugging any FRS/GMRS or 
PMR 2-way radio with VOX into the added jack

•Full duplex – driver and passenger talk 
simultaneously as though on telephones

•Electronic touch controls – no knobs
•Noise-canceling unidirectional microphones 
for clear conversation, even at higher speeds

•Small (4” x 2.75” x .65”), rugged, lightweight case weighs just 4.1 oz. 
and mounts on belt, or the clip can be removed and inserted in pocket

•AUX IN jack for listening to CD players
•No cumbersome handlebar or helmet mount – and no theft worries
•Include two MO-type headsets for driver and passenger
•Fit most helmets; no drilling or cutting required
•Powered by three AAA 
batteries (included) or by 
vehicle battery with optional 
Battery Eliminator

BATTERY
ELIMINATOR
FOR NADY
COMMUNICATORS/INTERCOMS
•Forget about replacing expensive dry-cell 
batteries in Nady Communicators

•Battery Eliminator taps directly into 
your bike’s power source via lugs
applied directly to the battery

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2812-01 For PMC-2/3 $34.95
 

MC HEADSET
•Microphone mounts inside 
mouth guard of full-face 
helmets with hook-and-loop fastener

•Foam-padded speaker fits in ear
•No helmet modifications 
required to mount

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
MC Headset $24.95
 

MO HEADSET
•Mounts inside any open- or full-face helmet 
with hook-and-loop fastener

•Includes adjustable boom microphone; 
standard on all our communicators 
and intercoms

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
MO Headset $21.95

HELMETALK HEADSETS
•Work with most popular two-way FRS/GMRS radios
•Come with both single- and double-prong connectors for easy hookup
•Use hook-and-loop pads for easy installation and removal 
of microphones and earpad speakers

•Replace your old push-to-talk (PTT) switch with 
Nady’s new waterproof PTT switch; sold separately

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
4403-0004 Headset w/ boom mic for use w/ open-face helmets $49.95
4403-0005 Headset w/ helmet-mount mic for 

use w/ full-face helmets 49.95
4403-0003 Waterproof push-to-talk (PTT) switch 12.95

OPTIONAL
OPEN-FACE/
FULL-FACE
HEADSET KITS
•Optional helmet headset/cable assembly kit, 
for use with two-way radios and cell phones

•Include connecting cables, premium open-face or full-face helmet-mount 
headsets, remote PTT-11X push-to-talk switch and PMC-XC/XY cable 
adapters; MRC-11X includes a microphone for driver or passenger

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
FOR PMC-2X OR PMC-3X
4402-0019 Open-face kit $49.95
4402-0020 Full-face kit 49.95
FOR MRC-11X
4402-0021 Open-face headset 39.95
4402-0022 Full-face headset 39.95
 

4402-0019

4402-0020

4402-0021

4402-0022

4403-0004
4403-0005

4403-0003
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PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4402-0060 Multi-headset communication system $395.95
 

SCALA RIDER® Q2™ 
MULTI COMMUNICATOR SYSTEM
•Includes two Scala Rider® Q2 headsets
•Bike-to-bike intercom communication up to 540 yards
•Multiple device connection technology (MDC) that allows bikers to connect to four different 
devices including: Bluetooth-enabled mobile phone,  GPS unit, another Scala Rider Q2 headset 
and Scala Rider headset (solo, FM and Teamset) for communication up to 33 feet

•Includes an embedded FM radio with scan/seek features and six station channel memory
•Rider-to-passenger communications with passenger able to conduct mobile phone calls or listen to the FM radio independently
•Full duplex function that allows simultaneous talking and listening between bikers
•Each headset includes an MP3 jack so riders and passengers can listen to music from their own MP3 player by simply plugging it into the unit
•Incoming intercom messages and mobile phone calls automatically override MP3 player
•AGC Technology allows headset to automatically adjust its volume based on ambient noise
•Noise-canceling microphone
•Features voice dial, redial and call reject functions
•Fits virtually all helmets with easy five-minute installation
•Talk time up to 8 hours; standby time up to 10 days

SCALA RIDER® Q2™ COMMUNICATOR SYSTEM
•Bike-to-bike intercom communication up to 540 yards
•Multiple device connection technology (MDC) that allows bikers 
to connect to four different devices including: Bluetooth-enabled 
mobile phone,  GPS unit, another Scala Rider Q2 headset and Scala Rider headset (solo, FM 
and Teamset) for communication up to 33 feet

•Includes an embedded FM radio with scan/seek features and six station channel memory
•Rider-to-passenger communications with passenger able to conduct mobile phone calls or 
listen to the FM radio independently

•Full duplex function that allows simultaneous talking and listening between bikers
•AGC Technology allows headset to automatically adjust its volume based on ambient noise
•Noise-canceling microphone
•Features voice dial, redial and call reject functions
•Fits virtually all helmets with easy five-minute installation
•Talk time up to 8 hours; standby time up to 10 days
•Can be upgraded to add an optional audio kit that lets riders enjoy music 
from MP3 player (not included); see at right

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4402-0055 Communicator system $199.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4402-0041 Intercom $229.95
 

SCALA RIDER™ TEAMSET™
•Cellphone and rider-to-passenger 
communication

•Receive, initiate and reject calls by 
voice control (subject to cellphone capabilities)

•Two-way radio between rider and passenger
•Conference call feature adds passenger to conversation 
with third party

•Weather-protected headset fits open-faced and 
full-faced helmets

•Self-installation of entire system within five minutes, leaving no 
traces on helmet

•High-impact balancing microphone for high-speed conditions
•Automatically self-adjusts speaker volume according to ambient 
noise level and driving speed

•VOX technology provides voice-controlled receiving and 
rejecting of incoming calls

•Special clamp allows attachment and release of the headset within seconds
•Up to seven hours talk time or one week standby
•Can be upgraded to add an optional audio kit 
that lets riders enjoy music from MP3 player 
(not included); see at right

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4402-0061 Scala Rider MP3 audio 

upgrade kit $49.95

SCALA 
RIDER® 
MP3 AUDIO 
UPGRADE KIT
•Adds the ability 
to connect nearly any MP3 player (not included) 
directly to the Scala Rider® Q2 and Scala Rider® 
Teamset™ Bluetooth® headset communicators 
using the included cable

•Audio unit attaches to helmet with clamp or 
glue (glue plate included)

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
RIDER/PASSENGER SYSTEMS
4402-0023 Fox Talk $89.95
4402-0040 Route 66 intercom 164.95
4402-0039 Vanquish throat mic 94.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
ACCESSORIES
4402-0027 Cobra two-pin adapter $9.95
4402-0026 Fox Sox carrying case 9.95
 

THROAT-MIC COMMUNICATORS
•No more yelling with the finest, full-duplex 
throat-mic intercom systems on the market

•Designed specifically for noisy environments
•Throat-mic picks up voice signals from vibrations 
in the neck, not the air, so background noise does not register

FOX TALK RIDER/PASSENGER INTERCOM
•Fox Talk system includes an intercom unit, two neck-rings with 
throat-mics and D-ring earpieces that can be placed in a helmet 
if desired

•Intercom unit has 3.5mm receptor that may be used to plug in an 
MP3 player

•Include a Fox Sox carrying case

ROUTE 66 RIDER/PASSENGER INTERCOM AND VANQUISH THROAT-MIC
•The next generation of throat-mic transponders offer better quality sound, requiring only one mic
•Neck rings are 50% larger with a soft rubber covering; include an extension to allow a perfect fit on 
almost any neck size

•Ear bud speakers have a higher max volume than previous models and feature comfortable silicone tips
•Both systems allow the rider to connect in any headphones, ear buds or helmet speakers with standard 3.5mm plug
•Route 66 includes a full duplex intercom unit, two neck rings with throat-mics and two sets of ear bud speakers
•Vanquish includes one neck ring with throat-mic, one set of ear bud speakers and coiled, waterproof PTT button (extends 
to 5’); simply plug the Vanquish into an intercom unit or any radio (Motorola, Cobra, Garmin, AudioVox, Uniden, etc.) that accepts 
a standard 3.5mm plug and be heard clearly

•Both Route 66 and Vanquish come with a rugged aluminum storage case

ACCESSORIES
•Cobra two-pin adapter allows the headset to be connected to older, two-pin radios by Cobra, Midland and more
•Fox Sox neoprene carrying case will protect your throat-mic system from everyday damage

4402-0040
4402-0039

4402-0027

4402-0026
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DSR-1003G DIGITAL RECORDER 
AND CAMERA SYSTEM
•Complete system lets you record your ride
•Now features 3GP technology – saves 
videos in 3GP format

•Improved video color and detail
•Built-in MP3 player allows you to listen to 
music, now includes Thumper helmet speakers

•Can be used as an active rearview camera system
•Weatherproof, bullet-style camera has a rugged aluminum housing and weatherproof connectors
•Digital recorder/playback unit has full-color display, records video and audio from camera and remote-mount microphone
•Records using standard compression and file formats
•Saves videos in 320x240 resolution at 30 frames/second
•1 GB built-in memory
•Accepts SD cards up to 4GB in size (4 GB SD card equals approximately 4-6 hours of video/audio recording) 
(SD card sold separately)

•Color LCD and built-in speaker for on-the-go playback or rearview use
•Helmet speakers included
•Uses USB connection for transfer of video/audio files to a computer
•Analog RCA video/audio output allows you to play videos direct to TV
•Includes multiple camera mounts, all necessary hardware and adapters for battery-powered operation and 12V DC power cable 
for operation off of the vehicle battery

•All cables and accessories included in convenient carrying case
•Replacement bike camera mount and helmet camera mounts available separately
•DSR DC5 power adapter cable powers and charges the DSR-100 recorder from the 
vehicle’s battery or any other 12V DC power supply

•Regulates and filters the DC voltage
•Power cable measures approximately 6’

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4402-0057 DSR-100 3G camera/recorder kit $359.95
4402-0037 Bike camera mount 9.95
4402-0038 Helmet/universal camera mount 9.95
4402-0056 DSR DC5 power adapter cable 29.95
 

deluxeCAM
•All Leader hardware is machined aluminum manufactured and chrome-plated 
in the U.S.A.

•Leader hardware features a patented slot-and-lug design that makes all parts 
interchangeable (including RoadRunner drink holder)

•deluxeCAM features eCaddy Deluxe’s extraordinary durability paired with a PanaVise 
adjustable, flexible swivel camera mount

•Mounts a camera just about anywhere, 
controls every angle and helps to ensure 
camera will never fall off

•Chrome mounting hardware looks like it 
belongs on the motorcycle; easy to install 
with no special tools required

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
IPOD PROTECTORS
4401-0020 30GB iPOD video and 80GB Classic $69.95
4401-0021 iPOD Nano generation 1 59.95
4401-0028 iPOD Nano generation 2 59.95
4401-0045 iPOD Nano generation 3 59.95
4401-0022 60GB/80GB iPOD video and 160GB Classic 69.95
4401-0060 iPOD PV Touch 74.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
MOUNTS
4401-0023 Handlebar mount $44.95
4401-0024 Universal mount 12.95
4401-0029 Hard mount 19.95
PROTECTIVE FILM
4401-0030 iPOD 1.95
4401-00311 iPOD Nano 1.95
1 Only for PART # 4401-0021 and 4401-0028.

PROVAULT™ IPOD PROTECTORS
•6061 billet aluminum iPod protector by Pro Armor
•Offers bulletproof protection and a great look
•Unique slide and lock system requires no tools (patent pending)
•Universal, handlebar and hard mounting systems and protective film available separately
•Hard mounting system adds extra security over universal mounting system by adding pin and clip assembly
•Protective film is perfectly cut to fit inside Pro Armor Pro Vault and over iPod to help protect it from the harmful elements

4402-0057

4402-0037

4401-0021 4401-0028
4401-0045

4401-0023

4401-0024

4401-0022
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4402-0057

4402-0038

4402-0038

4401-0029

4401-0020

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DELUXECAM
0603-0234 For 1” bars $118.95
0603-0235 For 11/4” bars 118.95
0615-0110 For H-D controls 109.95
 

0615-0110
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PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-111126 Driver’s drink holder w/ 34 oz. mug $57.95
DS-111128 Driver’s drink holder w/ 20 oz. mug 57.95
DS-111129 Passenger’s drink holder w/ 34 oz. mug 57.95
DS-111130 Passenger’s drink holder w/ 20 oz. mug 57.95
 

“THE BUTLER” 
DRINK HOLDER
•High-tech cup holder holds 
mug securely while allowing 
easy removal

•Driver cup holder mounts to left 
clutch lever mount

•Infinitely adjustable to any 
mounting position

•Available in 20 oz. or 34 oz. sizes
•Universal design allows it to fit most motorcycles
•Insulated Aladdin mug includes drinking straw
•All necessary mounting hardware included
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-111182 Roadrunner bike cup with holder, 1” bars $84.95
0603-0094 Roadrunner bike cup with holder, 11/4” bars 84.95
0615-0077 Roadrunner bike cup with holder, H-D controls 79.95
2350-0025 Roadrunner bike cup with holder, universal 69.95
 

ROADRUNNER BIKE 
CUP WITH HOLDER
•All Leader hardware is machined 
aluminum and chrome-plated

•Leader hardware features a patented 
slot-and-lug design that makes all parts 
interchangeable (including RoadRunner 
drink holder)

•Hot or cold 16 oz. stainless steel cup 
features an insulated spill-proof lid

•Tapered cup drops into a specially 
designed chromed aluminum 
twelve-position holder

•Holders fit left side or right side of  most 
1” or 11/4” bars, or universal design for flat 
surface applications and a mount for all 
96-07 Harley-Davidson handlebar controls 
with 11/2” screw spacing

•Each features multi-faceted lugs that offer 
secure mounting at six different angles

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
eCADDY LITE
0603-0129 For 1” bars $69.95
0603-0130 For 11/4” bars 69.95
0615-0078 For H-D controls 64.95
2350-0026 For flat surfaces, universal 49.95
eCADDY DELUXE
0603-0132 For 1” bars 69.95
0603-0133 For 11/4” bars 69.95
0615-0079 For H-D controls 64.95
2350-0027 For flat surfaces, universal 49.95
 

eCADDY LITE 
OR DELUXE
•All Leader hardware 
is machined 
aluminum and chrome-plated

•Leader hardware features a patented 
slot-and-lug design that makes all parts 
interchangeable (including RoadRunner 
drink holder)

•eCaddy Lite is ideal for mounting most 
items with standard belt clips, including cell phones, satellite radios, 
MP3 players, CBs and lighter GPS units; plate area measures 13/8” x 
27/8” x 5/16”

•eCaddy Deluxe is ideal for mounting larger GPS units and XM satellite; 
plate area measures 113/16” x 11/2” x 5/16”

•Available for 1” or 11/4” handlebars, universal design for flat surfaces 
and a version that mounts to all 96-09 Harley-Davidson handlebar 
controls with 11/2” screw spacing

•Multi-faceted lugs offer secure mounting at six different angles
•eCaddy Deluxe works with the standard four-hole “AMPS” pattern 
(11/2” x 11/4”)

•eCaddy Deluxe also works with diamond shaped “RAM” pattern 
(plate area: 113/16” x 11/2” x 5/16”), however some units will require 
a cradle between component and eCaddy

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3550-0071 Cosmos Caddy Pouch $16.95
 

COSMOS CADDY BUDDY
•Keeps electronics at fingertips 
and protected from the elements; 
constructed of leather-touch vinyl

•For use with the eCaddy Lite mounts; 
measures 4.25” wide and 5.5” high

•Clear cover on the front allows easy 
viewing of electronics

•Back contains a rigid plastic clip that securely 
locks on to the eCaddy Lite

•Quick, secure and easy to install; rider can go from 
belt to handlebars in seconds

•Holds iPods, MP3 players, GPS, toll passes, cell phones, 
wallet, cigarettes, keys, or just about anything

•Customer should check the dimensions of the item to make sure 
the Cosmos Caddy Buddy is large enough

•Made in the U.S.A.

OPTIONAL/SPARE/REPLACEMENT 
PARTS FOR LEADER ACCESSORIES
•All Leader hardware is machined aluminum and 
chrome-plated

•Leader hardware features a patented slot-and-lug design that 
makes all parts interchangeable (including RoadRunner drink holder)

•For a few extra dollars, riders can mount extra brackets/hardware 
on almost any handlebar, flat surface or H-D control and move electronics 
or drink holders from place to place

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0603-0228 Mounting bracket for 1” bars $44.95
0603-0229 Mounting bracket for 11/4” bars 44.95
0615-0108 Mounting bracket (reversible) for H-D controls, 

includes screws and spacers) 39.95
0615-0109 Mounting bracket flat surfaces, universal 29.95
0603-0230 eCaddy Lite plate (iPod, cell phone, PDA) 24.95
0603-0231 eCaddy Delluxe plate (GPS, Satellite radio) 24.95
0603-0233 Roadrunner chrome ring 29.95
0603-0232 Roadrunner cup 15.95
0603-0236 Camera mount 74.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0603-0139 Clip-It! $39.95
 

CLIP-IT!™
•Designed to hold 
cell phone, iPod, 
MP3, electronic toll device, 
just about anything that you can 
clip to your belt

•Patented mounting system allows the Clip-It! 
to be mounted onto any 1/4” bolt or screw, or 
simply mount it to your 7/8” or 1” handlebars 
with the included handlebar mount kit

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0603-0099 Handlebar mount clock $45.95
 

HANDLEBAR MOUNT CLOCK
•Chrome housing
•Clamp fits 7/8” and 1” diameter handlebars
•Includes all necessary mounting hardware

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2212-0130 Gauge set $74.95
 

THERMOMETER AND 
CLOCK GAUGE SET
•One-piece set mounts 
to the center windshield 
support on all models

•Gauge support is made from 
billet aluminum with 
a Show-chrome finish

•Both gauges have a gold bezel

DS-111126

0603-0129

0615-0078

2350-0026

2350-0027

0615-0079

0615-0077

2350-0025
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FORMOTION SERIES CLOCKS AND THERMOMETERS
•Time and temperature gauges are the highest quality available on the market 
today for power-sports applications

•Real-world and laboratory-tested to perform to the highest standards
•Super accurate with easy-to-read face design
•Freeze, shock and water resistant
•Mount to any 1/4” screw or bolt via supplied chrome mounting bracket; optional 
mounting brackets to handlebar sold separately

•Thermometers are oil-encapsulated to fully resist vibration, and have a range 
of -20°F to 120°F with an accuracy to within +/- 3-5°

•Clocks feature high-quality Citizen® internal clock movements, and come with a long-lasting 
button-cell battery

•Available in three different series and in a variety of backface/case color combinations, including Lite 
green backface with LumiGlow™ Night Vision, which will glow brightly up to 10 hours on a single 
5-10 minute light charge

•Signature Series feature 316L stainless steel construction with beautiful show-chrome finish and are 
waterproof-rated to 5 atm

•Classic Series feature alloy case construction and are waterproof-rated to 3 atm
•Stick-On Series thermometers have all the features of the Signature Series clocks, but do not use 
or include mounting hardware; instead, they adhere securely to any clean, hard surface using 3M™ technology

•Measure 1.55” dia. and .35” thick

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
CLOCKS
2212-0057 W/ polished stainless steel case and white face, round $74.95
2212-0121 W/ polished stainless steel case and carbon fiber-style 

face, round 74.95
2212-0058 W/ black anodized case and white face, square 68.95
2212-0059 W/ silver anodized case and white face, square 68.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
THERMOMETER
2212-0120 W/ polished stainless steel case and white face, round 

(not backlit) $74.95
OPTIONAL HANDLEBAR MOUNTING BRACKETS
0603-0135 For 7/8”-1” bars, chrome 19.95
0603-0170 For 11/4” bars, chrome 19.95
 

NIGHT ADVANTAGE CLOCKS AND THERMOMETERS
•Clocks feature high-quality Citizen® internal clock movements, and 
come with a long-lasting button-cell battery

•Clocks also feature an electro-luminescent backlight dial that draws 
almost no power and produces a non-glaring light at the push 
of a button

•Thermometers are oil-encapsulated to fully resist vibration, and 
have a range of -20°F to 120°F with an accuracy to within +/- 3-5°

•Shock-resistant and no outside wiring necessary
•Water-resistant to 3 atm
•Include all hardware necessary to mount on any 1/4” bolt on the bike, or can be mounted to any 7/8”-11/4” dia. 
handlebar using optional handlebar mount (sold separately)

•Available with stainless steel, black anodized or silver anodized case with white face and LumiNova glowing hands

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
OPTIONAL HANDLEBAR MOUNTING BRACKETS
0603-0135 For 7/8”-1” bars, chrome $19.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
OPTIONAL HANDLEBAR MOUNTING BRACKETS (CONT)
0603-0170 For 11/4” bars, chrome $19.95
 

CLOCK PART # THERMOMETER PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
SIGNATURE SERIES
2212-0051 2212-0052 White face, chrome case $72.95
2212-0053 2212-0054 Black face, chrome case 72.95
2212-0055 2212-0056 LumiGlow green face, chrome case 79.95
CLASSIC SERIES
2212-0041 2212-0042 White face, black anodized case 53.95
2212-0043 2212-0044 White face, silver anodized case 53.95
2212-0045 2212-0046 Black face, black anodized case 53.95
2212-0047 2212-0048 LumiGlow green face, silver anodized case 62.95
2212-0049 2212-0050 LumiGlow green face, black anodized case 62.95
STICK-ON SERIES
2212-0060 2212-0061 White face, silver aluminum case 39.95
2212-0062 2212-0063 Black face, black aluminum case 39.95
2212-0031 2212-0032 LumiGlow green face, chrome case 59.95
2212-0064 2212-0065 LumiGlow green face, silver anodized case 45.95
2212-0066 2212-0067 LumiGlow green face, black anodized case 45.95
 

2212-0051 2212-0052 2212-0053 2212-0054 2212-0055 2212-0056 2212-0041 2212-0042

2212-0043 2212-0044 2212-0045 2212-0046 2212-0048 2212-0049 2212-0050

2212-0060 2212-0062 2212-0063

2212-0064 2212-0067

0603-0135

2212-0059

2212-0120

0603-0135

2212-0057
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PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
FOR 1” BARS
2212-0125 White face $97.95
FOR 11/4” BARS
2212-0126 Black face 97.95
2212-0127 White face 97.95
 

TRIGGER CLOCKS
•Matt Hotch-designed Trigger clocks
•Feature a unique mounting system 
that makes them look like part of 
the bike

•304-grade stainless steel 
construction with vertical 
brushed finish

•Citizen movement constructed in the 
same fashion as fine wristwatches

•Entire movement is housed in the 
case, making the movement, case, 
stem and sapphire bezel as one structural design element

•Water-resistant to 3 atm
•Mounts in minutes: simply split the half shell of the band, position it over 
your handlebars and tighten the halves together using the hex-head 
screw with the enclosed hex tool

•Available for 1” and 11/4” bars

POLICE SL CLOCKS
•Easy-to-read clocks have 45mm 
(1.77”) dia. case and 40mm (1.57”) dia. 
face with Super-LumiNova glowing 
hands and large markers

•High-quality Swiss ISA internal clock 
movements, and come with a long-
lasting button-cell battery

•Gun metal stainless steel case
•Available with aluminum metal silver face 
and black face

•UV fade-resistant face
•Standard and military hour markers
•Water-resistant to 10 atm (330’)
•Include all hardware necessary to mount on any 1/4” 
bolt on the bike, or can be mounted to any 7/8”-11/4” 
dia. handlebar using optional handlebar mount (sold separately)

•Replaceable button-cell battery

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
CLOCKS
2212-0122 W/ aluminum metal silver face $97.95
2212-0123 W/ black face 97.95
OPTIONAL HANDLEBAR MOUNTING BRACKETS
0603-0135 For 7/8”-1” bars, chrome 19.95
0603-0170 For 1 1/4” bars, chrome 19.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2212-0128 White face $89.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2212-0129 Carbon fiber black face $89.95
 

ROAD KING FORK LOCK CLOCKS WITH SWIVEL FORK LOCK COVER
•316L stainless steel fork lock cover clock for all Harley Road Kings
•Push the top button for instant backlighting for nighttime viewing
•Features tough Citizen movement
•Water-resistant to 3 atm
•Clock is bolted into the swivel base so there’s no need to worry about it falling out or being stolen
•Available with white face and carbon fiber black face

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2212-0033 Black face, black bezel $27.95
2212-0034 White face, black bezel 27.95
2212-0035 White face, red bezel 27.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2212-0036 Black face, silver bezel $27.95
2212-0037 White face, silver bezel 27.95
2212-0038 Red face, gold bezel 27.95
 

SPOT CLOCKS™
•Analog clocks about the size of a quarter
•Are small enough to fit on the corner of a rearview mirror, 
but are still large enough to be easily seen

•Can be mounted anywhere there is a flat surface with 3M™ 
sticky mount

•Clocks are fully functional and feature a diver’s-style rotating bezel
•Alloy case with stainless steel back
•Shockproof and waterproof rated to 3 atm
•Available in a variety of backface and bezel color combinations
•Measure .85” dia. x .30” thick

VISION 360™ COMPASS
•Features an all-alloy case with 
a show-chrome finish

•360° viewing ball makes for easy 
reading at any mounting angle

•Can be swiveled in any 
direction on its mounting base

•Features liquid damping for quick settling over even the roughest terrain
•Mounts to any 1/4” bolt, and can be mounted to handlebars with optional 
handlebar mounting bracket and clamps

•Choose from compass ball in black or white
•Easily calibrated for accuracy
•Measures 1.91” dia. x 1.87” H

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2212-0039 Black ball compass $64.95
2212-0040 White ball compass 64.95
OPTIONAL HANDLEBAR MOUNTING BRACKETS
0603-0135 For 7/8”-1” bars, chrome 19.95
0603-0170 For 11/4” bars, chrome 19.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2212-0167 Stem nut-cover clock, 39mm $59.95
2212-0168 Stem nut-cover clock, 57mm 59.95
 

STEM NUT-COVER CLOCKS
•316L steel construction
•Clock is 3 ATM water-resistant (100 ft.) 
with Citizen movement

•Includes setscrew to lock gauge 
into place

•A perfect clock for the perfect location
•Black face
•Available for 39mm and 57mm stem nuts

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2212-0163 White face $39.95
2212-0164 Black face 39.95
 

FLAT MOUNT CLOCKS
•These simple but elegant chrome mounts 
with clock can be mounted just about 
anywhere there is a flat surface

•Can be attached in two ways: using the center 
hole and screw (screw not included), or via 
the included 3M® sticky-disk

•Can be upgraded to Night Advantage electro-
luminescent clock PART #2212-0057 for 
best night viewing

C-MOUNT 
WITH CLOCK

C-MOUNT WITH 
THERMOMETER DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

1” HANDLEBARS
2212-0155 2212-0159 White $59.95
2212-0157 2212-0161 Black 59.95
1 1/4” HANDLEBARS
2212-0156 2212-0160 White 59.95
2212-0158 2212-0162 Black 59.95
 

C-MOUNTS
•Stunning polished billet mounting 
allows for virtually unlimited positions 
on your 1” or 11/4” handlebars

•Simple lock screws hold the mount securely to bars 
and built-in micro thin rubber scuff sleeve ensure 
bars won’t get scratched

•C-mounts include low-profile Formotion clock or 
thermometer (C-mount with clock can be upgraded to 
Night Advantage electro-luminescent clock PART #2212-0057 
for the best night viewing)

2212-0125 2212-0126

2212-0122 2212-0123

0603-0135

2212-0128

2212-0129

2212-0033 2212-0034 2212-0035

2212-0036 2212-0037 2212-0038

2212-0039 2212-0040

2212-0167

2212-0164

2212-0157
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SINGLE-POCKET RACK
•Single-pocket rack allows manuals 
to be positioned adjacent to 
replacement parts 
and accessories

•Measures 9” W x 11” H x 5” D

ROTATING 
RACK
•Rotating 
rack is 
freestanding 
and has 36 
front-facing 
pockets

•Measures 24” 
W x 70” H x 24” D

PART # DESCRIPTION
HM-DR2 Freestanding 

rack, holds 
32 manuals

 

FREESTANDING 
RACK
•This freestanding 
rack has 16 
front-facing pockets

•Each pocket holds 
two manuals

•Measures 18” W x 
56” H x 23” D

PEGBOARD RACK
•Rack attaches to pegboard 
and holds 30 to 35 manuals

•Measures 24” W x 15” H x 10” D

PART # DESCRIPTION
HM-DR8 Pegboard rack, holds 30 to 35 manuals
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
HM-DR-36 Rotating rack, 

holds 36 manuals
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
HM-DR18 Single-pocket rack
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4201-0136 For 99-05 FLHT/FLT Twin Cam 88 and 103 $34.95
4201-0146 For 00-05 FLST/FXST Twin Cam 88B 45.95
4201-0100 84-98 FLHT/FLT/FXR Evolution 45.95
M421 84-99 FX/FL, FXST/FLST, Big Twin Evolution 34.95
4201-0174 91-98 FXD 34.95
4201-0121 For 99-05 FXD/FXDWG/Twin Cam 34.95
M424 91-98 Dyna Glide 34.95
M420 66-84 Shovelhead 34.95
M418 48-65 Panhead 34.95
4201-0101 04-06 Sportster 45.95
4201-0169 86-03 Sportster 45.95
M419 59-85 Sportster 34.95
4201-0178 02-07 VRSC 45.95
 

MOTORCYCLE REPAIR MANUALS
•Whether it’s simple maintenance or complete restoration, don’t start work 
without Clymer, the leader in service manuals

•Save yourself time and frustration with these procedures and techniques used by the professionals
•Comprehensive manuals contain exploded views, drawings, specifications and charts to illustrate 
each job

•Feature shortcut repairs and high-performance modifications

PART # DESCRIPTION
C-6 24-manual display rack (free w/ purchase of 20 manuals)
C-9 36-manual display rack (free w/ purchase of 30 manuals)
 

DISPLAY RACKS
•Showcase your service and repair manuals 
for optimum sales

PART # DESCRIPTION
SR-25 Rotary floor display rack
9903-0174 Standard display rack
 

ROTARY FLOOR 
DISPLAY FOR 
CLYMER MANUALS
•Showcase 25 different 
Clymer titles per unit

•Rotary design occupies 
minimum floor space

•Let your customers 
browse the full line of 
Clymer repair manuals 
to find the right one for 
their bike

4201-0178

4201-0136 4201-0146 4201-0100 4201-0121

M420 M418 4201-0169

C-9C-6

1257
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PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2120-0067 Chrome cord keepers $11.95

CHROME CORD KEEPERS
•Hold pigtail communication cord 
when not in use

•Chrome finish
•Sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
RM-1 1” radar mount kit $34.95
 

RADAR DETECTOR 
MOUNT KIT
•Slipstreamer’s radar mount kit allows 
most radar detectors to be mounted 
to 1” diameter handlebars

•Constructed from black 
anodized aluminum with a 3/16” 
clear acrylic mounting plate

•Measures 41/4” L x 31/4” W

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
1901-0121 Square $48.95
1901-0122 Diamond 48.95
1901-0123 Honeycomb 48.95
1901-0153 Round 48.95
1901-0154 Ovalesque 48.95
 

AIR FLOW 
MESH KITS
•Easy to install, 
do-it-yourself kit

•Large 18” x 18” 
mesh is enough to 
cover radiators and 
bodywork vents

•Lightweight aluminum mesh in square, 
diamond, honeycomb, round or oval pattern

•Stylish and functional
•Can be polished, painted or powder-coated to achieve many different 
looks while adding style and protection

•Made in the U.S.A. PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-110910 Leather and chrome conchos $29.95
 

LEATHER/
CHROME CONCHOS
•Quality leather and chrome conchos 
make ideal trim for saddlebags, seats, 
jackets, chaps and vests

•Easy mounting; just tie on
•Sold in packs of five

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-110829 Polished teardrop concho $5.95
 

POLISHED TEARDROP CONCHO
•Stainless steel concho features the unique 
teardrop style with a polished outer surface

•Measures 23/8” L x 19/16” W; mounting screws 
included with each concho

•Sold individually
PART # DESCRIPTION

SUG. 
RETAIL

3517-0030 Belt Pack (6-pk.) $8.95
 

BELT PACK
•Keep your bike lock, cell phone or other 
essentials at your fingertips

•Sold to dealer as pack of six; sold 
to cutomer each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4201-0181 For S&S T-series engines (T124) $30.95
4201-0182 For S&S 41/8” bore V-series engines (V124, V117, V11) 30.95
4201-0183 For S&S 35/8” and 4” bore V-series engines (V88, V96, V107, V113) 30.95
4201-0184 For S&S SH-series engines (SH80, SH93, SH93H, SH103, P93, P93H, P103) 30.95
 

S&S SERVICE MANUALS
•Created to help maintain 
S&S engines

•Outline the procedures necessary 
for both home mechanic and shop 
technician to ensure maximum 
performance and longevity

PART # DESCRIPTION
HM-DR1 5-pocket rack, holds 15 manuals

COUNTERTOP 
FIVE-POCKET 
RACK
•Each pocket holds 
three manuals

•Measures 9” W x 
22” H x 14” D

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
HM-2478 For all 99-03 Twin Cam 88 $35.95
4201-0072 For 70-99 Shovelhead and Evolution Big Twins 35.95
4201-0038 For all 70-03 Sportsters (hardcover) 35.95

MOTORCYCLE 
REPAIR MANUAL
•Manual is based on a complete teardown and step-by-step rebuild
•Covers everything from changing an oil filter to a complete engine rebuild
•Hard-bound format

4201-0181

1901-0121 1901-0153

4201-0182 4201-0183 4201-0184

HM-2478 4201-0038

4201-0072

1901-0123

1901-0122

1901-0154
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PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
WITH 6” X 9” FLAG
0521-0226 For 1/2” bars $53.95
0521-0425 For 3/8” bars 53.95
0521-0428 For 5/8” bars 58.95
WITH 10” X 15” FLAG
0521-0227 For 1/2” bars 68.95
0521-0434 For 3/8” bars 68.95
0521-0437 For 5/8” bars 74.95
 

TOUR 
PACK SOLID 
FLAG MOUNTS
•Excellent 
alternative to 
plastic flags that 
mount on the side 
of the pack

•Made of 
hand-polished 
stainless steel

•Pole is removable to easily change 
flags or put away for storage

•Includes an American flag
•POW-MIA and Dixie flags sold separately
•Includes Allen keys for easy installation
•Made in the U.S.A.

SQUARE SISSY BAR FLAG MOUNTS
•Polished 304 stainless steel flag mount bolts directly to the 
square 1/2” sissy bar on most Softails, Sportsters and Dynas

•Mount, as well as pole, can be easily detached via 
a small setscrew

•Includes an American flag; POW-MIA flag available separately
•Available with 6” x 9” flag or 10” x 15” flag
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
0521-0028 13” pole $17.95
 

13” STAINLESS 
FLAG POLE
•Replacement 
stainless steel pole is 
interchangeable with all 
existing flag mounts

•Fits the larger flags
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
RFMSQSB W/ 6” x 9” flag $47.95
0521-0196 W/ 10” x 15” flag 64.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
RFMPL W/ 6” x 9” flag $58.95
0521-0024 W/ 10” x 15” flag 74.95
 

SADDLEBAG BAR FLAG MOUNTS
•Bolts to 3/4” saddlebag bars found on larger 
Harley-Davidson bikes; bore fitting makes a 
strong hold without cracking chrome on the 
bag bar

•Made of polished stainless steel
•Includes an American flag; POW-MIA and Dixie 
flags sold separately

•Available with 6” x 9” flag or 10” x 15” flag
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
RFMFXD2 W/ 6” X 9” flag $64.95
0521-0025 W/ 10” X 15” flag 79.95
 

FIXED 
FLAG 
MOUNTS
•Polished 304 
stainless steel 
flag mounts 
bolt to 7/8” 
bars for 
the license 
plate frame on
Road Kings, Road Glides and Classics

•Small setscrew secures pole in mount and can 
be easily removed for changing flags

•Bore fitting for a strong hold without cracking 
the chrome of your bar

•Includes an American flag
•Made in the U.S.A.PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

0521-0223 POW-MIA $17.95
0521-0224 American 17.95
0521-0225 Dixie 17.95
 

ANTENNA FLAG MOUNT KITS
•Easily and securely mounts flags to antennas
•Will not work its way up antenna 
at highway speeds

•Heavy-duty nylon rod and nylon clamps keep 
mount securely attached to your antenna

•Choice of American, POW-MIA and Dixie flag
•Flags measure 6” x 9”
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
FOR SOFTAIL, SPORTSTER AND DYNA GLIDE
RFMSQ W/ 6” x 9” flag $47.95
0521-0022 W/ 10” x 15” flag 64.95
 

SQUARE RACK FLAG MOUNTS
•Polished 304 stainless steel mount bolts 
directly to the square .6” sport racks on Softail, 
Sportster and Dyna Glide

•Mount, as well as pole, can be easily detached 
via a small setscrew

•Includes an American flag
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
6” X 9”
USA-FLG American $11.95
DIX-FLG Dixie 11.95
POW-FLG POW-MIA 11.95
0521-0440 Jolly Roger 11.95
10” X 15”
0521-0026 American 15.95
0521-0027 POW-MIA 15.95
0521-0441 Jolly Roger 15.95
 

FLAGS
•Double-sided flags hold up to highway speeds
•Poly-cotton blend and heavy screen printing 
give flags durability

•Made to go over a 3/8” pole
•Choose from American, POW-MIA, Dixie and 
Jolly Roger flags

•Choose from 6” x 9” or 10” x 15” flags
•Made in the U.S.A.PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

9” WITH 6” X 9” FLAG
RFMFLD For 1/2” bars $80.95
0521-0422 For 5/8” bars 84.95
13” WITH 10” X 15” FLAG
0521-0023 For 1/2” bars 96.95
0521-0431 For 5/8” bars 101.95
 

FOLDING FLAG MOUNTS
•Bolts directly to bar on Harley-Davidson tour 
box racks on most classics

•Folds down easily to avoid poking a hole in bike 
cover; push-button places mount in folded 
position, solid stainless pin locks mount in 
upright position

•Made of polished stainless steel
•Includes an American flag
•POW-MIA and Dixie flags sold separately
•Made in the U.S.A.

0521-0422

0521-0023

USA-FLG DIX-FLG

POW-FLG 0521-0440

RFMSQ

0521-0223 0521-0224

0521-0225 RFMFXD2

0521-0024

RFMSQSB

0521-0196

0521-0428
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PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0940-0612 Billet accent $35.95
 

CRUSADER 
MALTESE 
CROSS 
ACCENT
•Quality chrome-plated billet 
aluminum construction

•23/16” cross fits on any flat surface 
on bikes, cars or trucks

•Uses special double-sided heat-
resistant tape

•Matches Novello Crusader Maltese Cross 
points cover, derby cover, oil dipstick 
cap, mini horn cover, inspection cover, 
transmission cover, primary cover, triple 
tree cover and gas cap

CHROME FLAME ACCENTS
•Steel accents give style to your ride
•Mount to any flat surface with 
double-sided tape (included)

•Available in 1” x 3” and 13/4” x 6” sizes
•Sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-719869 3” Flame $22.95
DS-719870 6” Flame 43.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
75000 Flames $29.95
75002 Euro flames 29.95
75004 Skull flames 29.95

CUSTOM VINYL GRAPHICS
•Add some sizzle to your bike
•Custom vinyl graphics resist fuel, fading 
and scratches

•100-mph tested – thin profile and design keeps these stickers 
in place

•Each kit contains six flames: two large, two medium and two 
accent flames

PART # DESCRIPTION SIZE SUG. RETAIL
4320-0662 Bullet holes 4” x 4” $7.95
ST007303 Pirate skull and sword 5.5” x 4.5” 10.95
ST007306 Pirate w/ red bandana 6” x 3” 10.95
ST108915 Lucky dice 6.5” x 6” 11.95
ST205009 Proud to be an American 8.5” x 3.5” 7.95
ST205148 Tattoo skull 4” x 5” 7.95
ST206114 Reaper/bomb 4” x 5” 8.95
ST206117 Metal slash 5” x 8” 8.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SIZE SUG. RETAIL
ST206622 Bloodshot eyes (pair, small) 4” x 6” $8.95
ST206911 U.S.A. eagle 4” x 5” 8.95
ST209622 Bloodshot eyes (one, large) 5” x 7.5” 12.95
ST212129 Bullet holes (8) 10” x 6.5” 22.95
ST212505 Bullet holes (8) 9.5” x 6.5” 22.95
ST509300 Skull and crossbones 5” x 4” 12.95
ST810515 Power, gray/white/red 9” 15.95
ST810517 Power, gray/white/blue 9” 15.95
 

STICKERS
•Designed to withstand many seasons of outdoor use
•Stickers sold in pairs or each
•Laser-cut stickers are packaged for hangtag display

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
RST-585 Reflective tape kit $9.95
 

REFLECTIVE TAPE KIT
•An inexpensive way to ensure visibility
•Adhesive strips easily attach to helmets, 
motorcycles, bikes, snowmobiles 
and ATVs

•Kit contains two 8” L x 1/2” W 
and four 3” L x 1/2” W 
weather-resistant strips

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
9001-0003 POW/MIA $8.95
9001-0004 U.S.A. 8.95

FLAGS
•Double-sided, heavy-
duty polyester flags

•Fit 3/8” poles; 
include O-ring

•Dimensions: 6” H x 9” W

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2030-0224 License plate flag mount $89.95
 

LICENSE 
PLATE 
FLAG 
MOUNT
•Support plate and plate bracket 
bolt behind the license plate

•Flag staff measures 12” long and 
the angle can be easily adjusted without tools

•Includes 41/2” x 81/2” American flag
•For use with 4” x 7” license plates, 53/4” x 23/4” center distance, mount 
has 3” offset

NOTE: Be sure the motorcycle license plate mount is strong enough 
to support the force applied by a flag at speed.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0521-0042 Flag, pole and holder $79.95
 

FLAG, POLE 
AND HOLDER
•Fly the flag 
with pride

•Stylized holder with adjustable angle 
clamps sturdily onto any 1/2” 
diameter tubing

•Includes 1/2” diameter flagpole for a 
blended, one-piece look, or insert your own flag pole – tapered holder 
will secure 1/4” to 3/8” diameter flagpole

•Includes 4” x 6” American flag
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1972 OLDSMOBILE 442 
CONVERTIBLE BANK
•1:24 scale die-cast replica of one of the truly 
great muscle cars from times gone by

•Doors open and reveal fully furnished interior 
including folding front seat backs

•Steering wheel turns front wheels; driveshaft turns when rear wheels roll
•Hood opens to expose the highly detailed 400-cu. in. 350 engine
•Trunk lid opens; coin slot hidden in trunk under spare tire

PART # DESCRIPTION
MEMFAN Memphis Shades color fan
 

COLOR FAN
•Made by Memphis Shades, these 
windshield color chips are bolted 
together so you can fan them 
out and show your customers 
available color options

•Compact eye-catching sales tool 
fits in palm of hand and 
attracts attention

PART # DESCRIPTION
MEM0965 ABS holder
 

ABS HOLDER 
FOR WINDSHIELD 
INSTALLATION
•Convenient temporary holder for 
plastic or hardware installation

•Protects windshield from 
scratching during installation

PART # DESCRIPTION
MEM0950 Display mannequin
MEM0960 Windshield holder 

for mannequin
 

MANNEQUIN 
AND 
WINDSHIELD 
HOLDER
•Actual size fork/
headlight store 
display fixture for 
Memphis Shades 
windshields

•Hangs on slatwall or gridwall
•Durable aluminum and thermoformed plastic
•Use to display or demonstrate windshields
•Acrylic windshield holder for 
mannequin is also available; 
updates the mannequin so you 
no longer need handlebars or 
hardware to display windshields

WINDSHIELD SIZING GUIDE
•It’s like 20 windshields in one – every profile is clearly outlined so that a customer can look at every Memphis Fats/Slim and Sportshields 
in each size available, all at once

•Take the guesswork out of fitting windshields for customers
•Hold the sizing guide above the motorcycle’s headlight and let the customer decide exactly which style of windshield they want
•All sizes and styles of Memphis Shades windshields are clearly marked on this fantastic sales aid
•Intended for dealer use only

PART # DESCRIPTION
9001-0001 Sizing guide
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4201-0086 Catalog rack $208.95
4201-0171 Repl. 1” binder rack -
4201-0172 Repl. 2.25” binder rack -
4201-0173 Repl. 3.5” binder rack -
 

CATALOG RACK
•Organize and display 
your catalogs for easy access

•Constructed of heavy-gauge metal with end 
wings for long life

•Inclined 30° for easy viewing
•Includes three 3.5” sections, four 2.25” sections 
and three 1” sections; replacement sections also 
available separately

•Made in the U.S.A.

NOTE: One catalog rack free with a $2,000 
shippable order.  Limit one per order, maximum 
of three per dealer.

PART # DESCRIPTION
9903-0138 Drag Specialties 

lighted sign
 

DRAG SPECIALTIES 
LIGHTED SIGN
•This eye-catching, back-lit sign is screen printed 
with bright inks

•Vacuum-formed polystyrene plastic light box is 
illuminated by one 18” straight flourescent bulb 
with a styrene face panel

•Measures approximately 22” L x 12” H

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4030-0009 10’ x 10’ Drag 

Specialties canopy $249.95
 

DRAG 
SPECIALTIES 
CANOPY
•10’ x 10’ Drag Specialties canopy
•The perfect item for any Drag Specialties dealer

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
9904-0333 1972 Oldsmobile 442 convertible bank $39.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-900998 Bar stool $74.95
 

BAR STOOL
•Features a three-color Drag Specialties 
logo on the seat

•Highly polished chrome-plated pedestal
•Great for store counter or the shop
•Some assembly required
•Made in the U.S.A.

MEM0960

MEM0950

4201-0086
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PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-800096 Large shopping bags $26.95
 

BAGS
•15” L x 18” W heavy-duty, 3-mil 
plastic bags

•Feature Drag colors and emblem, 
patch handles

•Box of 100

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
PRE116 Pens w/ Drag Specialties logo $.50 (ea.)

PENS
•High-quality Bic® Clic pens with 
Drag Specialties logo

•100 pens per boxPART # DESCRIPTION
PRICE-DISK Drag/Parts Unlimited price CD
PRICE-DISK-D Drag only price disk
 

CURRENT COMPUTER PRICE 
DISKETTE OR CD
•Price list on 31/2” diskettes or CD
•Price part numbers at the touch of a button
•For use on any IBM®-compatible machine

PART # DESCRIPTION
9901-0651 2009 FatBook catalog
9901-0653 2009 FatBook CD 

(10-pk.)
9901-0652 2009 dealer price list
 

DRAG SPECIALTIES 
CATALOGS/CATALOG 
CD/PRICE LISTS

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
9904-0509 Drag Specialties $94.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
9904-0021 Z1R -

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
9904-0083 ICON -
 

FLOOR MATS
•Industrial-grade, rubber-backed floor mat
•Measure 3’ W x 5’ L

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-800115 3” decal (50-pk.) $15.95
DS-800116 6” decal (50-pk.) 22.95
DS-800117 9” decal (10-pk.) 27.95
DS-800118 12” decal (10-pk.) 27.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-800111 24” decal (ea.) $9.95
DS-800119 42” decal (ea.) 24.95
4320-0821 4” L Python decal 6.95
4320-0822 6” L Python decal 6.95
 

DOOR/TRUCK DECALS
•Show your loyalty
•Work great on windows, trailers and trucks

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-800108 Drag banner, 11/2’ x 4’ $15.95
DS-800109 Drag banner, 21/2’  x 8’ 25.95
9904-0271 Drag/Rinehart banner, 11/2’ x 4’ 15.95
9904-0571 Drag/Lindby engine guard banner, 3’ x 4’ 15.95
 

DRAG 
SPECIALTIES 
DEALER 
BANNERS
•Two-color plastic exterior banner 
with four eyelets

•Sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
9904-0425 Drag Specialties re-order 

inventory tags $3.95

RE-ORDER INVENTORY TAGS
•Remember what Drag Specialties parts you need 
to restock with these re-order inventory tags

PART # DESCRIPTION
9903-0022 Battery display rack
 

BATTERY DISPLAY RACK
•Holds a great selection of Drag Specialties batteries 
in less than two square feet of floor space

•Measures 241/2” L x 10” W x 47” H
•Easily assembled – no tools required
•Colorful header card included

NOTE: Ask your Drag Specialties sales representative 
how to receive the battery display at no charge.

DS-800108

9904-0271

9904-0571

9904-0509

9904-0021
9904-0083

DRAG SPECIALTIES 
OIL DISPLAY
•Five-tray display showcases 
Drag Specialties oils 
and lubricants

•Contact your Drag Specialties 
rep for information on how 
to receive a free 
promotional display

PART # DESCRIPTION
9903-0103 Drag oil display

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DIS-11 Wall-mount rack $272.95
 

BRAKE PAD DISPLAY RACK
•Wall-mount rack attaches to any 
wood or cement surface, holds 
approximately 200 sets of brake pads 
or shoes, and includes all hardware 
and anchors for mounting
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PART # DESCRIPTION
9903-0214 H4 bulb display
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DISTIRE Merchandiser tire rack $138.95

END-CAP DISPLAY
•Enhance visibility of 
your K&N air filters, oil 
filters, intake assemblies 
or cleaning supplies

•Ideal for use on an end-
cap or against the wall

•Open construction 
allows product 
to be viewed from 
all sides

•Powder-coated, black 
steel with an embossed 
aluminum K&N sign

•56” H x 24” W heavy-duty 
construction includes 
four adjustable shelves

•Free with $500 purchase of K&N products
•Available exclusively through your Drag 
Specialties representative

PART # DESCRIPTION
9903-0199 End-cap display

SADDLEMEN SIGN
•Oval three-dimensional embossed 
metal sign

•Features colorful Saddlemen logo
•Affix with included double-sided 
tape or hang with a tack

•Dimensions: 16" x 10"

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
9904-0221 Saddlemen 

sign $19.95

SLATWALL DISPLAY
•Add visibility to your 
K&N inventory

•Slatwall display holds 20-30 air 
or oil filters and cleaning supplies

•Quickly mount to slatwall or gridwall
•Includes signage, two shelves and K&N catalog and 
application information

•Does not include filter assemblies
•Free with $500 purchase of K&N products

PART # DESCRIPTION
9903-0188 Slatwall display
 

METAL TACKER SIGNS
•Promotional metal 
tacker signs

•Made from die-cut and 
embossed .025" aluminum

PART # DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS
SUG. 

RETAIL
9904-02281 Legend air 17.25" x 20" $16.95
9904-02291 Built to ride 15.125" x 20" 16.95
9904-0230 James Gaskets 24" x 10" 16.95
9904-0260 Drag Specialties 7" x 23.5" 16.95
9904-0491 Roland Sands Design 24" x 12" 16.95
1 Part of Independent Cycle.

CABLE RACK
•Single-tier wall rack measures 
36" W and holds up to 200 
cables on 20 slots

•Rack header can be used 
to identify cables

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
K28-0000 Single-tier cable rack $24.95
 

POP FLOOR 
DISPLAY
•The POP is a triangular 
grid floor display

•Each side measures 
5' H x 2' W

•Includes all necessary 
materials and hooks 
for assembly and display

PART # DESCRIPTION
9903-0104 Wall display
 

DISPLAY RACK
•Wall-mount display 
rack for DP Brakes

•Topped off by 
a DP Brakes header

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
9903-0144 Wall-mount display rack $65.95
 

YUASA 
BATTERY 
DISPLAY RACK
•Heavy duty steel 
construction with 
three large 
wire shelves

•Includes wheel-kit 
for easy mobility

•Shelf liners included
•Comes with 
removable 
application chart 
for easy updating

•Measures 37" L x 15" W x 62" H

PART # DESCRIPTION
9903-0154 Yuasa battery rack
 

MERCHANDISER TIRE RACK
•An inexpensive yet effective way to display tires
•Holds approximately 20 to 30 tires and comes 
with all mounting hardware

•One free tire rack with purchase of 50 tires; 
limit three per dealer

9904-0228

9904-0229

9904-0230 9904-0260

9904-0491

PIAA BULB 
CABINET DISPLAY
•POP display features 
a swivel base, locking 
see-through doors 
and product sales 
information 
on both sides

•Loaded display 
features five bulbs 
each of: Xtreme White 
Anti-Vibration 
H4 bulbs, Star White 
Anti-Vibration 
H4 bulbs, Super 
Plasma GT-X 
Anti-Vibration Twin 
Beam H4 bulbs

•See your Drag Specialties representative for 
more details
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V-TWIN 
SPARK PLUG DISPLAY
•New display rack that holds 
16 four-packs of NGK Iridium IX 
spark plugs that fit virtually all 
domestic V-Twin applications

•Free-standing 
or wall-mountable

PART # DESCRIPTION
9903-0153 NGK spark 

plug cabinet
 

NGK WIRE 
DISPLAY RACK
•Holds 120 individual 
plug boxes and 
up to 12 different 
part numbers

•Easy loading and dispensing
•Counter stand or slatwall mount
•Rugged steel wire rack with black powder-coat finish
•Measures 143/4" W x 133/4" H x 5" D

PART # DESCRIPTION
DIS-506 Display rack
 

NGK DISPLAY 
CABINET
•Easy loading and 
dispensing; will hold over 600 plugs

•Convenient storage in door for 
application materials

•Mounts easily to any wall
•Rugged steel construction with gloss 
black finish

•Measures 18" W x 23" H x 8" D

PART # DESCRIPTION
DIS-43 Display cabinet
 

POINT OF 
PURCHASE 
FLOOR 
DISPLAY 
RACK
•Made of 
powder-coated 
heavy metal

•Features four 
heavy-duty 
shelves

•Header card is printed in a 4-color glossy finish
•Measures 80" tall x 42" wide x 18" deep

PART # DESCRIPTION
9903-0055 Display rack

SMARTSPAIR 
DISPLAY
•Fits on counter 
or slat wall

•Includes display and four 
SmartSpair™ kits

PART # DESCRIPTION
0363-0023 SmartSpair display
 

MOTOCAPS, 
LOGOCAPS, 
MOTOBOLTS 
DISPLAY
•Increase your 
impulse sales 
with this 
space-efficient 
display rack

PART # DESCRIPTION
0303-0123 Display rack

DISPLAY RACK
•Four-shelf display 
draws customers' 
attention to 
S100 products

PART # DESCRIPTION
DIS38 S100 

display rack
 

DISPLAY RACK
•For a limited time, 
receive a free five-
tray display rack 
when you purchase 
$600 worth of 
Maxima lubricants 
or pay just 
$41.90 with 
a $300 purchase

•Five-tray display 
measures 251/2" x 
161/2" x 55"

PART # DESCRIPTION
DIS15 Display rack

TIRE SHOES
•Great tool to boost 
Pirelli sales

•Available at no charge 
with purchase 
of six tires

PART # DESCRIPTION
9903-0060 Pirelli tire shoes (pr.)

METZELER V-TWIN POSTER
•A great way to spice up the look of your shop
•Show your loyalty to your product

PART # DESCRIPTION
PRE-025 Metz V-Twin posters (ea.)

TIRE SHOES
•Great tool to boost 
Metzeler sales

•Available at no charge 
with purchase of six tires

PART # DESCRIPTION
9903-0061 Metzeler tire shoes (pr.)

DISPLAYS
•Enhance sales 
with these 
attractive 
point-of-purchase 
displays

PART # DESCRIPTION
9903-0004 Header hooks, and gridwall
9903-0005 Hang strip
 




